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Chapter.l 

INTRODUCTION . 



1.1. A brief introductory survey 

Scalar fields have long been conjectured to give rise to long-range gravitational fields 

[1]. In a phenomenological approach, scalar fields are often introduced as a source of 

gravitation in the field equations of the theo:ry (usually in the right hand side of Einstein 

equations of general relativity), but there are stronger theoretical motivations for 

mclusion of fundamental scalar fields in gravitational theories. For instance, scalar 

partner to the graviton generically arises in almost every modem theoretical attempt to 

unify gravity with the remaining interactions [2-4]. Another independent motivation for 

scalar fields .is furnished by inflationary models of cosmology in the framework of scalar-

. tensor (ST) theories of gravitation, in which the overall interaction is mediated by one or 

several long-range scalar fields in addition to the usual tensor fields present in Einstein's 

theory. This mechanism has been found to provide a technical but natural way of 

terminating inflationary eras of the early universe by the nucleation ofbubbles of the true 

vacuum [5]. 

ST theories of gravitation do satisfy all the weak-field solar system experimentS or 

· binary pulsar tests and also the cosmological observations to date. Moreover, in contrast 

to most of the other available alternative theories of gravity, these theories in the Jordan 

frame· respect most of the well-known symmetries: conservation laws, constancy of non

gravitational_ constants, local Lorentz invariance and they also satisfy the weak 

equivalence principle (universality of free fall of laboratory size objects). Thus ST 

theories are r<?gaided as a viable alternative to Einstein's general relativity (GR) and they 

provide an important theoretical :framework against which results of various gravitational 

experiments, old and new, can be compared [6]. It is known that several new experiments 
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are either currently in operation or going to take place in the near future (e.g. Gravity 

Probe B [7], LA TOR [8], APOLLO [9], USA [10] etc.) 

. ST theories have been widely studied in recent years also because of their great 

relevance· in cosmology, especially in the early epochs. As mentioned· already, theSe 

theories are very successful in describing the so-called inflationary era of the universe. 

The evolution of scalar field slows down the expansion rate of the universe during 

inflatio~ and allows nucleation of bubbles to end the ·inflationary era thus overcoming 

the fine-tuning problem of "new'' inflationary model of the universe [5]. The present 

acceleration of the universe, .as revealed from the observational data of the type ~a 

supernova [11], can also be accommodated within the scalar field coupled gravity 

theories [12]. There have also been suggestions that the dark matter _problem might be 

resolved within the framework of a suitable scalar-tensor cosmological model in which 

some components of matter field couple With a different strength to gravitatioq than does . . 

ordinary matter -[13]. Also ST theories provide a rich arena for investigations into 

wormhole physics [14-15]. The above possibilities are by no means exhaustive but 

represent only some of the useful applications of ST theories. 

A generic aspect of the theories involving scalar fields is that one faces an inherent 

question as to how one can select· a physical conformal frame out of two obvious 

alternatives, viz., the Jordan frame (JF) and the Einstein frame (EF), as they are 

conveniently called The former is a conformal frame in Which the scalar field is coupled 

non-minimally and plays the role of a spin-0 component of gravity. In contrast, in the 

Einstein frame, scalar fi.elds appear as a source of gravitation in the field equations of the 

theory (usually the source term is an abnormally coupled scalar matter field in the 
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Einstein equations of general relativity). Theories in these two frames are related to each 

other by means of conformal transformations of the metric part and a re-defimtion of the 

scalar part [16]. However, the question whether the two formulations in the two 

conformal frames are really equivalent or not has been the issue of continuing lively 

debates [17]. 

The 8dvantage of the Jordan frame is, that the laws of evolution of the matter (i.e., non:. 

gravitational) fields take the same form as in GR This frame has the disadvantage that 

the propagation mode of metric tensor and scalar fields are mixed together i.e., 

gravitational waves contain both helicity-2 and helicity-0 excitations [4,18] and as a 

result the variables of the frame are inconvenient for the formulation a Cauchy problem 

[18]. Despite such limitations, the Jordan frame is regarded as the physical frame because 

here matter couples universally to the metric tensor (normal coupling). The test particle 

, rest mass is constant and consequently the particle trajectories follow the usual geodesic 

equations in the metric ·field On the other hand, in the Einstein frame, it is 

mathematically more ~nvenient to analyze the field equations though this is not always 

the case. For instance, in this frame, rest mass of a particle is not constant but depends on 

.the scalar field and COnSequently the 'weak principle of equivalence for ordinary matter is 

not satisfied However, the helicities are not mixed in this frame; the propagation is 

described only by spin-2 gravitons. 

1.2. Scalar-tensor theories in the Jordan frame 

Scalar-tensor (ST) theories have an extensive history. The first ones to appear were 

those of Jordan [19], Fierz [20] and Brans-Dicke [21]. These are the simplest theories in 

the sense that they consist of just one massless scalar field and its coupling strength to 
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matter is constant. Later, Bergmann [22], Nordtvedt [23] and Wagoner [24] generalized 

the theory. In their version the scalar field has a dynamic coupling to matter and/or an 

arbitrary self- interaction. More recently, ST theories are further generalized to the case 

of multiple scalar fields [ 18]. 

In the ST theories, the scalar field ( cp) plays the role of the (local) gravitational 

coupling with G ~ <cp>-1 and consequently the gravitational "constant" is not in fact a 

constant but is determined by the total matter in the universe (Mach's principle) through 

an auxiliary scalar field equation. The scalar field couples to both matter and space-time 

geometry, the strength of the coupling is represented by an arbitrary dimensionless 

function ro( cp ). 

The general form of the action describing a massless scalar-tensor theory of gravity is 

[23] (We shall use units G=c=l unless otherwise specified): 

where R is the Ricci scalar constructed from the metric g pv, and S m is the Lagrangian 

density of ordinary matter which could include electromagnetic field, nuclear field etc. 

The principle of equivalence is guaranteed by requiring that the matter field Lagrangian 

can depend only on the metric g pv but not on rp . For the Brans-Dicke theory, m( rp) = 

constant. 

A variation of (I) with respect to gP'' and rp yields the following field equations 

(2) 

(3) 
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with the energy momentum conservation equation 

(4) 

where D=g~v V 11 V v, T = r;: is the trace of the matter energy momentum tensor and 

ol = dm . Although the coupling function ro( q>) in general ST theories can be any 
d~ ' . 

arbitrary function of. scalar field <p but t~e numerical value of ro( <p) is constrained by the 

classical tests· of general relativity as well as by cosmological considerations such as the 

Big Bang Nucleosynthesis [25]. Solar system tests put limits on the Post-Newtonian 

parameters y,Ji [5] which,,in the generaJ ST theories~ translate into limits on ro(cp) and 

. ro'( <p ). The first post-Newtonian (PPN) parameters are given by [23] 

and 

· ol 
P=1+--------------~ 

(2m(~)+ 4)(2m(~) + 3)2 

1 r=1---
m(fJ)+2 

(5) 

(6) 

. The Eddington parameter y, Whose value in GR is unity, is the most fundamental PPN 

parameter. Observational limits on this parameter are I y-11 ~.002 from radio timing 

. delays [26], I y-11 =0.0003 from light deflection usingVLBI observations of quasars [27], 

I y-tl =0.02 from lunar laser ranging [28]. Analysis of planetary ranging data recently 

yielded y=0.0015±0.0021 [29]. A more precise value ofy has been recently obtained from . 

solar conjunction experiment with the Cassini spacecraft which gives lr -II =(2.1±2.3) x 

10-5 [30]. Consequently, the lower limit on the coupling function is ro(<p) < Is x 104 I. 
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·On the other hand the planetary ranging data yields I 13-tl =-0.0010 ± 0.0012 [29]. Hence 

there is only a rather weak limit on co' at present. 

As evident from above, solar system ex~riments place the coupling parameter co in 

ST theories' to a large value, thus making these theori~s practically indisti~guishabl~ from 

GR in local situations. This may ~t doubt on the existence of scalar fields in the 

gravitational sector but as shown by Nordtvedt and Damour [31 ], most of the ST theories 

cosmologically evolve toward a state with no scalar admixture to gravity during matter-

dominated era. This means that, during cosmological evolution, co approaches to a very 

large value (the so called "attractor mechanism"). However, even for large co, ST theories 

can produce interesting departures from GR at the strong field scenario as well as at the 

cosmological level. It is clear from the field equations that under Nordtvedt conditions, 

i.e., when co( <p) ~ ~d ro' /ro3 --+0, the ST theories tends to general relativity unless the 

· energy-momentum tensor is traceless [32]. 

1.3. Two particular ST theories 

So far, there is no unique way to choose the functional fonn of co( <p ). As a result, there 

exists a plethora of ST gravity theories characterized by the different functional fonn of 

91(<p) which include the celebrated Brans-Dicke theor,Y [21], Barker's constant-G theory 

[33], Bekenstein's variable rest mass theory [34], or Schmidt-Greiner-Heinz-Muller's 

theory [35]. Besides, for ro=-1, ST theories turn out to be the low energy effective four-
. . 

dimensional superstring theory. Below we discuss two·ofthese theories in some details, 

the Brans-Dicke theory and .the low energy effective four- dimensional superstring 

theory. 
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1.4. The Brans-Dicke theory 

Historically, most of the interest has been focused upon the first and the simplest ST 

theory, presented by Brans and Dicke (BD) [21], in which the coupling function is a 

constant i.e. ro'=O. Since Birkhoffs theorem does not hold in the presence of a scalar 

field, several classes of static solutions of the BD theory are possible even in spl:t.erically . 

symmetric vacuum situation. Brans himself provided [36] four fonns of static spherically 

symmetric vacuum solution of the BD theory. However, later it has been found that only 

two of them, class I and class N solutions; are really independent [37, 38]. These 

solutionS are in "isotropic" coordinates, (t,p,O,q>)are given by (We shall use the 

signature(-,+,+,+): 

Class I solutions: 

B 1--
di- =- __.!:!!.. 

1+~ 
2p 

q>= 9'o 

where A., C, <J>o. B are constants, and the first two relate to m as the constraint 

The class N solutions are: 

7 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 



(11) 

with the constraint condition 

-t±.J-2m-3 
C= . . 

m+2 
(12) . 

Class I solution received more attention as it is the only one which is permitted for all 

values of ro. This class of solution in geneml gives rise to naked singularity [39] though 

for some particular choices of the solution parameters, it represents a black hole different 

from the Schwarzschild one [40]. The class I solution may be written in the EF. 

IdentifYing M = mo where a = C + 2 , B = m, the solution may be compared with the 
2A. 

Robertson expansion of any centrally symmetric field give, in isotropic coordinates, by 

One immediately finds the values 

a=P=r=l, 

which are justthe Schwarzschild values. In the JF, these are 

· m+l 
a= P=l,y=--. 

m+2 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

The class IV is valid only for ro <-3/2 and is a nonsingular solution. There is a non-

positive contribution of matter to· effective gravitational constant and thus there is a 

violation of some of the energy conditions. In fact, the solution has the topology of a 

wormhole [14]. Nevertheless, in the Einstein frame, one obtains exactly the 

Schwarzschild values as in Eq.(14). In some respects, Class N solution, which gives rise· 
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to what is called cold black holes [41]~ exhibits better behavior than class I solution. For 

example, the tidal forces do not diverge on the horizon for this spacetime unlike the class 

I metric [42]. 

The cosmological · scenario in BD theory is the following. Here the solution is 

analogous to 'Einstein-de Sitter model of GRand is given by [21] 

2m+2 cr (16) a=a -
0 t , 

(} . 

and 

2 cr f/J_ ='Po to . . (17) 

As ro~, the above solution tends to the Einstein-de .Sitter model. But if ro is not too 

large, tlie BD cosmology could have interesting departures from GR when t is small. As 

mentioned before, inflationary scenario in the BD cosmology is particularly interesting. 

1.5. Low energy effective four-dimensional Superstring theory 

Superstring theory is regarded as the most promising candidate for a unified theory of 

the fundamental interactions, including gravity. However, there exist five anomaly free, 

supersymmetric perturbative string theories known. as the type I, type ~ type IIB •. 

S0(32) heterotic and Es x Es heterotic theories. There is now evidence that these theories 

are related by a set of dualities and may in. fact represent different manifestations of a 

more fundamental quantum theory, often termed as M-theory. 

A defmite prediction of superstring theory is the existence of a scalar field. This is 

. referred to as the dilaton and it couples directly to matter. A typical scheme in superstring 
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theory is to compactify from ten dimensions (in the framework of supersymmetry, the 

quantization of the string is only consistent if spacetime is ten dimensional) onto an 

·isotropic six torusto obtain the effective four-dimensional action given by [43] 

S =- d 4x c-=ge-4J -R+-H HP"P -gP"a <Pa <1>+-F FP" J. ( ·1· 1 ) 
v- ~~ 12 pvp . p v 8 pv ' (18) 

where g 
11

., is the metric that arises naturally· in the a-model, R is the Ricci scalar, 

Fpv =a PA,, -a.,A~ is the field strength of the MaxweJJ fi~Jd AP.' .<~> is the dilaton field, 

and, 

. (19) 

where B pv is the antisymmetric tensor gauge field and 

1 
[Q3(A)]pl¢ = 4 (ApFvp + A.,F pp + APFJl.,) (20) 

is the gauge Chem-Simons term. 

As long as curvature is small compared to the Planck scale, all vaeuum solutions of 

GR are approximate solutions of effective four-dimensional string theory except in the 

region near the singularity. However, the situation is quite different in the presence of 

electromagnetic field since the dilaton field has a linear coupling tor. Consequently 

charged black hole in string theory differs significantly from that in GR The static 

charged black hole solution of the effective string theory is given by the Gibbons-Maeda-

Garfinkle-Horowitz-Strominger (GMGHS) solution [44] 

·_2· ( 2M) 2 . ( 2M)-• dr2 ( Q
2
e-

2
"'q Ja: dT =- 1--,:- dt + 1--,:- +r r M n (21) 

(22) 
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F = Qsin Od9Adtp, (23) 

where cl>o is the asymptotic constant value of the dilaton, Q is the electromagnetic charge, 

M is the mass, dO. is the metric on a unit sphere. The solution has been studied for 

possible string signature in gravitational lensing phenomena [45]. The wormhole physics 

with the above spacetime is also addressed in [ 46]. 

1.6. Broad outline of the aim and plan of the theSis· 

The present investigation is aimed at studying local situations in the framework of ST 

theories and look. for the scalar field induced effects. The target here is mainly twofold: 

(a) In this pa~ certain aspects of a few static spherically symmetric solutions of 

different ST theories have been investigated as well as a new class of solutions for the 

generalized theories have been advanced. According to the scalar "no-hair" theorem [ 4 7] 

the Schwarzschild solution is the only static sphericaliy Symmetric black hole solution of 

the ST gravity theories. Th~ proof relies on the assumption that the conditions of the 

Hawking-Ellis singularity theorems hold which include the weak energy condition. 

However, it is well known now that many physical matter fields violate the weak energy 

condition (squeezed matter field or the matter arising out of the quantum Casimir effect, 

for instance). As a result existence of several black hole solutions in the ST theories has 

been claimed - the black hole nature of the solutions is judged by critically examining the 

non-energetic characteristics ofblack holes. 

(b) In this part, the effeCt of the scalar field in physical observations in a Sagnac type 

. experiment has been studied. This is motivated by the fact that the future or present 

onboard experiments would be able to measure the PPN parameters with unprecedented 
. / 
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accuracy thus creating the possibility of measuring small deviationS froin the predictions 

of GR. For instance the Gravity Probe-B (GP-B) mission will be able to measure the 

geodetic precision effect to 2 x I o-5 and to measure frame-dragging effect to an accuracy 

3 x 1 o-3 [7]. As a resol~ the experiment will permit direct measurement .of y with 

accuracy of 5 ~ I0-5
. LATOR mission is expeCted to measure y to the unprecedented 

levels of accuracy of I O..s [8]. 

Sagnac-like rotational scenario (Sagnac effect can be simply described as a shift of the 

interferometer fringes appearing in a suitable interferometer placed on a rotating platform 

[48]) has been selected due to the fact that the conventional t;tatic cases so far have not 

succeeded to isolate any scalar field induced effects in a real observation despite huge 

efforts [45, 49]. Hence effects of scalar field in rotational scenario have been explored. 

For this purpose, rotating solutions of two representative ST theories, the BD theory and 

the low energy effective field theory descnbing heterotic string theory, are considered .. 

The present thesis is planned as follows. In tht: next Chapter, the behavior of a few 

spherically symmetric acclaimed black bole solutions of different ST theories as well as 

some- other non-Einsteinian theories are investigated in respect of tidal forces in the 

geodesic frame. In Chapter 3, a new class of solutions is obtained in the generalized ST 

theories using the Bekenstein black hole of conformal scalar field theory [50] as the seed 

solution. In Chapter 4, the effect of the scalar field on the corrections to the Sagnac 

effect, geodetic andLense-Tbirring precession are calculated using a·Kerr-like solution of 

tbe BD theory. The same has also been estimated for the low ·energy effective string

theory rotating,.black holes" in 4-dimensions (Kerr-Sen metric) [43] in the Chapter 5. 

Finally the results are briefly summarized in Chapter 6. References are W:ven at the end of 
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each chapter for easy reading. All references and equation numbers are specific to the 

C?ncemed chapter. 
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Chapter2 

TIDAL FORCES IN COLD BLACK HOLE SPACETIMES 

Z Z MAR 2006 



2.1. Introduction 

In vacuum Einstein's General Relativity (EGR), it is well known that the only static, 

spherically symmetric (SSS) black bole solutions are those given by the charged Reissner-

Nordstrom (RN) and uncharged Schwarzschild ones. Tn the nonvacuum EGR, several 

black hole solutions are known. For instance: (i) The solution discovered by Bekenstein 

[1 ], which is a solution of the Einstein conformaJJy coupled scalar field theory. (ii) The 

dilaton-Maxwell solution discovered by Gibbons, Maeda,' Garfinkle, Hormvitz and 

Strominger (GMGHS) [2]. (iii) The solution for a nonlinear electromagnetic source found 

recently by Ayon-Beato and Garcia [3]. In the non-Einsteinian theories of gravity, too, 

-
some acclaimed black hole solutions exist in th,e literature. These theories include Brans-

Dicke (BD) scalar-tensor theory [4] and the Weyl Integrable theory[~]. In th~fonne!,.W~" 

have black hole solutions discusseq by Campa,n~Ui <;tnd {A~o [6], J}r,onnikov et al [7] 

and in the latter, we have the Salim-Sautu [8] solutions. The list however is by no means 

exhaustive. The considered non-EGR family of solutions has infinite horizon area and 

zero Hawking temperature. Hence, such solutions have been baptized as cold black holes 

(CBH) by Bronnikov eta/ [7]. 

Let us now recall a very fundamental criterion which a given solution must satisfy in 

order that it can represent a black hole spacetime: The curvature tensor components, 

computed in the observer's (static or freely fulling) orthonormal frame must be finite 

everywhere including the horizon (9]. This condition comes from the physical 

requirement that the tidal forces do not crush or tear apart an extended observer falling 

freely through the horizon. 



We wish to examine in this chapter how many of the above solutions satisfy the 

condition of finiteness of tidal forces near the horizon. It turns out that all the considered 

solutions except the CBH satisfy this criterion. We shall then examine a particular 

solution in the BD theory which also turns out to be a CBH but in which the malady of 

infinite-tidal·forces- does notappear; In-that-sense, the-solution-meritsasa-bettet-CBHthan-

the ~vailable ones. 

In- Sec.2, the general expression for tidal for~s in- a freely falling frame is laid down. 

ln--SectioOS--3- andc4, different- solutions-in-EGR and-non~EGR. respectively. ate tested. It- is

pointed 'out ·in Sec.5 ·that the Kiuskat,.like extensions 'do not render the CBH metrics 

nonsirtgular. Finally, in Sec.6, a better CBH in BD theory is discussed. 

2.2. Tidal forces in a geodesic frame 

Following the notations of Horowitz and Ross [10], consider the general tbrm of a SSS 

metric: 

In a static observer's orthonormal basis, the only nonvanishing components of the 

curvature tensor are Row1, Ro2o2, Ro:103, R12I2, Run and Rz323· Radially freely falling 

observers with conserved energy E.- are connected to the static orthonormal frame by a 

local Lorentz boost with an instantaneous velocity given by 

FE-2 

V= J.--
(; [ ]

1!2 

(2} 

Then the nonvanishing curvature components in the Lorentz-boosted hatted frame-(A)·are· 

[10]: 



(3) 

(4) 

·. Roiii = cosbasinha(Ro.uM + Ru.u), (5) 

. . 2 . . 
~Hi = ~ktk + smh a( Rokok + ~ktk), (6) 

where k, 1 =2,3 and sinh a = .Jb-. The tidal acceleration between two parts of the 
1-v-

traveler's body is given by [11 }: 

(7) 

where t is the vector separation between two parts of the body. All that we have to ·do 

now-· is ·to calculate the components in Eqs.{3)-(6) for a given. metric. If. any of the 

components diverges .as :the :horizon is.approached, we say :that the tidaltorces ·physically 

disrupt the falliug· observer.: Our. strategy then is to . .firstcompute any one, say, RfiifJi, from .. 

Eq.(4). ffit is well behaved, then proceed to check if the same behaVior is obtained for the 

rest of the components. lf the answer is positive, we say that the solution represents an 

ordinary black hole. If RfiiOO. 1tself'is not well. behaved, we check no further and conclude 

that the black hole belongs to the second category, defined earlier~ 

From the metric (1), we can rewrite eq.(4) as (k=2): 

(8).. 

where primes on the right denote derivatives with respect to r. Now note that the 

conserved energy E can be decomposed as 

u2 l L'fG) 2(1 2·)-1 ( L'/G) L; 2 L" 2 
b =\r ·: +·V · -V. ·, ~r · · ·=ns +nex. (9} 



The first tenn represents the value of E2 in the static frame (Es2
) and the second tenn 

represents the enhancement in ~2 due to geodesic motion. Incorporating tills. we can 

decompose ROiOi as follows: 

R-··· = _![R' IE 2G' -F')~-_!_'(· R"G+ R'G')E 2 
0202 R 2 ~ s J R 2 '!X 

(10} 

It is easy to verifY that the term I lt-~~21 actually represents the curvature component in the 

. fram . R<sJ - R Th J th R<er> L . b 2 (.R R )) statJc e, VJZ., tl2o2- 0202. us. on y e tenn o20z\= sm a 0202 + 1212 

reptesertfs overall ehlitiliceiherlt iii ci.ii"W.ttife in the Ltirt}ntz-boosted frame over the static 

frame. It -is this part that needs·-to be particularly examined as the observer approaches the 

horizon. Note also. that the. energy E2 is finite. (it can be nonnalized to. unity) and so.are E/ 

andE(,-x2
. As the horizon is approache<L one has (F/G) ~0, v~l such that E2~ E"-x2

. Let 

. us now proceed to test a. few solutions. 

2.3. EGR Solutions (Planck units) 

(a) RN /:;o/ution: 

(H) 

where Q is the electric charge. It can be readily verified that, due to a remarkable 

cancellatio~ ~~ is identically zero. In fac~ since ~';1~ is the same as 

sinh2 afR0" 0" + Rlku), one can say that aU the tensor components ·remain invariant under 

the 'Lorentz-boost. This is a peculiar feature ofthe RN geometry and is also shared ·by 



usual Schwarzschild' geometry which is obtained' by merely putting Q=O'. All components 

in. the static frame remain finite as r42m. For example, 

2m 3e2 

Ratot =---~ +-4 r r 
(12) 

and so on. Hence it is concluded that the tidal forces do not diverge near the horizon 

either for the static or for moving observers. 

(b) Bekenstein solution: 

The metric is given: oy 

(13) 

and the confolina1 sca1ar field is given by (! = _!!_ . As far as the metric is concerned, it 
r-m 

has the e~ireme RN tbrm and the same conclusions as above apply. 

(<;) Gibbons'""Maed{J~Garfinkle~Horowitz~Strominger (GMGH..'i) solutions: 

These are solutions to the low~nergy string theory representing SSS charged black holes. 

The action is given by 

(14} 

where ~-and FJ1V are dilatonic and Maxwell fields respectively. A class of solutions is 

given by 

1 • · 2m·. 2 · 2m· 2 ·. Q e- o 2 
( } ( )

-1 ( 2 2q\ Jan 
d~· =·- 1---;- rt + .1-7 . dr +r r- mr , (15) 



(16) 

lt follows from eq.( 4) that 1~ is simply proportional to R" I R which, at the horizon-

R" 1 
(17) 

_ Qze-Z¢0 R" 
where D is the dilaton charge given by D = · . If Q2 =2m2 e2

9&, then -lr. ~ oo, 
2m - R ~ 

indicating that the tidal forces diverge ttf t==fh. Tliat is quite consistent With' the c0i1c1nsion 

(}f GHS that this ValUe ~f Q2 acttl3.lly tepteselits a thtiisitirin between black holes and 

naked singularities. In the case, Q2 * 2m2e2
'k, the solution (15) does represent a black 

·hole: In the string frame_,_ the metric is obtained by a c-Onformal transformation e2fi gfll,,. 

and ithas been shm.Vii. that, for Q2 < 2m2e2
(t,, the new metric also represents a'blackhole 

{2]. According to our criterion, -~ l,k ~finite. which can be readily verified. 

(d) Black hole solution for nonlinear source: · 

Recently, Ayon-Beato and Garcia [3] have proposed an exact sss solution ofEGR when· 

the source is a nonlinear electrodynamic field The resulting metric is 

[ 
- ] [ . ]-1 

tj2 . q7. . 

,2 . 2mr2e 2mr 2 2mr2e -2mr 2 2 2 
dfi = - 1- .,. 2. 3 ,., dt + 1- .,. " ~ .2 dr + r dfJ. 

(r- +q ) '- (r- +q-y' 
. . 

(18) 

where ·q is Interpreted as the electric charge as the electric field expands asymptotically as 

/i = ; +O(r-3
). 

r 
(19) 



All curvature invariants are bounded everywhere including tile origin. Evidently, Hi:;,~ is 

zero identically, indicating that the corresponding component of the tidal force is bounded 

too, In fuct~ it can be verified that aU other components are also boWlded.' However, an 

undesirable feature of the solutio11; in our opinio11;: is that the horizon can not be precisely 

located in the spacetime as goo=O does not have an exact solution. 

2.4. Non-EGR Solutions (Planck units) 

(e) Brans-Dicke Black Holes: 

. Campanelli and Lousto [6]' :have sho'Wll that the BD themy admits a black hole solution 

Which is different from the Schwarzschild one, the metric being given by 

. _j )a+l ( )P-1 ( )p dvz = --'l1 - 2; . . Jt2 + 1- 2;n . . drz + 1 - 2:1 . rz dnz, 

the coupling constant being given by 

tlJ= 
2(a2 + P 2 +aP+a-p) 

(a+P)2 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

According to Ref.[6], the solution represents a regular black hole for f3~-1 and a-J3+ 1> 0. 

In addition, if one requires that the metric shoUld coincide with the PPN expansion, then 

we need to take a+J3--+0, which implies m-+oc. In this case, the solution takes on the . 

form 

2 2m 2 2m 2 2m 2 2 ( 
· )1-p ( )P-l ( )p 

ds,=-1----;- dt + 1----;- dr +-1----;- · r dO., {23) 

21 



and 1/J(r) = ¢0 = const. The parameter f3 plays the role of BD scalar hair. For this metric, 

all curvature invariants are finite, for f3~1. as r ~2m. However, it turns out that 

(24) 

We see that ~~i~oc as r~2m. Thus the horizon is singular. However, one might still 

argue that the value f3=2 removes the divergence. But then the scalar invariant 

(25) 

as r~2m. Black hole solutions (type Bl), called CBHs, proposed by Bronnikov, Clement, 

Fabris and Constaninidis [7] also exhibit similar properties. 

(f) Black holes in WE--yllntegrable Sptice Time (WIST): 

The spacetime described by Weyl integrable geometry follows from the action 

S = J(R+ E((}a -l.e-2o.• F FafJ +e2<1Jgp.v"" .1. \ c-:-gd4x (26) 
':7 ;a 2 ap 'P',Jt'P',v N- g 4 

• 

where R is the scalar associated with the Weyl geometry, m is the geometric scalar field 

arid :.P is an external scalar field. Salim and Sautu [8) proposed three classes of solutions. 

Let us consider only one of them: 

(27) 

(28) 



4 2 2 
uz = m -q )f. = .!.(4..1=- 3). 

2A, ~ 2 '=' (29) 

The solution (27) looks pretty similar to eq.(23), but not quite. The horizon appears at 

r=T}. The cwvature in the static frame is finite, but in the moving frame, we find 

JB:1::; m(m -1]) . 

fRt ( )2 r4 l- ~ · · 
(30) 

Therefore~ R~~oc as r~11. unless m=q. Let us examine what happens to the Weyl 

scalar R. It is given by 

{ 2m). 2m 

R ~ -r 
2
+ " (r -q) -~ p(r), (31) 

where p(r) .is a polynomial of O(r )>0. If this scalar is-f"mite, so is the Riemann scalar. If 

m=q, then R~oc as r~ll- For m:t:11, tidal forces in the freely falling frame become 

infinitely large, In either case, the horizon is singular; 

The two types of solutions (23) and (27) following from two entirely different theories 

exhibit a remarkable similarity as far as the behavior of tidal forces are concerned. In the_ 

examples considered so far, it is clear that the black hole solutions of EGR (with or 

without source) are indeed· black holes while those from the non-EGR are different, at 

least as far as tidal force considerations are concerned Can we generalize our conclusion 

to include all SSS solutions of EGR? Perhaps not. For instance, consider the Janis-. 

Newman-Winnicour {12] solution of the Einstein minimally coupled theory. It has exactly 

the same form as that of Eq.(23) with only a different {logarithmic) scalar field. 

Consequently, the tidal forces in the geodesic frame are infinite near .the horizon. That 



explains why the JNW solution is said to have a naked singularity [13], but it can also be 

interpreted as having the features of a CBH. At any rate, it follows that every EGR 

solution should be tested on a case by case basis. 

2.5. Kruskal-like extension of CBH 

It i~ well known that Krusldil~Szekeres eitensidn [l4, 15] offers the advantage that it 

removes the coordinate singularity from the Schwarzschild metric itt the standard form. 

bet tis now ·ask if similar ·advantages obtain in the Kruskal-like extension of the metric 

{20} performed by Campanelli and.Lollsto [6}: The answer seems to,be·in·the negative.· 

Definingthe tmll variables ii, v by .[l6J 

dfi = dt-dr* ,dV = dt+dr*, (32) 

where the tortoise-like variable r" is given by 

(33) 

and applying further the transformations 

U = -exp(-K" )u.V = exp(rc"V), (34) 

in which the surface gravity K is given by 

u-p 

mlr 2m)2 K=(a+l)~ 1--· , 
r- r 

(35) 

the final fonn of the metric (20) becomes {17]: 

2m. -2 · * 2m ., 
{ )

a+l (. )p 
d.v2 = 1--;- . K H exp( -2K Hr )dUdV + r 2 

. 1--;- .· dQ·,. (36) 



where KH is the value of K at r=2m. Thus, KH = 0 tor c:x>f3, KH =oc tor a<f3, KH ~(a+ 1 )/4m 

for a=f3. One may apply a further transformation 'to spacelike and time like variables u = 

(V-U)/2, v = (V+U)/2 respectively on metric (3.6) to make it Iool{ pa,rtly familiar. For the 

sp~ial case ac=fl, one has only glw (r =2m). finite .. For a:#J3~ which, incJudes. a:=-fl 

[leading to the metric (23)), guv(r= 2m)is no longer finite. But most importantly, the last 

term in the metric (36) continue to have a singularity at r=2m for p::;-1. Thus, the Kruskal--

like extension, eqn. (36), does not offer any advantage as such. The surface area of the 

horizon still remains infinite. One may then equally well use metrics (20) and (23) for 

computing curvature tensors and invari~ts~ which was actually done in Sec. 4e. Similar 

considerations apply to the metric (27). 

The metric teptesehtibg type Bl CBHs proposed by Btonnikov et ai [7] is conformal to 

the metric (20). As shown in Ref [7]; the tidal forces are infinite at the horizon iri tWs 

·case, too. The S'll:t'fuc:e 'area of the horizon remains infinite even in the extended form of 

the metric. It is not possible tO' redtice the area by Kniska:l-like extension:s. 

2.6. A better CBH 

We have seen that Knlskal•like extensions can not do away with the singrilarities in gee 

and ·g.p.p as is evident from the metric (36). Consequently, one has infinite horizon areas 

·and ·entropies. Hence the name CBH, as mentioned ·before. Accepting the!l-e facts, we 
. - - . . .· . 

enquire if there exists a CBH for which the tidal forces aie, finite on the horizon. It seems 

that there indeed is·one: The' class IV solutions of the BD theory [18] provide just such a 

CBR 



. I 
p(r) = Jlo- Br' 

() 
C+l 

v r =V .. +--. 
· " Br 

-1 +.J- ?-=-3 ('= - ~ 
- w+2 

c 
.cfl =!Poe Dr- . 

Usual asymptotic flatness and weak field conditions ftx the constants as 

Po =v0 =0,B=llm>0, 

(38) 

(39) 

(40) 

. (41) 

(42) 

where rrt is the mass of the configuration. The horizOn appears at r=r11=0 and its area is 

~infinite. Other feature~ of·this solution ·are discussed in Refs . .[l9,20]. In the static 

orthonormal frame~ the curvature comp(>neilts are; 

C+l 
2(C+l) • 

Br3e Br 

C+l [C+l 1· R2323= ~·~-2-
BrJe Br 

(43) 

(44) 

(45} 

(46) 

All these components tend to zero as r-Hb ~ provided C+ 1~0. This happens only if m<-'2. 

Ttshould bereealledthaftheCBRsolutions propdsed in Refs. [6] and [7] also correspond 



to negative values of m. As discussed in Ref[6J, it is the nwnerical value of m, rather than 

its sign, that is more relevant. Also, the EGR effects are recovered for ]ml ~ co. 

The Ricci scalar for the considered solution is given by 

(47) 

finite at the horiZon. The riiettic (3 7)-( 41) too; a remarkable feciture iti tlliit, frit e=o, it 

'describes ·ail the ·solar ·systeril 'tests ·exactly :as does the EGR Schwatz~-child metric. The 

~urvature components in the moving frame also remains finite as the horizon is 

approached. For example, 

--- --+-E ·(e-~~JC+1 c) 2 
Br2 Bt2 r m-• 

'(48) 

tends to zero as r-Hh. This implies that the tidal forces in the geodesic frame do not 

diverge. In many ways, therefore, the class IV metric resembles the ones discussed in 

Refs. [6-8} but it has an added merit as indicated above. Hence, it seems to represent a 

better CBH than the ones proprised so far. 

2. 7. Conclusions 

·sufufiili~ing, \ve lili.ve to sa:y ···the follbVJing; we eSillmined a :few EGR solutio'iis for 

"vhich tlie tidal forces do not diverge o:h the horizon. However, it was also indicated that a 

general conclusion to that effect can not be drawn because of the existence of the JNW 



solution. Non-EGR CBH solutions exhibit infinite tidat forces on the horizon. Extended· 

singular. We •then presented· a Beiter CBH iii the BD . thehry. Bronnikov iJt iii [7] 
. ' 

· sUspected tbatlnfintte horizon areas could be ·related to ·infinite ti·dal forces. Our example 

in See. 6 indieates that· this is not-necessarily the ease. In· that-sense, elass IV solutions may 

be -interpreted as pr-oviding a -nice -ceunterexample. 
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Chapter3 

SCALAR FIELD DRESSIN,G,~OF. BLACK HOLES IN THE 

~ER~MANN~ORDTVEI>T~W4GCONER THEORY • 



3.1. Introduction 

An inregful pan 'of black noie physiC's 1s lhe·s~calfed riOscatar hait th~btbm [NSHT] 

which deals with the question of whether the exterior of a spherically symmetric black 

hole admits ·nbiltrivial ·scalar field(s) [ 1-8]. Several ·physical ·scenarios warrant such 

oonsideratitms. For examples, the scalar field couples to gravitation in a natural way in 

superstring theories [9, 1 0]. In the Brans.:.Dicke theory, such a coupling is necessary to 

incorporate Mach's principle [11]. In· ~neral, the coupling could be of minimal, non-

minimal or contbnnal type. Hence, NSHT is of direct relevance to black hole solutions-of 

such.theories. 

Recently, Saa [12]. has. proposed .a .new NSHT which .rules .out .a .larger .class .of 

nonminimally coupled theories . admitting. nontriviaL. finite scalar field dressing. of 

asymptotically flat, static, spherically symmetric black hole. The basic procedure in this 

theorem is to take the soluiion of the Einstein-minimally coupled scalar field (EMCSF) 

theory as the seed· solution (e._g. BuchdahJ solution_ [13]) and :generate solutions of the 

'Einstein-nonminimally coupled scalar·field (ENCSF)theory. The next Step isto·lookfor 

the black hole solutions in the latter theory which are then tbund to correspond to only 

constant scalar·fields. ·Omdhen says ·that 'the NSIIT is satisfied in·ENCSF. A specific 

example ofthis is the Brans-Dicke theory with the coupling parameter m = constant 

More recerttly, ·sen and· Banerjee· [14 J have examined, in the light of'saa· s theorem, a 

few examples in the general Bergmann-Nordtvedt-Wagoner (BNW} theory [15-17] for 

which the coupling paramet~r m is no· longer a constant but a·function ofthe scatar·field. 

They showed· that the only black hole solution in those examples correspond· again to 

only constant scalar ·fields. There is admittedly a caveat ·here: Saa~s theorem does not 
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cover the Einstein-conformally coupled· scalar field· (ECCSF) due tu the fact that it does 

not satisfy one of the crucial conditions, stated later, of the theorem. Consequently,· a 

black hole solution dressed by a CCSF <p * constantis permitted to existin violation of 

NSHT. This is actually·the case with·the well.; known·:Bekenstein solution £18~ 19]. 

On-the--other hand, despite the failure of Saa? s theorem in the case ofECCSF theory, its 

solutions can always be generated from EMCSF theory by special types of conformal 

maps discovered by Xanthopoulos and Dialynas [20]. They have shown that, among such 

solutions in the ECCSF theory in 4- dimensions, the only black hole solution ·with 

nontrivial scalar hair is the Bekenstein solution. This result constitutes a major step 

towards proving the uniqueness of the Bekenstein black hole. 

Our aim in this chapter is to approach the question of uniqueness from a more general 

viewpoint provided by the massless nonminimally coupled ·BNW theory. The first step in 

this direction is to portray ECCSF theory as a BNW theory with a specific form ·or 

coupling function. The next step is to generate a new claSs of solutions within the BNW 

theory for a more general class of coupling functions. This is achieved through a 

contbrmal map of the metric tensor and a redefinition of the scalar field. An examination 

of the generated class of solutions rev~ls that the only black hole solution is again the 

Bekenstein one, confirming the results ofRef. [20]. 

3.2. The acti~n, field equations and the Bekenstein solution 

The most general matter-free action of the ENCSF theory including an electromagnetic 

field FJI.v is of the form 
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S[g,q.>]= J[f"(q.>)R- h(q.>)gP1'V Pq.>V,,tp- F
1
"'FP" ]Fgd4 x (1) 

h(q>)=co(cp)/q> · (2) 

where t{cp) and h( q>) are arbitrruy ftmctions, V J1 denotes covariant derivative with respect 

to gJIV and R is the Ricci scalar. Saa's procedure requires f>O and h>O for all cp. Brans-

Dicke theory corresponds to ft<p) =<p and h(q>) =ro/cp , co = constant The BNW theory 

corresponds to ft cp)=cp and co= co( cp ), while the EMCSF theory has the values f{ cp)= 1 and 

h( cp )= 1. The ECCSF theory corresponds to the choices f( tp) = 1-_!_ tp2 
, h( <p )= 1, so that 

6 

the condition f>O is not satisfied for all <p ,and thus escapes Saa' s theorem, as mentioned 

before. The resulting ECCSF equations, in suitable units, are 

- 1 2 -1 1 afJ 1 . 2 
-(I -(j'l' ) [V 11tpV v'P-

2 
g 11,g V a'PV p'l'-(j V /1 .,(IJ' ) 

+ ..!_ u uaPv V (m2)- uaP F F + ..!_ u F paP] (3) 
6 

.... pv~ a P -r ~ ap pv 4 ~pv ap 

1 
where GJlv is the Einstein tensor, G pv = R P" -

2 
Rg ,w. The Bekenstein black hole 

solution following from Eqs.(3)-(5) with a nontrivial q> is: 

=-(1-M )2 dt2 +(1-lvf )-2 dr2 +r2d02 +r2 sin 2 ()dq/, (6) 
r r 
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(7) 

where q and e are the scalar arid electric charges· respectively. The metric has the same 

form as that of extreme Reissner-Nordstrom. The divergence of <p at FM has been shown 

to be physically innocuous in the sense that test objC(.~ interacting with the scalar field 

reach the horizon in finite proper time [18~19]. Note further that, both Tf.!v(ip) and T11v(cm) 

are traceless and hence R=O. Since Maxwell's equations are already confonnally 

invariant, we need not repeatedly include FfLvF11v in the actions that will follow. 

3.3. Reformulation in the BNW theory 

Nowdefme 

(8) 

Then the action (1) for the ECCSF can be rewritten in the fonn of that ofBNW theory: 

(9) 

The resulting field equations are 

(lO) 

(II) 

where n =gafJV a V P .The so1ution consists of the same ~as in (6) but now with the 

scalar field being redefined as x . The scalar curvature R follows from Eqs.(l 0) and (11 ); 
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R = [wz-2 -3(2w+3)-1 %-t dw]gafJV a XV p% 
. dz 

(12) 

which vanishes identically for co(x) defined above. This is to be expected as the action (9) 

is essentially the same as the ECCSF action, only redefmed via Eqs.(8) as a BNW action. 

3.4. The conformal transformation 

Consider the BNW action (9) with co(x) as above. Apply the transformation 

(13) 

where Q(x) is a nonvanishing smooth function. Then 

(14) 

(15) 

so that the action (9) becomes 

(16) 

Taking 

(17) 

Where ~ is an arbitrary constant parameter, we ftnd 

Putting (18) and (19) in (16), we get 

(20) 

which has again the form of a BNW action with m(cr) given explicitly by 
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where l;=Fl/2. Clearly, the resulting field equations will be the same as Eqs.(l 0) and (11) 

but with g11v and ro(x) replaced byg11v andco(cr)respectively. They will be identical only if 

~ =0. For different numerical values of~. ratioital or irrational, we obtain different 

functional forms tbr co(cr). The standard method of solving Eqs.(lO) and (11) for the 

obtained class of coupling functions co(cr) would be quite tedious if not intrru..'table. 

3.5. The new classes of solutions 

The present method enables us to immediately write down the solutions if we use 

(22) 

where x is computed from Eqs. (7) and (8) while gap is provided by the metric (6). Thus, 

typical solutions [g11.,, a]. parametrized by l;. are: 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

The scalar curvature R. can be calculated using Eqs. (15) and (18) and the fact that R=O: 

(28) 

The solutions (23)-(26) are asymptotically flat and cr~ 1 as r--} oo. For l;,< 0, all 

components of the metric tensor 'iap blow off at t=ro=(M+6-112q) > M, and for ,; > 0, they 
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vanish at r = ro. In either case, the solutions do not represent black holes since the surface 

r = ro is not a regular one. If ~=0. then R = 0 and only in this case, one retrieves the 

scalar hair Bekenstein black hole solution . 

Two important points should be noted here. First, usmg the transformation 

(29) 

it is possible to reduce the non-Einsteinian BNW action (20) into the Einsteinian form 

given by 

(30) 

This is just the action of the EMCSF theory and it no longer contains the coupling 

function. The field equations are 

(31) 

-ap-- --g Va Vpu -0, (32) 

· where V a . denotes covariant differentiation with respect to gap. Physically 

interpretations of the theories resulting from the two actions (20) and (30) differ widely 

(21). For instance, fpv(u) following from the action (20) is not necessary positive 

definite (signaling a violation of energy conditions) while TP'' ( u), following from the 

action (30), is. In the former case, usual singularity theorems do not apply and hence 

nontrivial scalar field(s) in the spherical black hole exterior is allowed to exist In the 

latter case, by a theorem ofBekenstein [3] it is disallowed. 
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Second, spherically symmetric solutions [gap, u] ofEqs. (3 I) and (32) are indeed well 

known [13,16,22]. Using these known solutions, it is now in principle possible to 

generate BNW solutions [gap,u] via the prescription (29). However, to do this, one 

needs to plug in some choice of w ( cr) by hand, integrate, and see if cr could be inverted 

explicitly in terms of the seed function u . If not, the procedure fails. These restrictions 

of integrability and invertibility severely narrow down the choices of iii(a) to some 

suitable functions only (see, for exa~ple,. Re£[14]). On the other hand, the present 

method has the advantage that it does not depend upon either of the restrictions while 

Eq.(21) offers a fairly wide variety of coupling functions m{cr) obtained by simply 

varying the parameter q. 

3.6. Conclusions and remarks 

. Let us now summarize what we have achieved in the above: (I) The question of 

uniqueness of the Bekenstein black hole remains partially unresolved due to the fact that, 

for arbitrary choices of coupling function io(u) , exact solutions of BNW theory are not 

guaranteed. In practice, solutions are found using Saa's method only on a case by case 

basis as was actually done by Sen and Banerjee [14] for specific choices of ro( cr), namely, 

those of Schwinger's [23] and Barker's [24]. Moreover, as mentioned before, the method 

works only for f > 0 and not for f <0. We have here obtained a new class of q- parameter 

solutions [g,u] for f < 0. As shown above, the only black hole solution with nontrivial 

scalar hair (cr *constant) is again the Bekenstein solution (4 = 0) even for f < 0. We 
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believe that these results provide a fair indication that this black hole might actually be a · 

unique one. (2) Starting from EMCSF theory for which the Ricci scalar R =t:O, 

Xanthopoulos and Dialynas [20] used conformal transformations to generate solutions 

for ECCSF theory for which the Ricci scalar vanishes identically. The difference here is 

that we have started from ECCSF theory and ended up with BNW solutions for which 

R ::f:.O. However, the route is not just exactly the reverse as the BNW solutions following 

from the action (20) are both mathematically and physically different from those of the 

EMCSF theory. In this sense, the present method is similar in spirit to but different in 

content from that of Ref [20]. 

Finally, we wish to direct attention to a recent work by Sudarsky and Zannias [25] in 

which they argue that the Bekenstein solution cannot he interpreted as a genuine black 

hole ~nd thus it does not merit as a counterexample to NFHT. The authors' main 

contention is that the stress tensor of the Bekenstein scalar field (r.b.s. of Eq.(3)) is ill 
I 

defined at the horizon r = M. They attempt to regularize the divergence of the stress 

tensor at the horizon by according a distnbutional meaning to cp. However, the 

regularizing prescriptions employed by them do not work and hence the above claim. 

In our opinion, the claim is untenable for the following reasons: (i) The ingoing 

Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates, which the authors use, do not describe outgoing 

motions satisfactorily and hence are not really fully well behaved [26, 27]. Any 

meaningful analysis should be carried out only in the Kruskai-Szekeres coordinate chart. 

But most importantly, (ii) There exist other regularizing prescriptions (test functions) for 

which the horizon is distributional character to <p leads to any conclusion one wants! In 

that sense, the method used by Sudarsky and Zannias [25] is a failure. 
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The value of the stress tensor at r = M should be computed only in the limit r--+-M, and 

then the alleged divergence disappears. However. Bekenstein solution is suspected to be 

physically unstable under perturbations [28]. Nonetheless, from a nonperturbative 

analytical standpoint normally adopted in any discussion ofNSIIT, it seems only fair to 

accord a black hole status to the solution. A full discussion of our points (i) and (ii) above 

\viii take us out of the context of the present work and hence is reserved for the future. 
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Chapter4 

BRANS-DICKE CORRECTIONS TO THE 

GRAVITATIONAL SAGNAC EFFECT 



4.1.lntroduction 

Ever since its discovery, Sagnac effect [1] has played a very important role in the 

understanding and development of fundamental physics. For a recent review, see the 

works of Stedman [2]. The effect stems from the basic physical fact that the round-trip 

time of ltght around a closed contour, when its source is fixed on a turntable, depends 

upon the angular velocity, say n, of the turntable.· Furthermore, this round-trip time is 

different for light co-rotating and counter-rotating with. the turntable. Using Special 

Theory of Relativity (STR), and assuming ili<<c, one obtains the proper time difference 

(51:8 when the two beams meet again at the starting point as [3]: 

40 
o-c-... =-2 s, 

c 
(1) 

where c is the vacuum speed of light, S (=~) is the projected area of the contour 

perpendicular to the axis of rotation. Note that the expression (1) represents a lack of 

simultaneity as recorded by a single rotating clock (from where the beams depart and 

reunite). It is thus a real physical effect in the sense that it does not involve any arbitrary 

synchronization convention that is required between two distant clocks [3, 4]. Moreover, 

the effect is universal as it manifests not only for light rays but also for all kinds of waves 

including matter waves [5- J J]. 

The fommla (1) has been tested to a good accuracy and the remarkable degree of 

precision attained lately by the advent of ring laser interferometry raises the hope that the 

measurements of higher order corrections to this effect might be possible in the near 

future [2]. Motivated by this prospect, Tartaglia [12], in a recent interesting paper, has 

considered the Einsteinian General Relativistic (EGR) effects on the proper delay time 



when the source/receiver orbits a massive rotating body (a "massive turntable", as it 

were). The author considered the Kerr metric for a rotating body and obtained the EGR 

corrections to the Sagnac _effect in the cases when the light source/receiver executes 

equatorial, polar and geodesic circular motions. 

On the other hand, there is a recent surge of interest in the non-Einsteinian theories of 

gravity such as the celebrated Brans-Dicke (BD) theory [13] or other scalar tensor 

theories. The motivation comes from the fact that the occwrence of scalar fields coupled 

to gravity seems inevitable in superString theories [14], higher order theories [ 15] as well 

as in the extended [16] and hyperextended [17] inflationary theories of the Early 

Universe. Moreover, scalar tensor theories provide a rich arena for investigations into 

wormhole physics [18-23]. One also recalls that the standard solar system tests of gravity 

were calculated· in the BD theory that displayed the effect of the scalar field on those 

tests. Current experimental estimates place the BD coupling paranieter to 2:500. In the 

same spirit, it seems quite desirable that the effect of the scalar field on the corrections to 

the Sagnac eftect, geodetic and Lense-Thirring precession be also calculated using a 

Kerr-like solution of the BD theory. This precisely is the aim in the present chapter, and 

we follow exactly the same procedure as in Ref.[12] for the Sagnac part. 

In dealing with scalar-tensor theories in general and BD theory in particular~ one 

envisages two types of variables delineating two types of frames, viz., the Jordan and 

Einstein frames which are connected by the scalar field. In Sec.2, we discuss the rotating 

solutions in· the two frames. Sections 3 and 4 derive, respectively, the exact and 

approximate expressions for the proper time delay ot in the case of the equatorial . 

trajectory of the source/observer. The polar and geodesic trajectories ~re considered in 
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Sections 5 and 6 respectively .. In Sec.7, the relevant corrections in the Einstein frame are 

considered Sec.8 contains a broad discussion which is divided into various subsections 

containing numerical estimates tor the Sagnac delay in STR and BD theory tor Earth

bound experiments, a comparison with the usual PPN factors as well as the possibility of 

using optical and matter-wave interferometers to measure the correction factors. ln Sec.9, 

we calculate the geodetic and Lense-Thirring precession in the weak field limit of the 

Kerr-like BD metric for a satellite in a circular polar orbit about the Earth. We end with a 

summary of our results in Sec.l 0. 

4.2. Rotating solutions in the Jordan and Einstein frames 

Let us first define what are meant by the Jordan and Einstein frames [15, 20]. The 

pair of variables (gJ.I.v' scalar 4J) defined originally in the BD action constitute what is 

called a Jordan frame. Consider now the conformal rescaling 

(2) 

such that, in the redefined action, ¢ couples minimally to g Jl" for some functions f( ~) 

and h( 4J ). Then the new pair ( g Jl"· scalar j ) is said to constitute an Einstein frame. 

Sometimes, it is mathematically more preferable to use this latter frame for computation 

of experimental predictions. In the Jordan pair, the scalar field 4J plays the role of a 

component of gravity in the sense that <cjl>;:::Q-1, where G is the Newtonian constant of 

gravity, signifying the Machian character of the BD theory. On the other hand, in the 

Einstein pair, the scalar ¢ plays the role of some kind of matter source. These features 



will become evident from the field equations that follow. Throughout this chapter. we 

take, as before, G = c = 1 unless they are explicitly restored. 

The matter-free Jordan frame BD action is given by: 

(3) 

where m = constant is a dimensionless coupling parameter. The resultant field equations 

are 

(4) 

R _!g R=!!!_[A. A. _!g A. A.P]+!L -g fA.:a), ] 
pv 2 Jl'' . rp2 'i',p'i',v 2 pv'l',a'i' rp 1.9';,u;v pv \'i' ,cr . 

(5) 

where the semicolon (;) indicates covariant derivative with respect to g~1v. Following the 

procedure of Newman and Janis [24], a two-parameter rotating solution of the above 

field equations has indeed been found by Krori and Bhattachatjee [25] from the static BD 

solution They called it a Kerr-like solution but we choose to call it the KB solution in 

what follows. In order to see how the different arbitrary constants are related, it is 

necessary to display the static BD solution which, in "isotropic" coordinates, ~,p,8,tp)is: 

2 
. r. ... 

1-~ 4 

r_2 2p ,.2 ( To ) ds = -- dl - 1+-= 
·t To 2p +-2p 

2(;..-C-1) 

1-~ ... 
2p 

·t To +-2p 

c 
1- To -' 

¢=¢o 
2p 

I To +-2p 

(6) 

(7) 



where A., C, <jl0, r0 are constants, and the first two relate to 1iJ as 

11? =(C+tY -c(t- ~:} (8) 

The KB solution generated from the above is given by 

( 
2r rJa 

+2 1- ; m(dt-oxltp)dtp, (9) 

t/J=tfto(1--2ro_rJ-a.cr= ~+q-1 =--C 
' p 2 2A. 

(10) 

The solutions (9)-(11) represent the e::\.'terior metric due to a massive body rotating with 

respect to the fixed stars, the scalar field being given by Eq.(lO). As one can see, the 

presence of the coupling parameter m in the solution is manifested through the 

expressions (8) and (10). For i;=O, a=O, 11=1,, one recovers the usual Kerr metric in 

Boyer-Lindquist coordinates. Here r0 = GM/c2
, M is the mass of the source and a is the 

ratio between the total angular momentum J and the mass M, that is, a= JIM. 

The Einstein frame action is obtained from the BD action (3) by means of a particular 

conformal transformation, called the Dicke transformations, given by 

~ 1 k 
g }JV = 16JZ' ffi }J'' 

·~ " ' 

(12) 



I 

( 
3]2 zu+-

d;j = ----;! 1, {13) 

where a is an arbitrary constant The action then is 

(14) 

The resulting field equations are 

(15) 

(16) 

The KB solutions of the above Einstein-minimally coupled equations (15), (16) can be 

explicitly written out as: 

( 

? JTJ-CT ( ') J~-G' ? = 1- -;r ( dt- t»dtp )2 - 1- -;r p(d:- + dB2 +sin 2 £Mrp2 ) 

+ 2rn(dt-mdrp)dtp, (17) 

[ 
3]i m+- 2r r 

i=- a
2 um~- ~} (1.8) 

(18a) 

Here also, for a=O, the solutions ( 17), ( 18) go over to Buchdahl solutions [20, 26] in 

"standard" coordinates under a suitable radial transformation defined below. 



The vacuum KB solution (9) resembling the Kerr metric is defined for the radial 

l 

coordinate r in the range r0 + (r0
2 

- a 2 cos2 0)2 < r < oo which translates in "standard" 

radial coordinate R into the range 0 < R < oo where R is defined by 

(19) 

The solution does exhibit a curvature singularity at the originR =0 which is not clothed 

by an event horizon and hence is naked. In fact the singularity has the topology of a point 

as the area of the equipotential surfaces and proper lengths of closed curves on these 

surfaces all reduce to zero size as R ~ 0. The coupling behveen gravity and a massless 

scalar field renders the event horizon to coJJapse to a point and one has !:,'Tavitation 

without black holes [27]. At any rate, we are interested only in the effects due to a 

nonnal, uncollapsed rotating star coupled to a scalar field. Hence, the Penrose Conjecture 

of Cosmic Censorship (preventing the occurrence of naked singularities), for which a 

precise formulation is yet unavailable, s!J.ould not concern us here. Indeed, we will see 

that the PPN calculations precisely agree with those following from the KB metrics in 

both Jordan and Einstein frames. 

4.3. Equatorial trajectory · 

Consider that the source/receiver of two oppositely directed light beams is moving 

around the gravitating body, along a circumference at a radius r = R = constant 

I 

[ R > r0 + ( r; - a2 cos2 0) 2] on the equatorial plane e = 1t/2. Suitably placed mirrors send 

back to their origin both beams after a circular trip about the central body. Let us further 



assume that the source/receiver is moving with uniform orbital angular speed ro0 with 

respect to distant stars such that the rotation angle is 

<po= root (20) 

Under these conditions, the KB metric (9) reduces to: 

P=(l- 2
;} (22) 

The trajectory of a light ray is given by ds2=0 which immediately gives 

(23) 

where o> is the orbita1 angu1ar speed of photons. The two roots (4 satisfy the fo11owing 

equations 

(24) 

The rotation angles for light are then 

(25) 

E1iminating t between Eqs.(20) and (25), we get 

(26) 

The first intersection of the world lines of the two light rays with the world line of the 

orbiting observer after emission at time t=O occurs when 

Q ' 
tp+ =tp0 +2n,tp_ =tp0 -2n,or,-± tp0 =tp0 ±2n 

(j} 
' (27) 



where+ refers to co-rotating and- refers to counter-rotating beams. Solving for q>0, we 

get 

(28) 

The proper time of the rotating observer is deduced from Eq.(21) as 

(29) 

Therefore, integrating between <1'0+ and <p0..., we obtain the Sagnac delay 

(30) 

From Eq.(28), we have, 

(31) 

Using this expression in Eq.(30), we find 

.8z-=(2.n") z[(Q++Q_)-2mo] . 

~ xm/ + 2a(PCT- P")mo + P" 
(32) 

We see that the delay ih is zero if the angular speed of the orbiting observer is 

provided that a:t=O. In the usual Kerr case, the above reduces to (r0 = M) : 

(34) 



which is exactly the same as the one obtained by Tartaglia [12]. The observers having the 

angular speed ron are locally non-rotating and may be imagined to be equivalent to the 

static observers in the Schwarzschild geometry for whom no Sagnac etiect exists. On the 

other hand, if the observers keep fixed positions with regard to distant stars so that ro0=0, 

then the Sagnac delay becomes 

(35) 

In the usual Kerr case, one obtains from the above 

(36) 

in which we have used the expression for the moment of inertia I 0 given by J=aM= 

10 no where no is the angular speed of the rotating source, assumed to be solid and 

spherical with unifonn density. The e::\.-pression (36) again is the same as in Ref.[12]. 

To the order in 1/R2
, we have, from Eq.(35), 

(37) 

This expression too coincides with the one in the Kerr case when appropriate values cr 

and 11 are chosen. However, the effect of the scalar field is manifest in the values for cr 

and 11 away from the Kerr values. 



One may also re-express the delay &t0 in terms of the Lense-Thirring effect (see 

Section 9) given by (using 010 = 10.0 ): 

(38) 

and the result is 

(39) 

If the observer is ftxed on the equator, then ro0=D.o, then the delay 01: can also be 

expressed in terms of I, r0 and D.o: 

(40) 

where 

(41) 

All these reduce to the corresponding expressions in the Kerr case. 

4.4. Approximations 

For our convenience, let us adopt the following abbreviations 

l; = aiR, \}1 = rooR, & = ro/R. (42) 

Since we shall be concerned mainly with Earth bound experiments, it is useful to have an 

idea of how small the quantities l;:, ~~ and & are. For Earth, these are (Exact individual 

values of the pieces will be given later), 



(43) 

and for Sun, these are: 

(44) 

Let us rewrite Eq.(32) as 

(45) 

With the values displayed in Eqs.( 43) and (44) in mind, we use the expansions: 

where 0( i stands for any cubic terms in the small quantities C, ljl, 6. Using these 

expansions, we obtain the delay, denoting it by &!:F.: 

(49) 



After cross multiplying and substituting in the definitions of small quantities in Eq.( 49), 

we get: 

(50) 

The second term above represents the correction due to the moment of inertia I of the 

rotating source (ar0=TOo). the third tenn represents the correction due to the mass 

parameter r0 and the remaining higher order terms represent variously combined effects 

of I, To and no. Most importantly, one can now visualize the effects of the scalar field 

through tbe factors TJ, cr and ~. 

In the absence of a scalar field and fbr a homogeneous spherical object whose radius 

is ~. one has: 

(51) 

p is the density (assumed to be unifonn) of the object. Hence a for the sphere is 

approximately 

(52) 



4.5. Polar (circular) orbits 

We shall· now investigate the effect when the light rays move along a circular 

trajectory passing over the poles. In this case, too, we may take r = R =constant and Q> = 

constant. Assuming uniform motion again. we take e = ro0t. Then. we have, using dr = 0, 

dcp = 0, de =ro0dt and di = 0, from the metric (9): 

(53) 

Under the assumption that a2/R2<<1, and assumingt=O when e=o, we have 

(54) 



During this time, the rotating observer describes an angle 90 while light travels an angle 

2-w.t90 (once again, + for co-rotating beam and - for the counter-rotating be.am) so that 

00 =(p+q)(2K±B0 )± q sin200 m0 2 
(55) 

where 

R 
(56) 

Assmne, as we did already, a low speed observer and that the angle 290 be so small as to 

justifY sin29o=290. Then 

Solving for 80, we get 

p+q 
f}O± = 21£ 1 

+(p+q)+q 
mo 

(57) 

(58) 

Finally, the difference between two round trip "coordinate" times (recalling the 

approximations alreaey used) comes to 

(J. -B. 
I -1 = 0"~- O-

+ -
Wo 

(59) 



where 

X= R(l- 2ro) 
R 

y = (1- 2r0 )(1]-r;+I)+ r; -17 
R 2 2 

Neglecting terms of order R-3 and (l)o 
2R2 and higher, we get 

(60) 

(61) 

(62) 

(63) 

Thus, the correction due to the angular momentwn of the source is independent of R in 

this case. The term is in fact given by, using Eq.(52), 

(64) 

where Ro is the radius of a source sphere of uniform density. 

In order to obtain what the rotating observer measures, we must calculate the proper 

time in his/her frame. This is done as follows: Froin the metric (9), 

i 

T= r[(~- 2~Rr +- 2~Rr pw:J'dt, p=R'+a'cos'(av) (65) 

For short enough ro0t, we have, cos(ro0t)=l, sin(0)0t)=O. Further, neglecting terms of the 

order K 2 in the integrand, we have . · 



(66) 

Therefore~ the time delay in the polar case, denoted by O'tp, is given by 

1 

& = (1- 2ro1J -OJ 2 R2)2(t -t ·) 
p R o + -

(67) 

Therefore, to the first and second orders in l;, 'V and &, we have 

Comparing with the equatoriaJ case, the excess is, using Eq.( 49), 

A-r = 8-rE -8-cP :::: 2(a-q)t;e ~t;2. 
o-r.., - or.., lfF 4 

(68) 

The term (TI-2~)& cancels out due to the spherical symmetry of the orbits considered. 

After cross multiplying by O'ts, we get 

(69) 

It may be observed from Eqs.(50) and (69) that the scalar field appears only in the terms 

that contain the gravitating mass parameter r0. This fact is quite consistent with the form 

of the KB metric which also has this property. 



4.6. Geodesics 

Let us now consider the geodesic motion of the source/receiver having a 4-velocity 

uP.(=dxllfds). The geodesic equations are 

(70) 

where P\a are the Christoffel symbols formed from the KB metric (9). We can simplify 

the problem by taking 9=x/2, that is, ua=O. The geodesic equations do allow such a 

solution [12]. hi this case, sin8=1, cos8=0, ro=a and P=l-2rofr. For a circular geodesic 

orbit with a constant radius r=R, the condition is ur=O. Then the radial equation becomes 

(71) 

Defining the angular speed of rotation of the source/receiver as ro=u'Pfut, we get 

- _l [- rr + ~f.rr \2 - rrrr J 
co± - r;, '"- \ ''!'' -'' tprp • 

(72) 

The above expression· simply turns out to be 

(j) = _1_[- agtrp ± (ag,9 )

2 

_ ag,1 • ag'l"l' J 
± ag'M' ar ar ar ar 

or 

(73) 

where 



Thus, at r=R, we finally have, P= 1-2rofR and 

where 

1 

± ~IRJroP,;+q-1 + a2 u2r/ p2a-2 + qi;R2ro 2 pli+q-2 fz 

(76) 

(77) 

Dividing the numerator and denominator of ro± by R3~ and retaining terms up to aiR, we 

find 

I ~0 ar0 m ~+- -+-(u-q). 
± R R R3 

(78) 

The sign flip in this equation can be rectified Suppose we follow the convention that 

ro.VO and ro_<O in the Kerr limit, that is, the ± signs on ro± indicate the sign of the 

frequency. Then, from Eq.(75), assuming a.'>-0, we find thatog1~" I or< 0, so that the 

numerator (the big []) in Eq.(73) is positive. But og'P'P I orp in Eq.(74}has the leading 

term -2r~ < 0. Thus ro+ as defined by eq. (73) is actually negative in the Kerr limit and 

similarly ro_ > 0. Thus if we were to change the±~+ on the right hand side ofEq.(73) 

(in the big[]) then eq. (78) would read, using the notations of Sec. 4, as 

(79) 



On using this in Eq.( 49), we get the delay 

which yields, to the lowest order in s: 

(80) 

Now the traditional Sagnac effect is [ 12], obtained here by putting in Eq.(80), a=O, 11=1 

and o-=0: 

so that we have 

(81) 

Thus, unlike the case of polar or equatorial· orbits, the traditional part of the S3::,onac effect 

is multiplied by a factor J!fi. Its val~e will be found from the PPN form of the metric 

(9) in Sec.S. 

4. 7. Ebistein frame 

It is instructive to calculate the relevant corrections in the Einstein frame as well, 

already defined in Sec.2. The. metric to be used now is (17) and the steps to be followed 

are precisely the same as those in Sections 3~6. However, it is not necessary to do them 

explicitly. Instead, one may simply use the replacements given by 11-7>11-<J, 2;-7>2;-o and 

cr--xJ-cr in the desired expressions computed in the Jordan frame. 



(a) Equatorial Orbits 

As can be verifie~ ron of .Eq_.(33) remains completely unaffecte~ that is, ron(J)=ron(E). 

This implies that the definition of "static" observers, for which no Sagnac delay exists, is 

preserved even though the physics in the two frames differ widely. However, Ot'o of 

Eq.(39) changes to , 

(82) 

The exact expression for the delay, that is, O't between the two frames are also related in 

the same way and under the approximations as before, we fin~ from Eq.(50): 

o'l") = o-c<J> = lh s + s:;a ( 0'- TJ) + 4711'0Rco0 ( TJ- 2f + u) . 

(b) Polar Orbits 

(83) 

lt can easily be noticed from the Eqs.(56) that p<E> = p<J>, q<E> = q<J> so that we have 

(t + - t _)<E> = (( - t _ )<"> and consequently, from Eq.{68): 

&/t<:) =&s[l+! ~2 +(q-2~+0')& l 
The difference becomes, using Eq.(69), 

A't (E) = (~ E _ &t P) (E) = 8';/o ( 0' _ TJ) _ 37lll2 (i)o . 

(c) Geodesics 

(84) 

(85) 

The exact expression tbr {i)± <E> can be easily obtained from Eq.(77) under the specified 

replacements. We shall here write only the approximated final result, from Eq.(81): 



(86) 

Although some of the terms in Eqs.(83), (84) and (86) look different from the 

corresponding terms in the Jordan frame, a PPN approximation will show that they are 

actually the same. Tn fact, the coefficients in the first terms in Eqs.(81) and (86) are both 

"tyl urn . 

4.8. Discussions 

(a) STR Numerical Estimates 

In the foregoing, we calculated the effect of the. BD scalar field on the gravitational 

corrections to the · Sagnac effect in the Jordan and Einstein frames. Three types of 

source/observer trajectories were considered, viz., equatorial, polar and geodesic. In the 

Jordan frame the corresponding expressions are Eqs.(50), (69) and (81), while in the 

Einstein frame, these are Eqs.(83), (85) and (86). All these expressions reveal the effect 

of the scalar field through the presence of 11, l; and cr. Since these parameters are 

connected by Eq.(lO), it is clear that the knowledge of any two would suffice in 

detem1ining the remaining one.· Measurements of the correction terms would place upper 

limits on the values of11 and cr. These limits would translate into a limit on m, viaEqs.(8) 

and (10), just as it happened in the static BD solutions with respect to solar system tests. 

Conversely, we can take the solar system value m 2::500 and calculate the expected 

numerical values of 11,cr and ~-



For the sake of compariso~ let us now estimate the numerical values of the basic as · 

well as the correction tenns in STR. Consider the exact proper time delay O't from STR 

given by (under similar circumstances as in Sec.3): 

o-c - (4JlR2)(oJo+Q) 

srn - ,/(t-Q2 R2 )- 2monR? - mo 2 R2 
(87) 

where Q and ro0 are, respectively, the angular speed of the coordinate system rotating 

about the origin (turntable) and orbital angular speed of the source/observer with respect 

to this turntable [28]. If the coordinate system is non-rotating, that is .Q=O but ro0 * 0, 

then 

l 

li-e n=o = ( 4.1r(t>0R2 )(1 - ro0 
2 
R2 f (88) 

and conversely, if the source/observer is fixed to the turntable such that ro0=0 but O;t:O, 

then 

(89) 

The effect is doubled if the source/observer has ro0= 0=1=0 

l 

OT( £1]0 = Q) = (8JZ!lR2 )~- 4Q2 R2 }z (90) 

and is zero if ro0= -Q, that is, when the source observer is moving on the turntable 

opposite to its rotation but with the same angular speed Q. 

Tartaglia [12] considers the case when the source/observer is fixed to the equator of the 

Earth, which means one has to consider Eq.(89) with Q=Q~ where the symbol e1 

denotes Earth values. Expanding Eq.(89),and restoring c, we get 



. 4.nQ R 2 21l.O 3 R 4 

01"(li>
0 

=0)= (J) (J) + · (J) (J) + ... 
( . cz c'~ 

where'~ denotes the radius of the Earth. 

Now recall the relevant data for Earth: 

~ = 6.37 x 106 m 

Q$ = 7.27 X 1 0-:5 radfs 

G~(J) =4.4x l0-3 m 
c 

Substituting these values into Eq.(89) we obtain 

t!lrSTR({f)0 =0)=[4.12x10-7 +4.6x10-19 + ... ] s 

(91) 

(92) 

Therefore. the basic Sagnac delay Eq.(1), amounts to 4.12x10-7s. To compare the above 

terms with the corresponding ones in the BD theory, we must first determine the 

unknown constants appearing there. This is achieved by using the PPN approximation, 

discussed below. 

(b) PPN Approximation 

Our aim in this subsection is to express the KB parameters ·11 •. c;, I; in ~s of the 

coupling constant m. The first step in this direction is to rewrite our Eq.(8) in the form 

l-(7]-oY = (2m+3)u2 (93) 

by noting that 



(94) 

The next step is to consider the PPN parameters a~f3;y which appear in the metric 

Since 11.cr.~ already appear in the static form of the metric· (9), and we are considering 

only the weak field form of the metric, we can, for the moment, assume a=O. In isotropic 

coordinates (p,9,<p) given by 

the reduced metric (9) becomes 

2q 

1- ro 
dv2 =- 2p 

1 ro +-
2p 

Comparing the corresponding orders, we get 

2a 
a= I,p = l,y = 1--,1Jr0 = Jvl. 

11 

The usual PPN value of y is y=(l +m)/(2+m) [29] and using Eq.(92), we get 

(96) 

(97) 

(98) 

Let us now consider the weak field rotational part given by 4(1]-a) r0
3 

(xdy-ydx)dt 
' p 

(See later, in Sec.9). Using r0 = M I 1J, we find that the effect of the scalar field is 



equivalent to multiplying the Kerr part by the factor (
2
m + 3), whlch is exactly the PPN 2m+4 

prediction as well. 

Regarding the values given in Eqs.(98) as those determined from the weak field 

boundary conditions, we can now rewrite the exact form of Sagnac delay given in 

eq.(35): 

(99) 

which yields, to second order in (MIRY: 

lor!::::: 87lllM[2m+3J[l+ M( 1 
0 R 2tu+4 R 2tu+4 ~JJ· v~· 

(100) 

Eq.{50) represents the corr~tions due to other physical tactors (such as the moment of 

inertia etc) and using the boundary values in Eqs.(98), one can easily deduce how the 

scalar field combines with them through the appearance (or absence) of m. 

An exact expression for the Sagnac delay for polar orbits can be obtained by plugging 

in the value of (t+ -t_).from Eq.(59) into eq.(65). A similar expression can be obtained 

for the geodesic motion using Eqs.(45), (77) and (79). Expansion of these exact 

expressions would enable us to assess the influence of other physical factors as well as 

the involvement of the scalar field 

A simple demonstration will reveal that calculations in both the Jordan and Einstein 

frames lead to the same m factors for tl1e corrections. Turning to the calculations in the 



Einstein frame for which the KB metric is given by eq.(l8), we find from the PPN 

requirement that 

Then the first order correction term in Eq. (83) reads 

S:nti/vf [2m + 3] 
R 2liT+4 

which is precisely the same as the first term in eq.(lOO). Use ofEqs.(lOl) would enable 

us to see also that Eqs. (50) and (83), (69) and (85), (81) and (86) are actually the same. 

(c) Numerical Estimates 

In order to compare Eq. (92) with the corresponding situation in the BD theory, we 

should consider the case when the source/observer is fixed on the surface of the Earth, 

viz., ro0=~ . The various correction terms are, for the equatorial orbit, putting ro0=~ 

in Eq.(50) and using the identification r0 = M I 1J: 

(102) 

(103) 

These estimates suggest that the first two corrections in Eq.(50) are at least three 

orders of magnitude higher than the STR one if 11 and cr assume nearly Kerr values. For 

visible light, v~ 1014Hz, and ignoring for the moment the BD parameters (1-2~11) and 

( cr/11-1 ). the expected fringe shift would be -1 o-2 and the parameters would alter the 



above multiplicative coefficients. Thus, depending on the deviation of the observed shift 

from this resulting value, we might conclude about the existence of BD scalar field . 

. In computing the polar and geodesic cases, Tartaglia [12] considers polar and geodesic 

trajectories of the Sa.me radius R =7x 106 m. Then, our Eq.(68) for polar orbits reveals the 

following: lfwe take m0 =..!_~GM, the first and the second terms are of order -10-15 (1-R R . . . . 

29'11) s ·and ·~10-18 s respectively. Considering· the first term, one has an expected fringe 

shift of order ~-10-1(1-2;/Tt) s for visible light. From the difference in Eq.(69), we find 

that the first term on the r.h.s. is of ~10-16 (cr/T}-1) s, or equivalent to 10-2 (cr/T}-1) fringe 

shift but the advantage of this equation is that one need not fix a "zero" or a "pure" 

Sagnac term (that is; the one unaffected by either gravity or scalar field). 

For a circularly orbiting geodesic source/observer (Earth bound satellites~ for example) 

with an orbit radius, say, R=7x106 m, the first term on the r.ll.s. ofEq. (81) is 7.35x10-6s. 

This delay corresponds to a fringe shift of -108 for visible light. which should be 

immensely measurable. A first order correction to this, namely, the second term in Eq. 
' . 

. (81) is of the order -10-16 (cr/TJ-1) s. Therefore, a better correction tenn sti.ll follows from 

Eqs. (50) [Which is of the order of -10-1(1-2<;/Tt)] and it would put bounds on m. One 

then has to compare these bounds with the Kerr values in order to determine whether a 

BD scalar field is feasible or not. Even if we take the lowest value form, viz., m= 500, 

the ·coefficients in Eqs.(102) and· (103) respectively would change only very minutely. 

Accordingly, the required measurement has to be very precise so that such small 

deviations are detectable. Feasibilities of such measurements are discussed ne.x1. 



(d) Optical and matter-wave interferometric measurements 

Bounds on m at least from the leading tenn S1lll.M" ( 
2

fff + 3) should be within the realm 
R 2tn+4 . · 

of experimental feasibility. The discussion in the previous section reveals that Earth-

bound verification of the Kerr and/or BD corrections to the basic Sagnac effect requires 

the detection of delays 0(10-14 -1 o-18 s) or 0~ _:_ 10-4) fringes, or 

equivalentlyO(l0-6 -10-10 )26) in interferometry experiments. In single-input-port optical 

gyroscopes and rotation sensors the minimal detectable phase scales as A¢= o(11 JN), 

where N is the number of particles passing through the device per unit time [30]. 

Currently devices are operating near this shot noise limit and can detect angular velocities 

p Output Purls 

Fig.(l) (a): A schematic il1ustration of an idealized light or matter-wave interferometer 

used as a rotation sensor or gyroscope (after [30]). The interferometer has circular anns of 

radius R and rotates with angular velocity Q, with N atoms passing one-at-a-time through 
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a beam splitter. The path difference between the upper and lower branches a and P is 

given by AL = 2RQT where T = 21iR I c for light and T = JiR I v for matter. (b): A two 

input-port quantum interferometer. Quantum states are entangled (correlated) at the input 

ports and phase shifts are measured at the output ports. The use of correlated quantum 

states in the interferometer allows for minimum phase ~ensitivities which scale as 

1!¢ = 0(11 N) versus the uncorrelated state shot-noise limit of A¢= o(11.JN). 

On the other hand, the use of material particles instead of light holds great promise in 

the field of interferometry and rotational sensors. The advantage of using matter over light 

in interferometers can be seen as follows: consider interferometer with semicircular anns 

rotating with angular frequency Q about an axis through its center and normal to the loop 

plane depicted in Fig.(la). In a given timeT~ particles traversing in the same and opposite 

rotational sense as the interferometer will travel a distance L+ = 27CR + RD.T and 

!,_ = 21iR- RQT respectively, yielding a path difference of M, = 2RQT. For light with a 

single beam splitter input/output port we have T = 27CR I c, so that we recover Eq.(1) via 

or s = ALI c. However, for particles of mass m traveling at velocity v, with a beam splitter 

output port located diametrically opposite the input port we have T = 7CRI v . This leads to 

o¢matter =leAL= 2AQI A.,. v where A.,.= A.!2Jr is the reduced wavelength. For matter, 

A.,.= n/ mvis the de Broglie wavelength and the phase signal is given by 

o¢mauer = 2AO:m/ n. For light, we can define the "photon mass" by m
7
c2 =lim. Thus the 

inherent sensitivity of a matter-wave interferometer exceeds that of a photon-based system 

by the mass-enhancement factor mc2 /lim :::: 1 010-u . This impressive mass-enhancement 

factor for matter-wave interferometers is otiset by a factor of 0(104
) for smaller particle 



fluxes and 0(104
) smaller number of cavity round trips (usually 1 tor matter and 104 tor 

light). Matter-wave interferometry experiments have seen to date a sensitivity 

of2 x 1 o-s ( rad Is )Jih [32], which is comparable to the best active ring laser gyroscopes, 

and they are getting better. 

The use of quantum entangled input states or correlated-two-input-port interferometers 
·, 

offers exciting possibilities for the future [30]. A single input-port interferometer can be 

considered as a two-input-port device where light or matter enters in one port (i.e. one 

side of a beam splitter) as the source and the ever present vacuum enters the second 

(empty) port. The minimal detectable phase scales as A¢=()~/ JN) where N is the 

number of particles passing through the device in unit time. In a two-input-port device, a 

non-vacuum state is presented to each port and is correlated at the input beam splitter as 

shown in Fig. (I b). The use of quantum entangled states (for both matter and light) leads to 

a minimal detectable phase sensitivity scales as A¢ = 0(1 IN). It can be shown that a two-

input-port matter-wave interferometer can bel06 more sensitive than a single-input-port 

matter-wave interferometer, a two-input-port optical interferometer can be 108 times 

more sensitive than a single-port optical interferometer, and a two-input-port matter-wave 

interferometer can be an impressive1010 times more sensitive than a single-input port 

optical interferometer. 

Clearly there are considerable technical challenges to overcome in bringing such devices 

to fruition. Decoherence, the intrinsic quantum decay that ensues when a quantum system 

is coupled to undesired states, can degrade the performance of matter-wave or entangled 

quantum detectors and reduce the phase sensitivity back down to A¢= OV! .JN) [33]. 



This result can sometimes occur since, although the phase sensitivity increases with the 

number of particles N used in the interferometer, the decoherence rate grows 

commensurately. However, even with decoberence issues considered, current experiments 

are already making significant strides towards realizations of matter-wave and entangled 

quantum state interferometers useful for measuring the Sagnac effect [32] . With such 

promise, we.may someday soon be able to experimentally detect the higher order general 

relativistic corrections to the Sagnac effect and be able to place tighter bounds on the BD 

parameters. 

4.9. Geodetic and Lense-Thirring prece..~sion 

We can also investigate the effects of the KB metric on the precession of a spherical 

gyroscope in a circular polar orbit around the Earth as a means to experimentally 

measure or bound the values of the parameters 1J,q,u or just w. The Stanford Gravity 

Probe-B Experiment [34] is just such an experiment which will use a superconducting 

niobium coated quartz spherical gyroscope (machined to a precision greater than 10-6 em) 

to detect gravitational precession effects arising from the geodetic motion of the satellite 

and due to the rotation of the Earth (Lense-Thirring effect). In the fo11owing, we fo11ow 

the calculation of Ohanian and Ruffini [35] by writing the KB me~c to first order in 

s = r0 I r and ;; = aIr , converting to isotropic coordinates and then computing the 

parallel transport equation·for the spin S 11 of the !,J)'TOscope as it is carried about the polar 

circular orbit. Isotropic coordinates (x,y,z) are used since a change in the rectangular 

components of the spin vector can be immediately attributed to the curvature of 



spacetime~ whereas a change in curvilinear components contains contributions both from 

the curvature of the coordinates and the curVature of spacetime. 

We begin with the KB metric in the Jordan frame~ Eq.(9), and expand it to first order in 

&, ' to obtain 

· ds2 = (1 - 21]& }dt2 
- (1- 2(; -1 )s }dr2 

- (1 - 2;s 'Jr2 dB~ + r 2 sin 2 fkl¢i) 
(104) 

+ 4(1J - a )s; sin 2 B rdt/J dt 

The change to a radial isotropic coordinate is the same as in the Schwarzschild case (see 

[36], pl96ffand p256ft) and is given by 

where pis the radial isotropic marker. To lowest order, 

and from now on we drop the primes on &, '. Carrying out the change to a radial 

isotropic coordinate and using coordinates 

x = psinOcosrp, y = psinOsinrp, z = pcos(}, 

fixed to the center of the Earth and non-rotating· with respect to the distant stars, and 

noting 

We arrive at 

. 2 ( 21]T0 J 2 ( ( ) r0 J I -~2 4( ) T0a ( ) d.fij = 1-p dt - 1+21-2~ p dp + 1]-0' p 3 xdy- ydx dt. (105) 



Comparison with the Kerr metric [35, 36] allows us to identifY the last tenn ofEq.(105) 

with the rotation of the mass M (where r0 = GM I c2
). In going :from the Kerr to the KB 

metric we have the identification 

aKB = (1- 0" I 17 )aKerr, 

Where a- J/Mc is the angular momentum per unit mass of the rotating body (for a body 

rotating in the positive sense J>O, a is negative, see [36] p258). · 

We are now interested in computing the change in the spatial components of the spin 

8 11 of a gyroscope in a circular polar orbit, as depicted in Fig. (2). We will first evaluate 

the par~lel transport equations for the spin at a single point p = (O,p,O) of the orbit 

where the 4-velocity is given by 

x" = dx11 I d-e= (1,0,0, v) 

and where the velocity v of the satellite has a value on the order of .JG!t.1 I p. The 

equation for the parallel transport of the spin is given by 

. dSil 
SP- - rpsa·P =---- afJ X 

d-e 
(106) 

z 

y 
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Fig. (2) A spherical gyroscope in a circular polar orbit about the Earth. At one instant, 

the gyroscope is at the position x = O,y = p,z = 0 with instantaneous spatial velocity v 

along the z direction. 

A lengthy, though straightforward, calculation yields the Christoffel symbols evaluated 

at the point p = (o,p,o) to be 

(107) 

We note that in the co-moving reference frame of the satellite the spin is purely spatial 

S'0 = o , and the 4-velocity is purely temporaL x"' = (1, 0, 0, 0) so that the relationship 

g~ps'a .e P = 0 holds. Since this is a ten.sOr equation, it must also hold in the reference 

frame centered on the Earth, gapsa _xP = 0. This constraint allow_s us to solve for 

Substituting this and the Christoffel symbols into Eq.( 1 06) yields the equations 

sl = ro~ 82, 
p~ 

S2 = -2 ro v S3 - roa SJ 
p2 p3 ' 

s3 = ro: s2. 
p 

(108) 



The terms proportional to v give rise to the geodetic precession while those proportional 

to a give rise to the Lense-Thirring precession. Although Eq.(l08) was derived for a 

specific point on the orbit, we can generalize to any point on the orbit as follows. For a=O 

we can write Eq.(l08) as 

Where Sgrefers to the geodetic contribution to the spin and <D = -G!v11 p is the 

Newtonian gravitational potential. We are interested in the long-term secular change in 

the spin. As such we express the orbit of the satellite as 

Where a> s Is the angular velocity of the satellite. Inserting 

v = dp/ dt = v{O,-sinmi,cosmi) 

Where v = pm_, and 

Into Eq. (109) and averaging over one period yields 

(sg )= (1+7]/2~2~)~~ (-S3 i+S2 y)= n~ xsg 
gKBg· = (1 +1]12- 2~) ro:; pxv = 3..(3/2-2~ I1J)O.g 

J?" 3 . 

(110) 

where fi:0 is the geodetic precession which reduces to the Schwanschi1d and Kerr form 

[35] 



in the limit {q ~ l,q = ()" ~ o}. The geodetic precession of the spin Qg isin the plane of 

the orbit and in the direction of the orbital motion of the satellite. 

A similar calculation can be performed for the "gravitomagnetic" terms proportional to 

a in Eq.(l08). These Lense-Thirring terms lead to precession of the spin in the direction 

perpendicular to the orbit and in the same sense as the rotation of the Earth ("frame 

dragging"). 

(11 J) 

where Se is a unit vector in the direction of the spin of the Earth (here Se = z ). As we 

observed earlier from the metric Eq.(105), this is just the usual Kerr Lense-Thirring 

precession 0 1.r [35] with al...'ll = (1- u lq )a"Ktn-. Performing the time average as above one 

obtains 

(112) 

For a 650-km circular polar orbit, as depicted in Fig.(2), with the spin of the satellite in 

the plane of the orbit, v = .JGA/f/ p and {q ~ 1,~ = u ~ O}we obtain the values [35] 

Thus, for the KB metric in both the frames, these values would be multiplied by 

2/3 (3/2-2~ l17) and (1 - u /q) respectively [obtained by using r0 = M l17 or 

r0 = M I( 1J- u)]. ·Since the Gravity Probe-B experiment is capable of measuring the 

bare{q ~ l,q = ()" ~ o} values of these precessions, any possible deviations due to the 

Kerr-like BD scalar field should be detectable. 



4.1 0. Concluding remarks 

In the foregoing, our aim was to examine how the presence of a BD scalar field 

modifies the gravitational correction terms to the Sagnac effect. To our knowledge, such 

an analysis has not b.een undertaken heretofore. A first order effect on the geodetic and 

' 
Lense-Thining precession was also computed It was found that the presence of the 

scalar field introduces a combination of difter~t BD factors T), cr, ~ into the correction 

terms. The obtained results are of both theoretical and practical importance: The values 

of 11 and cr away from the Kerr values would indicate the presence of the BD scalar field. 

In this chapter, we have derived the exact expressions for the scalar field modified 

Sa&JDac delay. The unknown BD factors can be determined in terms of m by tising an 

input from the PPN analysis, viz., y = 1 + m , as a boundary condition. From the 
2+m 

expansion of the exact expressions, it is possible to directly find out corrections to all 

orders, visualize the physical characters of these terms and assess how the scalar field 

modifi~ each of them. Thus, the present formulation offers two distinct theoretical 

advantages: (1) It is applicable also in the strong field where the usual PPN analysis fails. 

(2) It has a flexibility in the sense that any functional choice ofy(m) is admissible leading 

to forms ofT)(m) and cr(m) different from those in Eqs.(98). The possibility of a non-PPN 

'Y and its physical implications are discussed in Re£[39], but are not pursued in this 

paper. 

From a practical standpoint, a first order fringe shift of -10-1(1-211rt) is predicted for 

the Sagnac delay for Earth bound equatorial orbits (R=7x106 m), which should be 



measurable given· the accuracy being attained by the current technology. The most 

exciting promise is offered by the Stanford Gravity Probe-B experiment which, -is 

attempting to measure the geodetic and Lense-Thirring precessions for Earth bound 

orbits. As shown above, the multiplicative factors to the first order corrections are, 

respectively, 
2 (~- 2~) and 1- u . For an estimate, taking m=500, we find, using the 
3 2 1] 17 

Tt was demonstrated that the observable predictions in the two frames are identical, as 

expected; All the equations presented in this work reduce to those in the Kerr case. 

Lastly, Eq. (35) represents the exact BD expression for the gravitational analog of the 

Aharonov-Bohm effect [10,37,38]. We have to say more about this in our future works. 
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Chapter 5· 

STRING THEORY CORRECTIONS TO THE 
SAGNAC EFFECT 



5.1. Introduction 

Low energy effective field theory describing heterotic string theory has now become an 

indispensable part of the frontiers of theoretical physics [ 1]. An interesting result is that 

black hole solutions exist also in the string theory and that they exhibit qualitatively 

different properties than those of Einstein's General Relativity [2]. A rotating black hole 

solution that reduces to the Kerr solution for a constant dilaton field, has been constructed 

and analyzed by Horowitz et a! [3]. 

A more general classical exact solution bas been found by Sen [4]. The action 

tinderlying the theory has a U( 1) gauge symmetry and contains antisymmetric tensor 

gauge field. Also, 6 of the I 0 dimensions are compactified to a suitable manifold, but the 

resulting massless fields are not included in the action. The absence of these fields 

enhances the possibility of the black hole nature of the solution; otherwise, naked 

. singularities could arise. Kerr-Sen solution describes a rotating black hole carrying finite 

amount of charge and angular momentum and it differs .from the Horowitz-Home black 

hole even in the limit of small angular momentum. This difference arises due to the 

coupling of the anti symmetric tensor gauge field to the Chem-Simoris term in the action 

considered by Sen [4]. These, and other <Iev.elopments taken together, indicate that there 

have been tremendous theoretical advances in the understanding and utility of the string 

theory. However, relatively much less is discussed in the literature as to how a black hole 

in the string theory could possibly affect physical observations in practice. It has been 

shown by Gegenberg [5] that static spherically symmetric solutions do not lead to string 

effects in the PPN approximation of the solar system scenario but that, he conjectured, 

rotating solutions might lead to observable string effects. however tiny. 
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The present chapter aims to undertake an investigation precisely in this direction. For 

this purpose, we consider the Kerr-Sen metric and examine how the black hole 

parameters appear in the correction terms in a Sagnac-type experiment. We shall fmd 

exact expressions for the time delay by following the procedure of Tartaglia [ 6] which we 

had also adopted in our recent investigation of the Brans-Dicke correction factors for 

different types of orbits [7]. An estimate of the possjble terrestrial dilatonic charge is also 

attempted. 

We have chosen the Sagnac effect because of its simplicity and its easy adaptability to 

rotating sources. The effect stems from the basic physical fact that the round trip time of 

light around a closed contour, when the source is fixed on a turntable, depends on the 

angular velocity, say n, of the turntable. Using Special Theory of Relativity, and 

assuming Qr<<c, one obtains the proper time difference 8~ s when the two beams meet 

again at the starting point as [6]: 

4Q 
o~s =-2 s, 

c 
(1) 

where c is the vacuum speed of light, S (~m-2 ) is the projected area of the contour 

perpendicular to the axis of rotation. It is a real physical effect in the sense that it does not 

involve any arbitrary synchronization convention that is required between two distant 

clocks [8]. The effect is also universal as it manifests· not only for light rays but also for 

all kinds of waves including matter waves [9]. The formula (I) has been tested to a good 

accuracy and the remarkable degree of precision attained lately by the advent of ring laser 

interferometry raises the hoire that measurements of higher order corrections to this effect 

might be possible in near future [6,10]. 

The string theory effective action in 4 dimensions, considered by Sen [4], is 
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where g P'' is the metric that arises naturally in the a-model, R is the Ricci scalar, 

Fpv =a~~~- oVAJl is the field strength of the Maxwell field Ap, <J) is the dilaton field, 

and, 

(3) 

where B pv is the antisymmetric tensor gauge :field and 

(4) 

is the gauge Chem-Simons tenn. The Einstein frame metric is obtained from the relation 

For our purposes, we recast the Einstein frame Sen metric into a fonn that closely 

resembles the familiar Kerr solution in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates. The result is: · 

[ ( ) 
2Mp:/ sin2 

(}] • 2 4Mplsin2 
(} 

- p p+q +a2 + ~ sm (llql + ~ dtdrp, (5) 

ap(f sin2 
(} 

B,'~' = lYf'£ , 

(6) 
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The metric describes a black hole with mass M, dilatonic charge Q, angular momentum 

aM, and magnetic dipole moment aQ. ForQ = 0, the metric reduces to the Kerr 

. solution of GR_ and for a = 0, it reduces to the Gibbons-Maeda..:Oarfinkle-Horowitz-

Strominger black hole solution [2] with the redefinition: p ~ r-;. Using the metric (5), 

we proceed to calculate the proper Sagnac delay for three types of source/receiver orbits: 

Equatorial, polar and geodesic circular orbits. 

5.2. Equatorial orbit 

Suppose that the source/receiver of two oppositely directed light beams is moving 

around an uncollapsed normal gravitating body, along a circumference at a radius 

p = R = const., on the equatorial plane 0 = ~ /2. Suitably placed mirrors send back to 

their origin both beams after a circular trip about the central rotating body. Let us further 

assume that the source/receiver is moving with uniform orbital angular speed w0 with. 

respect to distant stars such that the rotation angle is 

(7) 

Under these circumstances, the metric (5) reduces to 

[( 
2M) 4MaaJ {. ( .) 2Ma

2
} .] d~2 = 1-X + X 

0 
X X-~ +a

2
+ X (0; dt

2 (8) 

where X = R + ;. The trajectory of a light ray is given by d'r2 = 0 which gives 

(9) 

where · w is the angular speed of photons. The two roots Q± of the quadratic Eq.(9) 

provide the rotation angles for the light rays: 
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(10) 

The first intersection of the world lines of the two light mys with the world line of the 

orbiting observer after emission at time t = 0 occurs when 

(11) 

where+ and- refer to co-rotating and counter-rotating beams. Solving forq:J0 , one finds 

from the equations ( 11) for the two± beams 

(12) 

The proper time as measured the orbiting observer is found from Eq.(8) by using 

dt = dQJo , and integrating between 9'o"'" and 9'o-. The final result, which is the Sagnac 
liJo 

delay, is given by 

This is an exact expression for the delay and it is zero if the angular speed w0 of the 

orbiting observer is such that the numerator in Eq.(13) is zero. On the other hand, if the 

observer keeps fixed positions with respect to distant stars so that w0 =0, then the Sagnac 

delay becomes 

b'Co = 81lllM 
(14) 

x( 2M)1
'
2

• 
1--x 
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The effect of the dilatonic charge Q is evident in Eqs.(I3) and (14) through the 

appearance of the factor ~ and the values of 01: E, 01:0 are different from the Kerr case if 

Asswning e= M <<I and P={i)0R<<l, the correction terms to the basic Sagnac 
R 

delay 01:8 (= 4KPR) to first order in e and pare obtained from Eq.(l3): 

01: E = 01: s - 87llle + 47r{JR(31J- 2q), (15) 

where 

(16) 

The second term in Eq.(15)-is a cOntribution purely due to the angular momentum J 

while the last term displays the contribution from ; (= Q
2 

) • 
. M 

5.3. Polar orbit 

We shall now investigate the effect when the light rays move along a circular trajectory 

passing over the poles. In this case~ too~ we may take p = R =constant and ~=constant. 

Assuming uniform motion again, we take 0 = {i)0 t . Then, we have, using 

dp = O,dcp = O,dB = {i)0dt and dr2 = 0, from the metric (5): 

dO=+ (R2 -2MR+a2 cos2 eY'2 

dt R(R+,;)+a2 cos2 0 
(17) 
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Assuming that a2 I R2 << 1, t = 0 when (} = 0, we have, on integration, 

(18) 

During this time t, the rotating observer describes an angle 00 (say) while light travels an 

angle 2tr ± 80 (once again, + for co-rotating beam and- for the counter-rotating beam) so 

that, one obtains, after some manipulations [7], 

(19) 

where 

(1 4N/+~) 
R+~ .a2 -_ R · 

p= ( _ 2M)112 ,q= 4R. ( 2M)3
'

2
• 

1-- 1--
R R 

(20) 

Assuming a low speed observer and that the angle 280 be so small as to justify 

sin 280 = 200 , we get, on solving for 80 , from Eq.(19): 

p+q 
(}0± =2tr 1 . 

-+(p+q)+q 
(21) 

(iJO 

Finally, the difference between two round trip "coordinate" times (recalling the 

approximations~lready used) comes to 
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(22) 

where we have retained terms of the order of OJ0 and & only. 

It is now necessary to express the above time difference in terms of the proper time -r 

of the rotating observer. This is done using in the metric (5), B = OJ0 t,dB = m0dt: 

(23) 

Under the assumption of small (m0t)such that cos(m0t)=:1. sin(m0t)=:O and 

a2 
---<< 1, we get, 
R(R+q) 

] 

r:: 1----0J0 R(R+q) t. ( 
2M 2 J2 

R+q. . 

Theretbre, the time delay in the polar case, denoted by & P , is given by 

l 

8r =(1 2M m02R(R+~))2.(t+ -t_.). 
r R(R+q) 

Using the result in Eq.(23), we get 
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(25) 

(26) 



The first term is the basic Sagnac delay & 
8

, the second term is the Kerr contribution ~d 

the third term is the string correction. 

The absolute difference between equatorial and polar Sagnac delay is: 

(27) 

5.4. Geodesic orbit 

Consider the geodesic motion of the source/receiver having a 4-velocity uP(= dxP J so 
. dr . 

that the equations are 

(28) 

where F11
va are the Christoffel symbols formed from the metric (5). The problem c~ be 

simplified by choosing 8 = 1r 12 , so that u8 = 0 . The geodesic equations this case, do 

allow such a solution [11]. Then, for a circular geo orbit with a constant radius p = R , 

the condition is uP = 0. Then theradial equation turns out to be: 

. (29) 

Defming the angul~r speed of rotation of the source/receiver as m = u'~' j u', we·get, after 

a simplification, the two roots m± from Eq.(29): 

OJ±= a: .. [-~:± (~:r-: -~; l 
. ap 

(30) 

· Using the metric tensor from (5), we get 
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We can put this {j)± in place of {i)0 in Eq. (13) to get the exact expression for the Sagnac 

delay. The approximation follows from Eq. ( 15): 

(32) 

The leading terms are 

(33) . 

where &s(= 4K.JMR) is the basic Sagnac delay in the polar case [6]. In the above 

approximation, we have neglected terms. of the order ( ~-)
2 

,. a: etc. because of their 
. R R 

smallness. 

5.S. An estimate of the dilatonic charge 

In the above, we provided exact formulations of the Sagnac delay for three types of 

orbits. These lead to correction terms embodied in Eqs;(t5), (26) and (33), which reveal, 

especially, the role of the dilaton parameter ~. The terms involving only a and M are the · 

Kerr corrections. It might be of some interest to tty to have an idea of the possible 

estimate of the dilatonic charge Q. 
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One. possibility is the following: The existence of a horizon requtres that 

M 2 > J + ~ Q2
• Thus, if J:;?; 0, one has Q < M, that is, the mass of the black hole itself 

provides the upper limit But this need not be the case when one considers orbits not 

around a black hole but around an ordinary uncollapsed object like the Earth. Therefore, 

the other possibility is to look for values of Q in Earth bound experiments. 

Consider~ for instance, a polar orbit around the Earth, say at a radius R = 7 x 106 m. We 

also restore G and c in the expressions that follow and recall the relevant Earth values, 

designated by the subscript E9 : 

c=3x108mls. (34) 

For the angular velocity m0 = ~ ~G~e , the main Sagnac term becomes 
R Rc · 

while the Kerr contribution, designated by & K , is · 

The first term is lll:ll.39x l0~18 s, while the second term is lll:l4.84.x 10-15 s, respectively. 

The dilatonic contribution, designated by or~ , is 

(35) 
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Note that ,; has the dimension of length, and so has Q. For the above expansion to be 

meaningful, we have assumed q < lm. 

For the values cited in (34 ), the leading tenn in Eq.(35) is 

26-f!._ 

Q = 10 2 esu. Obviously, the value of p depends on the accmacy of observation of 

orp. Suppose, we are able to meastrre Mp up to an accuracy of 10-14 s, which might be 

technologically possible in the near future. Then, p = 4 and it leads to Q = 1024 esu. This 

" is really a huge value for the terrestrial dilatonic charge, in fact exceeding the electronic 

charge of the Earth's magnetosphere (2xl022esu) by 200. times! A large value of 

p >> 4 would certainly reduce the dilatonic charge, but then the corrections to or P 

would be extremely small and would go far beyond the Kerr corrections. 

5.6. Some remarks 

Correction to the Sagnac delay beyond the basic value &ts could also come from the 

non-Einsteinian theories such as the Brans-Dicke or other nonminimally coupled scalar 

tensor theories [7] but, unfortunately, these theories produce only naked singularities 

instead of black holes. This situations leaves us only with a few physically viable options 

in the form of either Kerr-Newman or dilation gravity. The best Kerr correction to the 
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earth bound experiments is· of .the order of~ 10-15 s and beyond, as we· saw above. 

Therefore, a good candidate for the interpretation of corrections ·within the intermediate 

range (between 1 0~ and 1 o-15 s} could be the terrestrial. dilatonic charge which, however, 

seems rather huge in electrostatic units. On the other hand, we still do not know of a basic 

unit of the dilatonic charge given by an independent theory. Consequently, it is really not 

known wfu!t the actual magnitude would be in that basic unit. 

It has come to·our attention that in a recent paper, Bini, Jantzen and Mashhoon [12] have 

elaborately studied, from the relative observer point of view, the gmvitomagnetic clock 

effect and the Sagnac effect for circularly rotating orbits in a general class of 

axisymmetric spacetimes. Although not specifically mentioned therein, the Kerr-Sen 

spacetime is automatically a member of this class due to its symmetries and much of the 

calculations in the present Letter follow directly from Ref.[12]. For instance, consider the 

metric of the circular orbit cylinder in the threading and slicing notation: 

(37) 

with 

Eq.(8) turns out to be exactly the same as Eq.(3.5)of Ref.[12]. Also,- note that Eq.(l2) 

gives the coordinate time difference as 

At =I - I = 'Po+ - 'Po-
+ - . 

mo 

.(38) 
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' 

which is precisely the same as Eq.(6.2) ofRef.[12Jifthe following identifications t;,= ro0, 

~ are made in Eq.(38). 
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- Chapter 6 

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE WORK 



We provide here chapter wise brief summmy of the work and the new results reported 
in the thesis. 

Chapter2 

We have investigated here the behavior of a few spherically symmetric static 

acclaimed black hole solutious iu respect of tidal forces in .the geodesic frame. It 

turns out that the forces diverge on the horizon of cold black holes (CBH) while for 

ordiuary oues, they do not. It is _poiuted out that Kruskal-like exteusious do not 

render the CBH metrics nousingular. We have presented a CBH that is available in 

the Draus-Dicke theory for which the tidal forces do uot diverge on the horizou aud 

in that sense it is a better one. 

Chapter3 

A uew class of solution is obtaiued iD the Bergmauu-Nordtvedt-Wagoner scalar-

tensor theory of gravity. An examination of this class reveals that the only black 

hole solution admitting a nontrivial scalar field in the exterior is the Bekenstein. 

solution. 

Chapter4 

The exact formulation for the effect of the Draus-Dicke scalar field ou the 

gravitational correetious to the Sagnac delay in the Jordan and Eiusteiil frames is 

presented for the first time. The results eo~pletely agree with the knowu PPN 

. factors in the weak field region. The calculations also reveal how the Brans-Dicke 
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coupling parameter m appears in vari~us correction terms for different types of 

source/observer orbits. A first order correction of roughly 2.83xlo-• &inge shift for 

visible light is introduced by the gravity-scalar field combination for Earth bound 

equatorial orbits. It is alsQ demonstrated that the final predictions in the two frames 

do not differ. The· effect of the scalar field on the geodetic and Lease-Thirring 

precession of a spherical gyroscope in circular polar orbit around the Earth is alSo 

computed with an eye towards the Stanford Gravity Probe-B experiment currently 

in progress. The feasibility of optical and matter-wave interferometric 

measurements is discussed briefly. 

Cluipter5 

In an · effort to investigate string effects in physical observations, we have · 

analyzed the rotating Kerr-Sen metric in a Sagnac type experiment and have 

deduced exact expressions for the delay. For an Earth bound configuration, "it turns 

out that a correction to the basic Sagnac delay by an order of -10-14 seconds leads.to . 

a terrestrial dilatonic charge of amount --1oM esu, a value nearly 200 times larger. 

than the electronic charge of the Earth's magnetosphere. 
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We investigate here the behavior of a few spherically symmetric static acclaimed black 
hole solutions in respect of tidal forces in the geodesic frame. It turns out that the forces 
diverge on the horizon of cold black holes (CBH) while for ordinary ones, they do not. It 
is pointed out that Kruskal-like extensions do not render the CBH metrics nonsingular. 
We present a CBH that is available in the Brans-Dicke theory for which the tidal forces 
do not diverge on the horizon and in that sense it is a better one. 

1. Introduction 

In vacuum Einstein's General Relativity (EGR), it is well known that the only 
static, spherically symmetric (888) black hole solutions are those given by the 
charged Reissner-Nordstri:im (RN) and uncharged Schwarzschild ones. In the non
vacuum EGR, several black hole solutions are known. For instance: (i) The one 
discovered by Bekenstein, 1 which is a solution of the Einstein conformally cou
pled scalar field theory. (ii) The dilaton-Maxwell solution discovered by Garfinkle, 
Horowitz and Strominger.2 (iii) The solution for a nonlinear electromagnetic source 
found recently by Ayon-Beato and Garcia.3 In the non-Einsteinian theories of 
gravity, too, some acclaimed black hole solutions exist in the literature. These 
theories include Brans-Dicke (BD) scalar-tensor theory4 and the Weyl Integrable 
theory.5 In the former, we have black hole solutions discussed by Campanelli and 

*E-mail: kamalnandi@hotmail.com 
tE-mail: bhadra@nbu.ernet.in 
t E-mail: alsing@ahpcc. unm.edu 
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Lousto,6 Bronnikov et al.7 and in the latter, we have the Salim-Sautu8 solutions. 
The list however is by no means exhaustive. The considered non-EGR family of 
solutions has infinite hor~zon area and zero Hawking temperature. Hence, such 
solutions have been baptized as cold black holes (CBH) by Bronnikov et al.7 

Let us now recall a very fundamental criterion which a given solution must 
satisfy in order that it can represent a black hole spacetime: The curvature tensor 
components, computed in the observer's (static or freely falling) orthonormal frame 
must be finite everywhere including the horizon.9 This condition comes from the 
physical requirement that the tidal forces do not crush or tear apart an extended 
observer falling freely through the horizon. 

We wish to examine in this paper how many of the above solutions satisfy the 
condition of finiteness· of tidal forces near the horizon. It turns out that all the 
considered solutions except the CBH satisfy this criterion. We shall then examine 
a particular solution in the BD theory which also turns out to be a CBH but in 
which the malady of infinite tidal forces does not appear. In that sense, the solution 
merits as a better CBH than the available ones. 

In Sec. 2, the general expression for tidal forces in a freely falling frame is laid 
down. In Sees. 3 and 4, different solutions in EGR and non-EGR respectively are 
tested. It is pointed out in Sec. 5 that the Krus).<al-like extensions do not render 
the CBH metrics nonsingular. Finally, in Sec. 6, a better CBH in BD theory is 
discussed. 

2. Tidal Forces in a Geodesic Frame 

Following the notations of Horowitz and Ross, 10 consider the general form of a SSS 
metric: 

2 F ( r) 2 dr2 
2 2 

ds =-G(r) dt + F(r) + R (r)dD. , (1) 

In a static observer's orthonormal basis, the only nonvanishing components of the 
curvature tensor are Ro101, Ro2o2, Ro3o3, R1212, R1313 and R2323· Radially freely 
falling observers with conserved energy E are connected to the static orthonormal 
frame by a local Lorentz boost with an instantaneous velocity given by 

v = [1- F~-2r/2 (2) 

Then the nonvanishing curvature components in the Lorentz-boosted frame (A) 
are: 10 

Roifii = Ro1o1 , 

Rokok = Rokok + sinh2 
a(Rokok + Rlklk), 

Rokok = cosh a sinh aRokok + R1klk, 

Rikik = sinh aRokok + R1klk , 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 
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where k, l = 2, 3 and sinh o: = v / v'1 - v2 . The tidal acceleration between two parts 
of the traveler's body is given by:11 

(7) 

where e is the vector separation between two parts of the body. All that we have to 
do now is to calculate the components in Eqs. (3)-(6) for a given metric. If any of 
the components diverges as the horizon is approached, we say that the tidal forces 
physically disrupt the falling observer. Our strategy then is to first compute any 
one, say, Ro2fl'2• using E;q. (4). If it is well behaved, then proceed to check if the 
same behavior is obtained for the rest of the components. If the answer is positive, 
we say that the solution represents an ordinary black hole. If Ro202 itself is not 
well behaved, we check no further and conclude that the solution might at best 
represent a cold black hole. 

From the metric (1), we can rewrite Eq. (4) a.S (k = 2): 

Ro202 = -~ [R"(E2G- F)+~' (E2G'- F')], (8) 

where primes on the right denote derivatives with respect tor. Now note that the 
conserved energy E can be decomposed as 

E 2 = (~) +v2(1-v2)- 1 (~) =E2s+Eex2
· (9) 

The first term represents the value of E 2 in the static frame (Es 2 ) and the second 
term represents the enhancement in Es 2 due to geodesic motion. Incorporating this, 
we can decompose Ro202 as follows: 

_ 1 [R' ( 2G' ')] 1 ( "G R'G') 2 _ (s) (ex) ( Ro2o2- -R 2 Es - F - R R + - 2- Eex - ROzoz + Rozo2 · 10) 

It is easy to verify that the term I R~~02 l actually represents the curvature com

ponent in the static frame, viz., R~~02 = Rozo2 . Thus, only the term R~~~2 ( = sinh2 o:(Rozoz + R1212)) represents overall enhancement in curvature in the 
Lorentz-boosted frame over the static frame. It is this part that needs to be partic
ularly examined as the observer approaches the horizon. Note also that the energy 
E 2 is finite (it can be normalized to unity) and so are E5

2 and Eex2 . As the horizon 
is approached, (F/G)-+ 0, v-+ 1 such that E 2 -+ E~x2 . Let us now proceed to test 
a few solutions. 

3. EGR Solutions (Planck Units) 

3.1. RN solution 

The metric is given by 

ds = - 1 - - + - dt + 1 - - + - dr + r d0. , 2 ( 2m Q
2

) 2 ( 2m Q
2 

) 2 2 2 

r r 2 r r 2 (ll) 
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where Q is the electric charge. It can be readily- verified that, due to a remark
able cancellation, R~~~2 is identic~lly zero. In fact, since Ra~~k is the same as 
sinh2 o:(Rokok + Rlklk), one can say that all the tensor components remain in
variant under the Lorentz-boost. This is a peculiar feature of the RN geometry and 
is also shared by usual Schwarzschild geometry which is obtained by merely putting 
Q = 0. All components in the static frame remain finite as r -+ 2m. For example, 

2m 3e2 

RolOl = --+- (12) 
r3 r4 

and so on. Hence it is concluded that the tidal forces do-not diverge near the horizon 
either for the static or for moving observers. 

3.2. Bekenstein solution 

The metric is given by 

ds2 
= -(1- ~rdt2 + (1- ~) -2 

dr2 +r2dn2, 

1 
m2 = Q2 + -q2, 

3 
Fl-'v = Qr-2 (c5~8t- c5!c5~), 

(13) 

and the conformal scalar field is given by ¢ = qf(r- m). As far as the metric is 
concerned, it has the extreme RN form and the same conclusions as above apply. 

3.3. Garfinkle-Horowitz-Strominger (GHS} solutions 

These are solutions to the low-energy string theory representing SSS charged black 
holes. The action is given by 

(14) 

where ¢and Fl-'v are dilatonic and Ma'Cwell fields respectively. A class of solutions 
is given by 

ds 2 =- ( 1-
2~ )dt2 + ( 1-

2~) -
1

dr2 + r(r- Q
2

:~
2

¢o )dn2 , (15) 

e-2¢ = e-2¢o [1- _:_Q_2m_e-_r2_¢_o]' F = Q sine de 1\ dcp . (16) 

It follows from Eq. ( 4) that ~~~~ is simply proportional to R" j R which, at the 
horizon rh = 2m, is 

R" 
R 

1 
(17) 

2m(m+D)' 

where D is the dilaton charge given by D = -Q2e-2¢a /2m. If Q2 2m2e2¢a, 

then (R"/R)Irh-+ oo, indicating that the tidal forces diverge at r = rh. That is 
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quite consistent with the conclusion of GHS that this value of Q2 actually repre
sents a transition between black holes and naked singularities. For Q2 =1- 2m2e2<Po, 
the solution (15) does represent a black hole. In the string frame, the metric is 
obtained by a conformal transformation e2<PgiL"' and it has been shown that, for 
Q2 < 2m2 e2<Po, the new metric also represents a black hole. 2 According to our 
criterion, (R" / R) lrh --+finite, which can be readily verifi~d. 

3.4. Black hole solution for nonlinear source 

Recently, Ayon-Beato and Garcia3 have proposed an exact SSS solution of EGR 
when the source is a nonlinear electrodynamic field. The resulting metric is 

[ 
2mr2e-q2 /2mr] [ 2mr2e-q2 /2mr] 

ds2 = - 1- (r2 + q2)3/2 dt2 + 1- (r2 + q2)3/2 dr2 + r2dp.2, (18) 

where q is interpreted as the electric charge as the electric field expands asymptot
ically as 

(19) 

All curvature invariants are bounded everywhere including the origin. Evidently, 
Rb~~2 is zero identically, indicating that the corresponding component of the tidal 
force is bounded too. In fact, it can be verified that all other components are also 
bounded. However, an undesirable feature of the solution, in our opinion, is that 
the horizon cannot be precisely located in the spacetime as Yoo = 0 does not have 
an exact solution. 

4. Non-EGR Solutions (Planck Units) 

4.1. Brans-Dicke black holes 

Campanelli and Lousto6 have shown that the BD theory admits a black hole solution 
which is different from the Schwarzschild one, the metric being given by 

2 2m 2 m . 2 2m 2 2 
( )

a+l ( 2 ){3-1 ( ){3 
ds = - 1 - ~ dt + 1 - ~ dr + 1 - ~ r dD. , _(20) 

( 
2m) -"'t

13 

~(r) = ¢o 1-~ , (21) 

the coupling constant being given by 

2(a2 + {P + a{3 +a- {3) 
tw = - (a + {3)2 . (22) 

According to Ref. 6, the solution represents a regular black hole for {3 ::::; -1 and 
a- {3 + 1 > 0. In addition, if one requires that the metric should coincide with the 
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PPN expansion, then we need to take a + (3 -+ 0, which implies w -+ -oo. In this 
case, the solution takes on the form 

ds2 = - ( 1 -
2~) 

1

-/3 dt2 + ( 1 -
2~) /3-

1 

dr2 + (1 -
2~) 13 

r 2d02
, (23) 

and ¢(r) = ¢0 = const. The parameter (3 plays the role of BD scalar hair. For this 
metric, all curvature invariants are finite, for (3 ~ -1, as r-+ 2m. However, it turns 
out that · 

R---- = (1- (3)m [1 + (/3- 2)m] -/3-
1 

_ 2(3((3- 2)m
2 

( 1 - 2m)-~ E 2 
0202 2r3 r r4 r ex 

_ p(s) R(ex) 
- "'"0202 + 0202. (24) 

We see that R~~~2 -+ oo as r -+ 2m. Thus the horizon is singular. However, one 
might still argue that the value f3 = 2 removes the divergence. But then the scalar 
invariant 

(25) 

as r-+ 2m. Black hole solutions (type B1), called CBHs, proposed by Bronnikov, 
Clement, Fabris and Constantinidis7 also exhibit similar properties. 

4.2. Black holes in Weyl integrable spacetime (WIST} 

The spacetime described by Weyl integrable geometry follows from the action 

S = J (R + Cw~ - ~ e-2w F. po:/3 + e2wgJLv,;. ,;. ) ~g d4x <, ,o: 
2 

cr/3 '1-',JL'/-',v Y -y , (26) 

where R is the scalar associated with the Weyl geometry, w is the geometric scalar 
field and ¢ is an external scalar field. Salim and Sautu8 proposed three classes of 
solutions. Let us consider only one of them: 

(27) 

dd. (1 - .'1.) -4m/7J 
~ = ¢ e2wo -'----'-r';o---
dr 0 

r2 ' 
(28) 

1 >. =- (4~- 3) 2 . (29) 

The solution (27) looks pretty similar to Eq. (23), but not quite. The horizon 
appears at r = 17· The curvature in the static frame is finite, but in the moving 
frame, we find 

I 
R" I m( m - TJ) 
R = r 4 (1- TJ/r) 2 · 

(30) 
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Therefore, R~~~2 ---+ oo as r ---+ 1], unless m = 1]. Let us examine what happens to 
the Weyl scalar R. It is given by 

(31) 

where p(r) is a polynomial of O(r) > 0. If this scalar is finite, so is the Riemann 
scalar. If m = 1], then R---+ oo as r---+ TJ· Form=/= TJ, tidal forces in the freely falling 
frame becomes infinitely large. In either case, the horizon is singular. 

The two types of solutions (23) and (27) following from two entirely different 
theories exhibit a remarkable similarity as far as the behavior of tidal forces are 
concerned. In the examples, considered so far, it is clear that the black hole solu
tions of EGR (with or without source) are indeedolack holes while those from the 
non-EGR are different, at least as far as tidal force considerations are concerned. 
Can we generalize our conclusion to include all SSS solutions of EGR? Perhaps 
not. For instance, consider the Janis-Newman-Winnicour12 solution of the Ein
stein minimally coupled theory. It has exactly the same form as that of Eq. (23) 
with only a different (logarithmic) scalar field. Consequently, the tidal forces in the 
geodesic frame are infinite near the horizon. That explains why the JNW solution 
is said to have a naked singularity, 13 but it can also be interpreted as having the 
features of a CBH. At any rate, it follows that every EGR solution should be tested 

. on a case by case basis. 

5. Kruskal-like Extension of CBH 

It is well known that Kruskal..:.Szekeres extension14•15 offers the advantage that it 
removes the coordinate singularity from the Schwarzschild metric in the standard 
form. Let us now ask if similar advantages obtain in the Kruskal-like extension of 
the metric (20) performed by Campanelli and Lousto.6 The answer seems to be in 
the negative. Defining the null variables u and D by16 

du = dt- dr*, dv = dt+dr*, (32) 

·where the tortoise-like variable r* is given by 

( 
2m) ~";"-l 

dr* = 1 - ----:;:- dr , (33) 

and applying further the transformations 

U = - exp( -KH)u, (34) 

in which the surface gravity K is given by 

~~; = (a+ 1) m 1-~ ( 
2 ) (a-{3)/2 

r 2 r 
(35) 
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the final form of the metric (20) becomes:17 

2 m 2 * 2 m 2 
( 

2 
)

o+l ( 2 ){J 
ds = - 1 - r K:H- exp( -2K:Hr )dU dV + r 1 - r dD. , (36) 

where K:H is the value of K: at r = 2m. Thus, K:H = 0 for 0: > (3, K:H =<X for 
a < (3, K:H = (o: + 1)/4m for a = (3. One may apply a further transformation to 
spacelike and timelike variables u = (V - U) /2, v = (V + U) /2 respectively on 
metric (36) to make it look partly familiar. For the special case o: = {3, one has only 
guv(r =2m) finite. For a =f. {3, which includes o: := -(3 [leading to the metric (23)], 
guv(r =2m) is no longer finite. But most importantly, the last term in the metric 
(36) continue to have a singularity at r = 2m for (3 ~ -1. Thus, the Kruskal-like 
extension, Eq. (36), does not offer any advantage as such. The surface area of the 
horizon still remains infinite. One may then equally well use metrics (20) and (23) 
for computing curvature tensors and invariants, which was actually done in Sec. 4.1. 
Silnilar considerations apply to the metric (27). 

The metric representing type B1 CBHs proposed by Bronnikov et al. 7 is con
formal to the metric (20). As shown in Ref. 7, the tidal forces are infinite at the 
horizon in this case, too. The surface area of the horizon remains infinite even in the 
extended form of the metric. It is not possible to reduce the area by Kruskal-like 
extensions. 

6. A Better CBH 

We have seen that Kruskal-like extensions cannot do away with the singularities 
in goo and g'P'P as is evident from the metric (36). Consequently, one has infinite 
horizon areas and entropies. Hence the name CBH, as mentioned before. Accepting 
these facts, we enquire if there exists a CBH for which the tidal forces are finite 
on the horizon. It seems that there indeed is one: The class IV solutions of the BD 
theory18 provide just such a CBH. 

Class IV solutions are: 

ds2 = -e2!-L(r)dt2 + e2v(r) ldr2 + r2dD.2 J' 
1 

J.t(r) = J.to- Br , 

C+1 
v(r) = vo+~, 

-1 ± )-2r:v- 3 
C= , 

'W + 2 

</> = ¢o e-C/Br. 

Usual asymptotic flatness and weak field conditions fix the constants as 

J.Lo=vo=O, B = 1/m > 0, 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

(40) 

(41) 

(42) 
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where m is the mass of the configuration. The horizon appears at r = rh = 0 and 
its area is infinite. Other features of this solution are discussed in Refs. 19 and 20. 
In the static orthonormal frame, the curvature components are: 

1 [c +2 ] 
RolOl =- Br3e2(C+l)/Br B:;:-- 2 ' (43) 

. 1 [ c + 1] 
Ro202 = Ro3o3 = - Br3e2(C+l)/Br 1- B:;:- ' (44) 

C+1 
Rl212 = Rl313 =-Br3e2(C+l)/Br ' (45) 

C+1 [c +1 J 
R2323 =-Br3e2(C+l)/Br B:;:-- 2 ' (46) 

All these components tend to zero as r -+ rh, provided C + 1 ;::: 0. This happeD.s 
only if w < -2. It should be recalled that the CBH solutions proposed in Refs. 6 
and 7 also correspond to negative values of w. As discussed in Ref. 6, it is the 
numerical value of w, rather than its sign, that is more relevant. Also, the EGR 
effects are recovered for jwj -+ oo. 

The Ricci scalar for the considered solution is given by 

R = Raf3 - -2(1 + C + C2) -2(C+l)/Br 
- gaf3 - B2r4 e (47) 

which goes to zero as r -+ rh. It may be verified that all other Riemann invariants 
are also finite at the horizon. The metric (37)-(41) has a remarkable feature in 
that, for C = 0, it describes all the solar system tests exactly as does the EGR 
Schwarzschild metric. The curvature components in the moving frame also remains 
finite as the horizon is approached. For example, 

(
C + 1 1) (e-2C/Br) R---- = ---- (CE2

- (C + 1)e-2/Br) 
0202 Br2 r Br2 s 

- (e-2C/Br) (C + 1 , C) 2 
B 2 B 2 T Eex' r r r 

(48) 

tends to zero as r --t rh. This implies that the tidal forces in the geodesic frame 
do not diverge. In many ways, therefore, the class IV metric resembles the ones 
discussed in Refs. 6-8 but it has an added merit as indicated above. Hence, it 
seems to represent a better CBH than the ones proposed so far. 

Summarizing, we have to say the following: We examined a few EGR solutions 
for which the tidal forces do not diverge on the horizon. However, it was also 
indicated that a general conclusion to that effect cannot be drawn because of the 
existence of the JNW solution. Non.:.EGR CBH solutions exhibit infinite tidal forces 
on the horizon. Extended solutions too fail to remove this divergence as the CBH 
metric continues to remain singular. We then presented a better CBH in the BD 
theory. Bronnikov et al. 7 conjectured that infinite horizon areas could be related 
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to infinite tidal forces. Our example in Sec. 6 indicates that this is not neces
sarily the case. In that sense, class IV solutions may be interpreted as providing a 
counterexample to the conjecture. 
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Abstract 

A new class of solutions is obtained in the Bergmann-Nordtvedt-Wagoner scalar-tensor theory of gravity. An 
examination of this class reveals that the only black hole solution admitting a nontrivial scalar field in the exterior is the 
Bekenstein solution. © 2000 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. 
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An integral part of black hole physics is the 
soccalled no scalar hair theorem (NSHT) which deals 
with the question of whether the exterior of a spheri
cally symmetric black hole admits nontrivial scalar 
field(s) [1-8]. Several physical scenarios warrant 
such considerations. For example, the scalar field 
couples to gravitation in a natural way in superstring 
theories [9,10]. In the Brans-Dicke theory, such a 
coupling is necessary to incorporate Mach's princi
ple [11]. In general, the coupling could be of mini
mal, nonminimal or conformal type. Hence, NSHT is 
of direct relevance to black hole solutions of such 
theories. 
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Recently, Saa [12] has proposed a new NSHT 
which rules out a large class of nonminimally cou
pled theories admitting nontrivial, finite scalar field 
dressing of asymptotically flat, static, spherically 
symmetric black hole. The basic procedure in this 
theorem is to take the solution of the Einstein
minimally coupled scalar field (EMCSF) theory as 
the seed solution (e.g., Buchdahl solution [13]) and 
generate solutions of the Einstein-nonminimally 
coupled scalar field (ENCSF) theory. The next step 
is to look for the black hole solutions in the latter 
theory which are then found to correspond to only 
constant scalar fields. One then says that the NSHT 
is satisfied in ENCSF. A specific example of this is 
the Brans-Dicke theory with the coupling parameter 
w = constant. 

More recently, Sen and Banerjee [14] have exam
ined, in the light of Saa's theorem, a few examples 
in the more general Bergmann-Nordtvedt-Wagoner 
(BNW) theory [15-17] for which the coupling pa
rameter w is no longer a constant but a function of 
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the scalar field. They showed that the only black 
hole solution in those examples correspond again to 
only constant scalar fields. There is admittedly a 
caveat here: Saa's theorem does not cover the Ein
stein-conformally coupled scalar field (ECCSF) due 
to the fact that it does not satisfy one of the crucial 
conditions, stated later, of the theorem. Conse
quently, a black hole solution dressed by a CCSF 
cp =F constant is permitted to exist in violation of 
NSHT. This is actually the case with the well known 
Bekenstein solution [18, 19]. 

On the other hand, despite the failure of Saa's 
theorem in the case of- E€CSF theory, its solutions 
can always be generated from ~MCSF theory by 
special types of conformal maps discovered by Xan
thopoulos and Dialynas [20]. They have shown that, 
among such solutions in the ECCSF theqry in 4 
dimensions, the only black hole solution with non
trivial scalar hair is the Bekenstein solution. This 
result constitutes a major step towards proving the 
uniqueness of the Bekenstein black hole. 

Our aim in this Letter is to approach the question 
of uniqueness from a more general viewpoint pro
vided by the massless nonminimally coupled BNW 
theory. The first step in this direction is to portray 
ECCSF theory as a BNW theory with a specific form 
of coupling function. The next step is to generate a 
new class of solutions within the BNW theory for a 
more general class of coupling functions. This is 
achieved through a conformal map of the metric 
tensor and a redefinition of the scalar field. An 
examination of the generated class of solutions re
veals that the only black hole solution is again the 
Bekenstein one, confirming the results of Ref. [20]. 

The most general matter-free action of the ENCSF 
theory including an electromagnetic field FIJ.'' is of 
the form 

s[ g, cp J = J [ f( cp) R - h( cp) g IJ.Pv,. cpV,, cp 

-FI-L,F~'-'']( -g)I/2d4x, 

h( cp) = w ( cp) I cp, 

(1) 

(2) 

where f( cp) and h( cp) are arbitrary functions, V,. 
denotes covariant derivative with respect to g 1-L'' and 
R is the Ricci scalar. Saa's procedure requires f> 0 
and h > 0 for all cp. Brans-Dicke theory corre
sponds to f( cp) = cp and h( cp) = w I cp, w = constant. 

The BNW theory corresponds to f( cp) = cp and w = 
w.( cp ), while the EMCSF theory has the values f( cp) 
= l and h( cp) = l. The ECCSF theory corresponds 
to the choices f(cp) = 1- t'P 2

, h(cp) = l, so that the 
condition f> 0 is not satisfied for all cp, and thus 
escapes Saa's theorem, as mentioned before. The 
resulting ECCSF equations, in suitable units, are 

G - T( 'I') + T( em) - ( 1 - .!. 2 ) -
1 

[ V V 
1-L''- IL'' 1-L'' - o'P IJ. 'P ,,cp 

- hiJ.'' g "'iJVa 'P~ 'P- tV,. V,,( 'P 2
) 

+hiL''ga~~( cp2) 

g"'iJVa~cp- tRcp= 0, 

V,. F"''' = 0, 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

where G"''' is the Einstein tensor, q,,, = RIJ."- tRgi-L''' 
The Bekenstein black hole solution following from 
Eqs. (3)-(5) with a nontrivial cp is (87T G ~ c = 1): 

( . M) 2 
( M)-2 = - 1 - ---; dt 2 + 1 - ---; dr 2 

+ r2d8 2 + r2 sin 28dcj> 2
, 

q 
cp=--, F _ .-2(s::rs::t s::ts::r) r _ M 1-L'' - e1 ui-L u,, - ui-L u,, , 

(6) 

(7) 

where q and e are the scalar and electric charges 
respectively. The metric has the same form as that of 
extreme Reissner-Nordstrom. The divergence of cp 
at r = M has been shown to be physically innocuous 
in the sense that test objects interacting with the 
scalar field reach the hmizon in finite proper time 
[18 19]. Note further that both T<<PJ and T<cmJ are 

' ' J1.1' J.LI' 

traceless and hence R = 0. Since Maxwell's equa-
tions are already copformally invariant, we need not 
repeatedly include FIJ.'' F~'-'' in the actions that will 
follow. 

Now define 

w(x)=(~)-x . 
2 1- X 

(8) 
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Then the action (1) for the ECCSF can be rewritten 
in the form of that of BNW theory: 

1/, ' 
X (-g) - d~x. (9) 

The field equations are 

GIL''= TIL,,( x) = x- 1 
( ~V,.x- giL'' ox) 

+ [ 2w( x)(~xV,.x+- tg~',,g"~x~x). 
{10) 

1 dw 
ox=- [2w( x) + 3]- -g"fl\i;,x~x. (11) 

dx 

where D = g "fl\i;, ~. The solution consists of the 
same ds 2 as in (6) but now ~ith the scalar field 
being redefined as x. The scalar curvature R follows 
from Eqs. (10) and (11): 

R = [ wx- 2
- 3(2w+ 3) -I [I:: ]g"~x~x. 

( 12) 

which vanishes identically for w( x) defined above. 
This is to be expected as the action (9) is essentially 
the same as the ECCSF action, only redefined via 
Eqs. (8) as a BNW action. 

Consider the BNW action (9) with w( x) as 
above. Apply the transfonnation 

(13) 

where D( x) is a nonvanishing smooth function. 
Then 

(- :rn I /2 = n-~ ( X) (-g) I /2, 

R=n- 2 [R+6n- 1 ofl]. 

so that the action (9) becomes 

s[ir.x] = f [ n-2xR- 6xn-s on 

Taking 

+ [ 1w( X) n- 2 g"i3Vcr X~ X] 

X ( - g) 1 
/
2 d 4 

X. 

fl=xt. o-=xl-2lj. 

(14) 

( 15) 

(16) 

(17) 

where ' is an arbitrary constant parameter, we find 

-2,w( x)] o--2 gaJVC<o-~o-' 

x- 1w( x) n-2 gai3VC¥ x~ x 

= ( 1 - 2 0 -2 
w ( X) o-- I g C¥ q?C< o-~ o- . 

Putting (18) and (19) in (16), we get 

s[ g ,a-] = J[ a- R- a-- 1w( a- )g"JVC< a-~ a-] 

X( -g)lj2d4x, 

( 18) 

(19) 

(20) 

which has again the form of a BNW action with 
w(o-) given explicitly by 

w( o-) = ±(1- 2'-) -2 [1- o-l/(l-20rl 

X [3(1 + 20o- 1/(l-l0 

-12,(,-1)(1-o-1/(l-llj))], {21) 

where t =I= 1/2. Clearly, the resulting field equations 
will be the same as Eqs. (I 0) and ( 11) but with g w 

and w( x) replaced by fw and w(o-) respectively. 
They will be identical only if t = 0. For different 
numerical values of ', rational or irrational, we 
obtain different functional forms for w(o- ). The 
standard method of solving Eqs. (10) and (11) for the 
obtained class of coupling functions w( o-) would be 
quite tedious if not untractable. The present method 
enables us to immediately write down the solutions 
if we use 

g- -x2t a-=xl~2lj, nf3- · g,rf3• {22) 

where x is computed from Eqs. (7) and (8) while 
gaf3 is provided by the metric (6). Thus, typical 
solutions [ g JL'', o- ], parametrized by ', are: 

<~00 = 6- 2 t; [ 6( r- M) 2
- c/ rlj ,.- 2 ( r -,M) 2

<
1

-
2P, 

(23) 
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- H [ ( ? ? ] 
2 g ? -?(I + "') g 11 =6--• 6 r-Mt-q- r-(r-M) - -·, 

(24) 

(26) 

. o [ ? ' ] I - 2 g - '( I - ? tl 
0"=6-~-l 6(r-Mt-q- (r-M) - --. 

(27) 

The scalar curvature R can be calculated using Eqs. 
(15) and (18) and the fact that R = 0: 

R=6x-2(1+x>[ g(g-1)- g3w]g"ilV"x~x-
(28) 

The solutions (23)-(26) are asymptotically flat 
and (J' ~ 1 as r ~ oo. For g < 0, all components of 
the metric tensor g a/3 blow off at r = r 0 = ( M + 
6- 112q)>M, and for g>O, they vanish at r=r0 • 

In either case, the solutions do not represent black 
holes since the surface r = r 0 is not a regular one. If 
g = 0, then R = 0 and only in this case, one retrieves 
the scalar hair Bekenstein black hole solution~ 

Two important points should be noted here. First, 
using the transformation [ g a#' (J'] ~ [gar;' 0:] given 
by 

(29) 

it is possible to reduce the non-Einsteinian BNW 
action (20) into the Einsteinian representation given 
by 

SEin = J[ R- g"13~,0:~0:] V- g d4
1:. (30) 

This is just the action of the EMCSF theory and it no 
longer contains the coupling function. The field 
equations are 

- - - - I - -!=_ 

G" 13 = Taf3 ( 0:) = V" 0:~ 0:- 2 g a/3 ~ O:V (J', ( 31) 

g"tVa~(T= 0, (32) 

where va denotes covariant differentiation with re
spect to g" 13 • Physical interpretations of the theories 
resulting from the two actions (20) and (30) differ 

widely [21]. For instance, fJ.L,,((J") following from the 
action (20) is not necessarily positive definite (sig
nalling a violation of energy conditions) while 
TJ.Lv(O:), following from the action (30), is. In the 
former case, usual singularity theorems do not apply 
and hence nontrivial scalar field(s) in the spherical 
black hole exterior is allowed to exist. In the latter 
case, by a theorem of Bekenstein [3], it is disal
lowed. 

Second, spherically symmetric solutions [ g af3, 0:] 
of Eqs. (31) and (32) are indeed wellknown 
[13,16,22]. Using these known solutions, it is now in 
principle possible to generate BNW solutions 
[ g af3, (J'] via the prescription (29). However, to do 
this, one needs to plug in some choice of w( (J') by 
hand, integrate, and see if (J' could be inverted 
explicitly in terms of the seed function 0:. If not, the 
procedure fails. These restrictions of integrability 
and invertibility severely narrow down the choices of 
w((J") to some suitable functions only (see, for ex
ample, Ref. [...4]). On the other hand, the present 
method has the advantage that it does not depend 
upon either of the restrictions while Eq. (21) offers a 
fairly wide variety of coupling functions w((J") ob
tained by simply varying the parameter g. 

Let us now summarize what we have achieved in 
this Letter: (1) The question of uniqueness of the 
Bekenstein black hole remains partially unresolved 
due to the fact that, for arbitrary choices of coupling 
functions w( (J' ), exact solutions of BNW theory are 
not guaranteed. In practice, solutions are found using 
Saa's method only on a case by case basis as was 
actually done by Sen and Banetjee [14] for specific 
choices of w((J" ), namely, those of Schwinger's [23] 
and Barker's [24]. Moreover, as mentioned before, 
the method works only for f> 0 and not for f < 0. 
We have here obtained a new class of g-parameter 
solutions [ g, (J'] for f < 0. As shown above, the only 
black hole solution with nontrivial scalar hair ((]' =1= 

constant) is again the Bekenstein solution ( g = 0) 
even for f < 0. We believe that these results provide 
a fair indication that this black hole might actually 
be a unique one. (2) Starting from EMCSF theory for 
which the Ricci scalar R =I= 0, Xanthopoulos and 
Dialynas [20] used conformal transformations to gen
erate solutions for ECCSF theory for which the Ricci 
scalar vanishes identically. The difference here is 
that we have started from ECCSF theory and ended 
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up with BNW solutions for which R =I= 0. However, 
the route is not just exactly the reverse as the BNW 
solutions following from the action (20) are both 
mathematically and physically different from those 
of the EMCSF theory. In this sense, the present 
method is similar in spirit to but different in content 
from that of Ref. [20]. 

Finally, we wish to direct attention. to a recent 
work by Sudarsky and Zannias [25] in which they 
argue that the Bekenstein solution can not be inter
preted as a genuine black hole and thus it does not 
merit as a counterexample to NSHT. The authors' 
main contention is that the stress tensor of the 
Bekenstein scalar field (r.h.s. of Eq. (3)) is ill de
fined at the horizon r = M. They attempt to regular
ize the divergence of the stress tensor at the horizon 
by according a distributional meaning to cp. How
ever, the regularizing prescriptions employed by them 
do not work and hence the above claim. 

In our opinion, the claim is untenable for the 
following reasons: (i) The ingoing Eddington
Finkelstein coordinates, which the authors use, do 
not describe outgoing motions satisfactorily and 
hence are not really fully well behaved [26,27]. Any 
meaningful analysis should be carried out only in the 
Kruskal-Szekeres coordinate chart. But most impor
tantly, (ii) there exist other regularizing prescrip
tions (test functions) for which the horizon is per
fectly regular. Therefore, the idea of giving a distri
butional character to cp leads to any conclusion one 
wants! In that sense, the method used by Sudarsky 
and Zannias [25] is a failure. 

The value of the stress tensor at r = M should be 
computed only in the limit r ~ M, and then the 
alleged divergence disappears. However, Bekenstein 
solution is suspected to be physically unstable under 
perturbations [28]. Nonetheless, from a nonperturba
tive analytical standpoint normally adopted in any 
discussion of NSHT, it seems only fair to accord a 
black hole status to the solution. A full discussion of 
our points (i) and (ii) above will take us out of the 
context of the present Letter and hence is reserved 
for future communications. 
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The exact formulation for the effect of the Brans-Dicke scalar field on the gravitational corrections to the 
Sagnac delay in tbe Jordan and Einstein frames is presented. The results completely agree "\\ith the known 
parametrized post Newtonian factors in the weak-field region. The calculations also reveal how the Brons
Dicke coupling_ parameter w appeam in various correction terms for different types of source or observer 
otbits. A first-order correction of roughly 2.83 X 10-1 fringe shift for visible light is introduced by the gravity
scalar field combination for Earth-bound equatorial orbits. It is also demonstrated that the final predictions in 
the two frames do not differ. The effect of the scalar field on the geodetic and Lense-Thirring precession of a 
spherical gyroscope in a circular polar orbit around the Earth is also computed with an eye towards the 
Stanford Gravity Probe-B experiment currently in progress. The feasibility of optical and matter-wave inter
ferometric measurements is discussed briefly. 

DOl: 10.11 03/PhysRevD.63.084027 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Ever since its discovery, the Sagnac effect [1] bas played 
a very important role in the understanding and development 
of fundamental physics. For a recent review, see the works of 
Stedman [2]. The effect stems from the basic physical fact 
that the round-trip time of light around a closed contour, 
when its source is fixed on a turntable, depends upon the 
angular velocity, say 0, of the turntable. Furthermore, this 
round-trip tinte is different for light corotating and counter
rotating with the twntable. Using the special theory of rela
tivity (STR), and asswning Or~c. one obtains the proper 
time difference 8r8 when the two beams meet again at the 
starting point as [3] 

(1) 

where c is the vacuum speed of light and S( = 1Tr2) is the 
projected· area of the contour perpendicular to the axis of 
rotation. Note that the expression (l) represents a lack of 
simultaneity as recorded by a single rotating cloCk (from 
where the beams depart and reunite). It is thus a real physical 
effect in the sense that it does not involve any arbitrary syn
chronization convention which is required between two dis
tant clocks [3,4]. Moreover, the effect is univen;a1 as it mani
fests not only for light rays but a1so for all kinds of waves, 
including matter waves [ 5-11 ]. 

The formula (I) has been tested to a good accumcy and 
the remarkable degree of precision attained lately by the ad
vent of ring laser interferometry mises the hope that the mea-

*Email address: kamalnandi@hotmail.com 
tEmail address: alsing@ahpcc.unm.edu 
:tEmail address: jcevans@ups.edu 

PACS number(s): 04.20.Jb, 04.80.Cc 

surements of higher-order corrections to this effect might be 
possible in the near future [2]. Motivated by this prospect, 
Tartaglia [121 in a recent interesting paper, has considered 
the Einsteinian geneml relativistic (EGR) effects on the 
proper delay tinte when the source or receiver Otbits a mas- . 
sive rotating body (a "massive turntable," as it were). The 
author considered the Kerr metric for a rotating body and 
obtained the EGR corrections to the Sagnac effect in the 
cases when the light source or receiver executes equatorial, 
polar, and geodesic circular motions. 

On the other hand, there is a recent surge of interest in the 
non-Einsteinian theories of gravity, such as the celebrated 
Brans-Dicke (BD) theory [13] or other scaJar tensor theories. 
The motivation comes from the fact that the occurrence of 
scalar fields coupled to gravity seems inevitable in super
string theories (14], higher-order theories [15], as well as in 
the extended [16] and hyperextended [17] inflationary theo
ries of the early universe. Moreover, scalar tensor theories 
provide a rich arena for investigations into wormhole physics 
[ 18-23]. One also recaiJs .that the standard solar system tests 
of gravity were calculated in the BD theory that displayed 
the effect of the scalar field on those tests. Current experi
mental estimates place the BD coupling parameter '1U;a.500. 
In the same spirit. it seems quite desirable that the effect of 
the scalar field on the corrections to the Sagnac effect, geo- · 
detic, and Lense-Thirring precession be also calculated using 
a Kerr-like solution of the BD theory. This precisely is the 
aim of the present paper, and we follow exactly the same 
procedure as in Ret: [12] for the Sagnac part. 

In dealing with scalar-tensor theories in general and Bl) 
theory in particular, one envisages two types of variables 
delineating two types of fuunes, viz., the Jordan and Einstein 
frames which are connected by the scaJar field. In Sec. II we 
discuss the rotating solutions in the two frames. Sections Til 
and IV derive, respectively, the exact and approximate ex
pressions for the proper time delay & in the case of the 

0556-2821/2001/63(8)/084027(14)/$20.00 63 084027-1 ©2001 The American Physical Society . 
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equatorial trajectory of. the source or observer. The polar and 
geodesic trajectories are considered in Sees. V and Vl, re
spectively. 1n Sec. Vll the relevant corrections in the Ein
stein frame· are considered. Section Vlll contains a broad 
discussion which is divided into various sections contai.ning 
numerical estimates for the Sagnac delay in STR and BD 
theocy for Earth-bound experiments, a comparison with the 
usual parametrized post Newtonian (PPN) factors as well as 
the possibility of using optical and matter-wave interferom
eters to measure the correction factors. In Section IX we 
calculate the geodetic and Lense-Thirring precession in the 
weak-field limit of the Kerr-like BD metric for a satellite in a 
circular polar orbit about the Earth. We end with a summary 
of our results in Sec. X. 

B. ROTATING SOLUTIONS IN THE JORDAN AND 
EINSTEIN FRAMES 

Let us :first define what are meant by the Jordan and Ein
stein frames [15,20]. The pair of variables (gP"' scalar cfo) 
defined originally in the BD action constitute what is called a 
Jordan frame. Consider now the .confonnal rescaling 

(2) 

such that, in the redefined action, tj, couples minimally to 
gpv for some functionsf(cfo) and h(t/J). Then the new pair 

(gP"' scalar Cfo} is said to constitute an Einstein frame. Some
times, it is mathematically preferable to use this latter frame 
for computation of experimental predictions. In the Jordan 
pair, the scalar field t/J plays the role of a component of 
gravity in the sense that (t/>)=G- 1, where G is the Newton
ian constant of gravity, signifYing the Macbian character of 
the BD theocy. On the other band, in the Einstein pair, the 

scalar 4> plays the role of some kind of matter source. These 
features wil1 become evident from the field equations that 
fo1low. Throughout this paper, we take G=c-= 1 unless they 
are explicitly restored. 

The matter-free Jordan frame BD action is given by 

S.Jg~'"'tP]= l~'lT J ( tf>R- :gPvtf>./L4> ... )~-gtf4x, 
(3) 

where w = const is a dimensionless coupling parameter. The 
resultant field ~quations are 

(4} -

1 1D'[ 1 ] 1 RIL,-lgp..,R= q,z tP,p.t/>,.,-lgp.vtP,atP'a + q,[tP;p.;v 

- gp.,,( cb;'1; .. .J. {5) 

where the semicolon indicates a covariant derivative with 
respect to g P.•'. FoJJowing the procedure of Newman and 
Janis [24], a two-parameter rotating solution of the above 
field equations has indeed been found by Krori and Bbatta
cbarjee (KB) [25] from the static BD solution. They called it 
a Kerr-like solution but we choose to call it the K.B solution 
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in what follows. ln order to see bow the different arbitrary 
constants are related, it is necessary to display the static BD 

solution which, in "isotropic" coordinates (t,p,O,rp), is 

{7) 

where A.,C,t/>0 ,r0 are constants, and the first two relate tow 
as 

The KB solution generated from the above is given by 

ds2= gp,dxPdx" 

(8) 

=( 1- 2:orr<at-wdrp)2-( 1- 2:orrp(a; +aoz 

(9) 

e+ '1/-1 
u= 

2 
(10} 

li=r2+a2 - 2r0r, r= p( 1 +r0/2p)2 • (11) 

The solutions (9)-(ll) represent the exterior metric due to 
a massive body rotating with respect to the fixed stars, the 
scalar field being given by Eq. {10). As one can see, the 
presence of the coupling parameter w in the solution is 
manifested through the expressions (8) and (10). For E=O, 
u=O, 7j= 1, one recovers the usual Kerr metric in Boyer
Lindquist coordinates. Here r0 =GM/c2, M is the mass of 
the source, and a is the ratio between the total angular mo
mentum J and the mass M, that is, a=JIM. 

The Einstein frame action is obtained from the BD action 
(3) by means of a particular conformal transformation, called 
the Dicke transfonnations, given by 

1 
gp.v= l61r l/JgJL"' {12) 

{13) 

where a is an arbitrary constant. The action then is 
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The resulting field equations are 
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DL EQUATORIAL TRAJECTORY 

Consider that the source or receiver of two oppositely · 
directed light beams is moving around the gravitating body, 
along a circumference at a radius r=R=const [R>r0+(r~ 
- a 2 cos2 8)11"2J on the equatorial plane 0= 'Ir/2. Suitably 
placed mirrors send back to their origin both beams after a 
circular trip about the central body. Let iis further assume 
that the source or receiver is moving with unifonn orbital 
angular speed w0 with respect to distant stars such that the 
rotation angle is 

The KB solutions of the above Einstein minimally coupled q>o= wot. (20) 

equations (15) and (16) can be explicitly written out as Under these conditions, the KB metric (9) reduces to 

ds2 =gp.., dxP dx" 

( 
2r0r) 71-u 

= 1-p (dt-w dq>)2 

( 
2r r)f-u (dr2 ) - 1--;- p T +dff-+siul fJ dq>2 

+ 2w(dt- w dq> )drp, (17) 

(18) 

Here also, for a=O, the solutions (17) and (18) go over to 
Buchdahl solutions [20,26] in «standard" coordinates under 
a suitable radial transformation defined below. 

The vacuum KB solution (9) resembling the Kerr metric 
is defined for the radial coordinate r in the range r0+(r~ 
- 0 2 r;os2 8)112<r<oo which translates in .. standard" rndial 

coordinate R into the range 0 <R < oo where R is defined by 

(19) 

The solution does exhibit a curvature singularity at the origin 

R = 0 which is not clothed by an event horizon and hence is 
naked. In fact, the singUlarity has the topology of a point as 
the· area of the equipotential surfaces and proper lengths of 

closed curves on these surfaces all reduce to zero size as R. 
__,. 0. The coupling between gravity and a massless scalar 
field renders the event horizon to collapse to a point and one 
bas gravitation without black holes [27]. At any rate, we are 
interested only in the effects due to a normal, uncollapsed 
rotating star coupled to a scalar field. Hence, the Penrose 
conjecture of cl.>smic censorship (preventing the occurrence 
of naked singularities), for which a precise formulation is yet 
unavailable, should not concern us here. Indeed, we will see 
that tlte PPN calculations precisely agree with those follow
ing from the KB metrics in both Jordan and Einstein frames. 

ds2=[xw~+ 2a(Pu- P11)w0 + P 71]dt2 , 

x=P1la2- pfR2-2Pua2, 

( 
2r0 ) 

P= 1-R. 

(21) 

(22) 

The trajectory of a light ray is given by ds2 = 0 which im
mediately gives 

0= xw2+ 2a(Pu-P 71)w+ P 71=x(w-fi+)( w-fi_), 
(23) 

where w is the orbital angular speed of photons. The two 
roots n:!: satiSJY the following equations: 

2a(Pu-P11) PTJ 
n++n_=- , n+n-=-. (24) 

X X 

The rotation angles for light are then 

q>:!:=fi:!:t. 

Eliminating t between Eqs. (20) and (25), we get 

n:!: 
rp ... =-rpo. 

- wo 

(25) 

(26) 

The first intersection of the world lines of the two light rays 
with the world line of the orbiting observer after emission at 
time t=O occurs when 

n ... 
or ---=. rp0= tp0 ± 2 'IT, 

(I) 

(27) 

where + refers to corotating and - refers to counterrotating 
beams. Solving for rp0 , we get 

2'1rw0 , 
-+ ' ({>o:!:- n . :!: - Wo 

(28) 

The proper time of the rotating observer is deduced from Eq. 
(21) as 

Therefore, integrating between ({>o+ and (/)o-, we obtain the 
Sagnac delay 
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From Eq. (28), we have 

[ 
n+ +fi_ -2wo ] 

<Po+- <Po- =l1rwo (fi+- wo)(fi_- w
0

) • 

Using this expression in Eq. (30), we find 

(31) 
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This too coincides with the calculations in the Kerr case 
when appmpriate values u and 7J are chosen. However, the 
effect of the scalar field is manifest in the determination of 
values for u and 7J away from tbe Kerr values. 

One may also reexpress the delay BTo in terms of the 
Lense-Thirring effect (see Sec. ·lX) given by (using ar0 
=/fio) 

(38) 

. x[(fi++fi_)-2wo] 
6r=(21r) . 

~xw~+ 2a(Pu- PU)w0 + P'IJ 
(32) and the result is 

We see that the delay 6r is zero if the angular speed of the 
orbitiDg observer is 

a(P'IJ-PU) 

X 

(33} 

provided a'#O. In the usual Kerr case, the above reduces to 
(ro=M) 

2aM 

(39) 

If the observer is fixed on the equator, then w0 =00 , and 
then the delay M-ean also be expressed in terms of I, r0 , and 
fio, 

(34) where 

which is exactly the same as the one obtained by Tartaglia 
[12]. The observers having the angular speed wn are locally 
nonrotating and may be imagined to be equivalent to the 
static observers in the Schwarzschild geometry for whom no 
Sagnac effect exists. On the other hand, if the observers keep 
fixed _pOsitions with regard to distant stars so that w0 = 0, 
then the Sagnac delay becomes 

(35) 

In the usual Kerr case, one obtains from the above 

8T, g g 8
"

1
'

11
' 

2M 2M 2M 
R I-- R 1-- Rg 

. R. R R 
(36) 

in which we have used the expression for the moment of 
inertia I 0 given by J =aM= I 0fi0 , where fi0 .is the angular 
speed of the rotating source, assumed to be solid and spheri
cal with uniform density. The expression (36) again is the 
same as in Ref. [12]. 

To the order in 1/R2 we have, from Eq. (35), 

All these reduce to the corresponding expressions in the Kerr 
case. 

IV. APPROXIMATIONS 

For our convenience, let us adopt the follo\ving abbrevia-
tions: · 

(42} 

Since we shall be eoncemed mainly with Earth-bound ex
periments, it is useful to have an idea of how small the quan
tities£, 1/1, and e are. For Earth, these are (exact individual 
values of the pieces will be given later} 

GMe -9 
e e =-;:;---:z-R - 10 , 

e;C 

and for Sun. these are 

·'· =woRe -w-7 
'f'e c ' 

?:e- 1/Je-se-10-6. 

Let us rewrite Eq. (32) as 

BT 1/J(XI R2) + {( pu- P'IJ) 
41rR = [P7J+rf(x!R2)+2(,rfi(Pu-P'')]ll2· 

(43} 

(44) 

(45) 
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Wit11 the values displayed in Eqs. (43) and (44) in mind, we 
use the expansions 

~ = l2P7J-pf~ 2{2pcr 

~-1 +2~s+2~(~-l)s2+l2+0( )3, (46) 

pu_P.,=[ 1- 2~or -[ 1- 2~or 
~-2(u-7J)s[l+(l-u-7J)s]O( )3

, (47} 

P'~=[ 1-
2~0r~I-2ne+2n<n-I)e2+0( )3

, 

(48} 

where 0( )3 stands for any cubic terms in the small quanti
ties {,, 1/J, 8. Using these expansions, we obtain the delay, 
denoting it by 6-rE, 

6-rE . 
4 '/TR ~1/1+2(u-1J)8{,+( 1}-2~)81/J 

+l2 1/1+ 2( 1J- u)(u-1)821/J- r(47]~+4g-4g2 

(49) 

After cross multiplying and substituting in the definitions of 
· small quantities in Eq. (49), we get 

(50) 

The second term above represents the correction due to the 
moment of inertia I of the rotating source (ar0 =ID0 ), the 
third term represents the correction due to the mass param
eter r 0 , and the remaining higher-order terms represent vari
ously combined effects of I, r0 , and 0 0 • Most importantly, 
one can now visualize the effects of the scalar field through 
the factors 7J, u, and ~-

In the absence. of a scalar field and for a homogeneous 
spherical object whose radius is R 0 , one has 

1- s Rs_2MR2 - TS1fP o- 5 o· (51} 

pis the density (assumed to be uniform} of the object. Hence 
· a for the sphere is approximately 

(52) 

V. POLAR (CIRCULAR) ORBITS 

We shall now investigate the effect when the light rays 
move along a circular trajectory passing over the poles. In 
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suming uniform motion again, we take fJ= w0t. Then, we 
have, usingdr=O, dcp=O, dfJ=w0dt, and ds2=0, from the 
metric (9) 

(53) 

Under the assumption that a2/R24,1, and assuming t=O 
when 8= 0, we have 

R 

[( 
_ 2ro)(n-g+J) g-7J] a2 1 

R 2 + 2 le 
+ 2R ( 1- 2~o) '1 ~+212 o cos fJ' diJ' 

R 

= ( 2r0)(7J 
1-

R 

X (cos 0 sin fJ+ 0) 

(54) 

During this time, the rotating observer describes an angle 80 
while light travels an angle 21f± 80 (once again, + for the 
corotating beam and - for the counterrotating beam) so that 

Bo q 
-=(p+q)(21f+ 80)±-

2 
sin280 , 

ldo . 
(55) 

this case, too, we may take r=R=const and cp=const. As- where 
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R 

p= (. 2ro) (1J 
1--

R 

(56) 

Assume, as we did already, a low speed observer and that the 
angle 280 is so small as to justifY sin2~;::21Jo. Then 

Oo 
-=(p+q)(2w± Oo)±q8o. 
Wo 

Solving for 80 , we get 

p+q 
80:;:=2w 

1 
-+(p+q)+q 
wo 

(57) 

(58) 

Finally, the difference between two round trip .. coordinate" 
times (recalling the approximations already used) comes to 
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J [ ( 2r0R) 71 ( 2r0R) f 2] 
112 

r= 1- -P- - l- -P- pw0 dt, 

For short enough w0t, we have cos(UJo!);::I, sin(ll\lt);::O. Fur
ther, neglecting terms of the order R-2 in the integrand, we 
have 

(66) 

Therefore, the time delay in the polar case, denoted by 8rp , 
is given by 

( 
2r 1J ) 112 

= l-+-w~2 

[ 
2{ 3a

2 
8r0 ( 1]- g)}] 

X wwoR 4+ R2 + R . (67) 

Therefore, to the first and second orders in '' r/1, and e, we 
have 

8rp;::8rs(l -7Je)[l + t{2+2( 7]- g)] 

(59) =8-rs[I + U2+( 7]-2~)&]. 

where 

( 
2r0 ) X=R 1-R. (60) 

( 
2r0)(7]-g+1) g-1] 

Y= 1-- +--
R 2 2 ' 

(6l) 

[ 
2ro]<•rf+2)12 

Z= 1--. R . (62) 

Neglecting terms of order R-3 and w~R2 and higher, we get 

_ 2{ 3a2 8r0( 7]- g)} 
t+-L=wwoR 4+]i!"+ R . (63). 

Thus, the correction due to the angular momentum of the 
source is independent of R in this case. The term is in fact 
~en by, using Eq. (52), 

(64) 

where R0 is the radius of a source sphere of uniform density. 
In order to obtain what the rotating observer measures, we 

must calculate the proper time in his/her frame. This is done 
as follows: From the metric Eq. (9), 

Comparing with the equatorial case, the excess is, using Eq. 
(49), 

(68) 

The term ( 7J-2g)e cancels out due to the spherical symme
try of the orbits considered. After cross multiplying by ors, 
we get 

It may be observed from Eqs. (50) and (69) that the scalar 
field appears only in the terms that contain the gravitating 
mass parameter r 0 • This fact is quite consistent with the 
form of the KE metric which also has this property. 

VI. GEODESICS 

Let us now consider the geodesic motion of the source or 
receiver having a four-velocity u~'("""'dx~'/ds). The geodesic 
equations are 

(70) 
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where r~a are the Christoffel symbols formed from the KB 
metric (9). We can simplify the problem by taking (}= 'lr/2, 
that is, u 11=0. The geodesic equations do allow such a solu
tion [12].ln this case, sinfJ=l, cosfJ=O, w=a, andP=l 
- 2r0 /r. For a circular geodesic orbit with a constant :radius 
r= R, the condition is ur = 0. Then the radial equation be
comes 

(71) 

Defining the angular speed of rotation of the source or re
ceiver as w=u'~'lu1, we get 

(72) 

The above expression simply turns out to be , 
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in Eq. (73) is posif!ve. But iJg,.,'P//Jcp in Eq. (74) has the 
leading term -2rP~<O. Thus w+ as defined by Eq. (73) is 
actually negative in the Kerr limit and similarly w _ > 0. Thus · 
if we were to change the ::!: ~ + on the right-hand side of 
Eq. (73) (in the large square bmckets) then Eq. (78) would 
read. using the notations of Sec. N, as 

(79) 

On using this in Eq. (49), we get the delay 

which yields, to the lowest order in e, 

w ... =-~-[- iJgt<P::!: 
- iJg'I''P ' iJr 

(73) Now the traditional Sagnac effect is Ref. [12], obtained here 
by setting in Eq. (80), a= 0, 11= I, and u= 0, 

iJr 

where 

(74) 

(75) 

(76) 

Thus, at r=R, we finally have P= 1-2r0 /R and 

(77) 

where 

P=aM( 71p11-1 -tppu-1)::!: [ 7,RJ70p€+ 17-1 + 0 2 ifr~p2u-2 

+ 71gRzr~pe+ 11-2]112, 

Q= 7JazroP'r 1_ RJ pE- gRzroPE-1_ 2uazroPu-1. 

Dividing the numerator and denominator of w::: by R3 pE and 
retaining terms up to a/ R, we find 

I ~ aro 
w::t=+R 'VJt+ ]iJ'"(u-7]). (78) 

The sign Hip in this equation can be rectified. Suppose we 
follow the convention that w+>O and w_ <0 in the Kerr 
limit, that is, the ::!: signs on w::: indicate the sign of the 
frequency. Then, ftmn Eq. (75), assUming a>O, we find that 
/Jg1'PI iJr<O, so that the numerator (the large square brackets) 

8T..:::=47rRlf!:::= ±4-rrJMR, 

so that we have 

Thus, unlike the case of polar or equatorial orbits, the tradi
tional part of the Sagnac effect is multiplied by a factor 
,/7Jr0 /M. lts value will be found from the PPN form of the 
metric (9) in Sec. Vlll. 

VB. EINSTEIN FRAME 

It is instructive to calculate the relevant corrections in the 
Einstein .frame as weH, already defined in Sec. 11. The metric 
to be used now is Eq. (17) and the steps to be foJlowed are 
precisely the same as those in Sees. 1ll-VI. However, it is 
not necessary to do them explicitly. Instead, one may simply 
use the replacements given by 7]--t 7]- u, t~ g- u, and u 
-+u- u in the desired expressions computed in the Jordan 
frame. 

A. Equatorial orbits 

As can be verified, wn of Eq. (33) remains completely 
unaffected, that is, w~J)=w~E). This implies that the defini
tion of .. static" observers, for which no Sagnac delay exists, 
is preserved even though the physics in the two frames dif
fers widely. However, 8T0 of Eq. (39) changes to 

8/oE)= 8/oJ)=S'1TwLTR2(u-7]). (82) 

The exact expresSion for the delay, that is, the 8T between 
the two frames are also related in the same way and under 
the approximations as before, we find from Eq. (50), 
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81Tr0a 
8;E)=8;J)==.8rs+-R-(u-7J) 

+411ToRw0( 7J-2g-u). (83) 

B. Polar orbits 

lt can easily be noticed from Eqs. (56) that p<E>=p<JJ, 
q<E>=q<J) so that we have (t+-t_)<E)=(t+-t_)<J) and 
consequently, from Eq. (68), 

8-lf>==-ors[1 + it"2 +( '1J-2g+ u)s]. {84) 

The differei:lce becomes, using Eq. ( 69), 

a ;._E> =<orE- orp )<E> 
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(87) 

where .a and w0 are, respectively, the angular speed of the 
coordinate system rotating about the origin (turntable) and 
the orbital angular speed of the source or obsenrer with re
spect to this turntable [28]. lf the coordinate system is non
rotating, that is fi=O but w0*0, then 

8ro=o= ( 41Tw0R2)(1-w~2) -J/2 (88} 

and conversely, if the source or observer is fixed to the tum
table such that w0 =0 but fi.foO, then 

(89} 

(85) The effect is doubled if the source or observer bas w0 = n 
.foO 

C. Geodesics 

The exact expression for w<;> can be easily obtained from 
Eq. (77) under the specified replacements. We shall here 
write only the approximated final result from Eq. (81), 

tE} ~ /(7J-u)ro 12r0a(u- TJ) (r0 )
312 

OT'a-:t- -v· M - OTs-:t+ R +0 R . 

(86) 

Ahhougb some of the terms in Eqs. (83), (84), and (86) look 
different from the corresponding tenns in the Jordan frame, a 
PPN approximation will show that they are actually the 
same. In fact, the coefficients in the first terms in Eqs. (81) 
and (86) are both unity. 

VUL DISCUSSIONS 

A. STR numerical estimates 

In the foregoing we calculated the effect of the BD scalar 
field on the gravitational corrections to the Sagnac effect in 
the Jordan and Einstein frames. Three types of source or 
observer trajectories were considered, viz., equatorial, polar; 
and geodesic. ln the Jordan frame the corresponding expres
sions are Eqs. (50}, (69), and (81), while in the Einstein 
frame, these are Eqs. (83}, (85}, and (86). All these expres
sions reveal the effect of the scalar field through the presence 
of TJ, g, and u. Since these parameters are connected by Eq. 
(1 0), it is clear that the knowledge of any two would suffice 
in detennining the remaining one. Measurements of the cor
rection terms would place upper limits on the values of TJ and 
u. These limits would translate into a limit on m, via Eqs. (8) 
and (10), just as it happened in the static BD solutions with 
respect to solar system tests. Conversely, we can take the 
solar system value m~500 and calculate the expected nu
merical varues of TJ, {T, and ~-
. For the sake of comparison, let us now estimate the nu

merical values of the basic as well as the correction terms in 
STR. Consider tlte exact proper time delay 07- from STR 
given by (under similar circumstances as in Sec. 111) 

(90) 

and is zero if (1)0 = -a, that is, when the source observer is 
moving on the tu111table opposite to its rotation but with the 
same angular speed n. 

Tartag)ia [12] considers the case when the source or ob
server is fixed to the equator of the Earth, which means one 
bas to consider Eq. (89) with fi=fie where the symbol EB 
denotes Earth values. Expanding Eq. (89}, and restoring c, 
we get 

where R,.. denotes the radius of the Earth. 
Now recall the relevant data for Earth, 

fie=7.27X l0- 5 radls, 

GMe_ -3 
---:z-4.4X lO m, 

c 

c=3X 103 m/s. 

Substituting these values into Eq. (89) we obtain 

8rSTR(w0 =0)=[ 4.12X 10-7 +4.6X 10- 19+···] s. 
(92) 

Therefore, the basic Sagnac delay, Eq. (l), amounts to 4.12 
x 10-7 s. To compare the above terms with the correspond
ing ones in the BD theory, we must first determine the un
known constants appearing there. This is achieved by using 
the PPN approximation, discussed below. 
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B. PPN approximation 

Our aim in this section is to express the KB parameters 'TJ, 
u, € in tenns of the coupling constant ur. The first step in this 
direction is to rewrite Eq. (8) in the form 

by noting that 

c 
u=--

2A' 

A-C-1 
€=--

A 

{93) 

(94) 

The next step is to consider the PPN parameters a, /3, y 
which appear in the metric 

ds
2
=- ( 1- za( ~) + 213( ~rJd? 

+[I +2-y( ;) ](dp2+p2d.02). (95) 

Since 'TJ, u, ~ already appear in the static form of the metric 
(9), and we are considering only the weak-field form of the 
metric, we can, for the moment, assume a= 0. In isotropic 
coordinates (p, 0, f/J) given by 

r=p( l+ ro)2 
2p • 

the reduced metric (9) becomes 

1-- 1--· 
2p 2p r 0 

4 

[ 
r0 

]·

2

"' [ ro] 2(i-2 

ds2=- --r- d?+ --r- ( 1 + 2) 
1+~ I+~ p 

2p 2p 

Comparing the corresponding orders, we get 

2u 

(96) 

a= 1, /3= 1, y= 1--, TJro=M. (97) 
'TJ 

The usual PPN value of 'Y is y={l +G)/(2+w) [29] and 
using Eq. (92) we get 

u= ~(2ur+3~(2w;t-_4)' 'TJ= V 2w+3' 

~=1- 'T]+2u. (98) 

Let us now consider the weak-field rotational part given by 
4(1J-u)(r0 /p3)(x dy-y dx)dt (see later in Sec. IX). Us
ing r0=MI'T], we find that the effect of the sca1ar field is 
equivalent fo multiplying the Kerr part by the factor [(2ur 
+3)/(2G+4)], which is exactly the PPN prediction as 
well. 

Regarding the values given- in Eqs. (98) as those deter
mined-from the weak-field boundary conditions, we can now 
rewrite the exact form of Sagnac delay giVen in Eq. (35) 
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I 
(99) 

I 
I 

which yields, to second order in (M/R)2, · I 

81TaM[2ur+3J[ M( 1 p;;;;+3)] I 
IBToi""-R- 2ur+4 1+R 2ur+4- "\/2,;+4 · i 

(100) 
I 

Equation (50) represents the corrections due to other physif 
ca1 fuctors (such as the moment of inertia. etc.), and using the 
boundary values in Eqs. (98) one can easily deduce how the 
scalar field combines with them through the appearance (of 
absence) of ur. i 

An exact expression for the Sagnac delay for polar orbi~ 
can be obtained by plugging in the value of (t+ -t_) froni 
Eq. (59) into Eq. {65). A similar expression can be obtained 
for the geodesic motion using Eqs. (45}, (77), and (79). Ex~ 
pansion of these exact expressions would enable us to assess 
the influence -of other physical factors as well as the involve+ 
ment of the scalar field. - ! 

A simple demonstration wiJI reveal that calculations in 
both the Jordan and Einstein frames lead to the same -uf 
factors for the corrections. Twning to the ca1culations in th~ 
Einstein frame for which the KB metric is given by Eq. (18)) 
we find from the PPN requirement that : 

I 

Then the first-order correction term in Eq. (83) reads 

81raM [2w+ 3] 
R 2G+4' 

i 
(101) 

' 

which is precisely the same as the first term in Eq. (100). U~ 
ofEqs. (101) would enable us to see also that Eqs. (50) and 
(83), (69) and (85), and (81) and (86) are actually the same! 

I 
l 

C. BD numerical estimates I 
ln order to compare Eq. (92) with the corresponding situi 

ation in the BD theory, we should consider the case when the 
source or observer is fixed ~n the surface of the Earth, viz.! 
CrJ0=0e. The various correction terms are, for the eqtiatot 
rial orbit, setting CrJo=fie in Eq. (SO) and using the identifil 
cation r 0 = Ml 'TJ, · 

4wGM9 R!f!O.e ( 2{) . _16( 2{) 
1-- =2.84Xl0 1-- S, 

c 'TJ 'TJ 
(102) 
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These estimates suggest that the first two corrections in Eq. 
(50) are at least three orders of magnitude higher than the 
STR one if '1/ and u asswne nearly Kerr values. For visible 
light, v-1014 Hz, and ignoring for the moment the BD pa
rameters (1- 2~/ '1/) and ( u/ '1/-1), the expected fringe shift 
would be -10-2 and the parameters would alter the above 
multiplicative coefficients. Thus, depending on the deviation 
of the observed shift from this resulting value, we might 
conclude about the existence of BD scalar field. 

In computing the polar and geodesic cases, Tartaglia [12] 
considers polar and geodesic trajectories of the same radius 
R = 7 X I 06 m. Then, our Eq. ( 68) for polar orbits reveals the 
following: If we take w0=(11R)~GM/R, the fust and the 
second terms are of order -10- 15(1-2g/'7/)S and 
-10- 18 s, respectively. Considering the first term, one has 
an expected fringe shift of order - 1 o- 1 

( 1 - 2 {/ 11) s for vis
ible light. From the difference in Eq. (69}, we find that the 
first tenn on the right-band side (rhs} is of -10- 16( ul '1/ 
- 1) s, or equivalent to a w- 2( u/ '1/- 1) fringe shift, but the 
advantage of this equation is that one need not fix a "zero" 
or a "pure" Sagnac term (that is, the one unaffected by 
either gravity or scalar field). 

For a circularly orbiting geodesic source or observer 
(Earth-bound satellites, for example) with an orbit radius, 
say, R=7X 106 m. the first term on the rhs of Eq. (81) is 
7.35X 10-6 s. This delay corresponds to a fringe shift of 
-lOS for visible light, which should be immensely measur
able. A fin>t-order correction to this, namely, the second tenn 
in Eq. (81) is of the order -10- 16(u/'71-l) s. Therefore, a 
better correction tenn still follows from Eqs. (50) [which is 
ofthe order of -10- 1(1-2~/1])] and it would put bounds 
on 111. One then has to compare these bounds with the Kerr 
values in order to detennine whether a BD scalar field is 
feasible or not. Even if we take the lowest value for w, viz., 
w=500, the coefficients in Eqs. (102) and (103), respec
tively, would change only very minutely. Accordingly, the 
required measurement has to be very precise so that such 
small deviations are detectable. Feasibilities of such mea
surements are discussed next. 

D. Optical and matter-wave interferometril: measurements 

Bounds on w at least from the leading term (87raM/ 
]l)[(2w+3)/(2m+4)] should be within the realm of ex
perimental feasibility. The discussion in Sec. VIII C reveals 
that Earth-bound verification of the Kerr and/or BD correc
tions to the basic Sagnac effect requires the detection of de
Jays 0(10- 14-I0-18 s) or 0(1-10-4) fringes, or equiva
lently, 0(10-6-10-10)fie in interferometry experiments. In 
single-input-port optical gyroscopes and rotation sensors the 
minimal detectable phase scales as tlt/J=O(li./N), whereN 
is the number of particles passing through the device per unit 
time [30]. Currently devices are operating near this shot 
noise limit and can detect angular velocities of 0(1 o- 1~fie 
[31]. 
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a (a} 

fJ 

...... -

-
FIG. L (a) A schematic illustration of an idealized light or 

matrer-wave -interferometer used as a relation sensor or gyroscope 
(after [30]). The interferometer bas circular arms of length R and 
rotates with angular velocity !l with N atoms passitig one-at-a-time 
through a beam splitter. The path difference between the upper and 
lower branches a and p is given by f1L=2RUT, where T 
=2'1TR/c for light and T='1TR/u for matter. (b) A two-input-port 
quantum interferometer. Quantum states are entangled (correlated) 
at the inpnt ports and phase shifts_ are measured at the output ports. 
The use of correlated quantum states in the interferometer allows 
for minimum phase sensitivities which scale as ll.t/J=O(l/N) ver
sus the uncorrelated state shot-noise limit of f1,P=O(II-$i). 

On the other hand, the use of material particles instead of 
light holds great promise in the field of interferometry and 
rotational sensors. The advantage of using matter over light 
in interferometers can be seen as follows: consider an inter
ferometer with semicircular arms rotating with angular fre
quency n about an axis through its center and normal to the 
loop plane depicted in Fig. 1 (a). In a given time T, particles 
traversing in the same and opposite rotational sense as the 
interferometer wiJI tmvel a distance L+=27rR+RfiT and 
L _ = 2 'lrR- Rfi T, respectively, yielding a path difference of 
ilL= 2Rfl T. For light with a single beam-splitter input/ 
output port we bave T=27rRic, so that we recover Eq. (1) 
via 8-r5 =ilL/c. However, for particles of mass m traveling 
at velocity u, with a beam-splitter output port located dia
metrically opposite the input port, we have T= 'lrRiv. This 
leads to 8t/Jmatter=ktlL=2Afii'ArV, where 'Ar='A/27r is the 
reduced wavelength. For matter, J\.r= liJmv is the de Broglie 
wavelength and the phase signal is given by 8t/Jmatter 
=2Afimlh. For light, we can define the "photon mass" by 
m_,c2=hw. Thus the inherent sensitivity of a matter-wave 
interferometer exceeds that of a photon-based system by the 
mass-enhancement factor mc2/hw= 1011}.-tl. This impres
sive mass-enhancement factor for matter-wave interferom-
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eters is offset by a factor of O(Hf) for smaller particle 
fluxes and 0(1lt) smallernumberofcavity round trips (usu
ally 1 for matter and Hf for light). Matter-wave interferom
etry experiments have seen to date a sensitivity of 2 
x w-s (radfs)$z [32], which is comparable to the best 
active ring laser gyroscopes, and they are getting better. 

The use of quantum entangled input states or correlated
two-input-port interferometers offers exciting possibilities 
for the future [30]. A single input-port interferometer can be 
considered as a two-input-port device where light or matter 
enters in one port (ie., one side of a beam splitter) as the 
source and the ever present vacuum enters the second 
(empty) ,E_Ort. The minimal detectable phase scales as aq., 
=0(1/"N), where N is the number of particles passing 
through the device in unit time. In a two-input-port device, a 
nonvacuum state is presented to each port and is correlated at 
the input beam splitter as shown in Fig. l(b). The use of 
quantum entangled states (for both matter and light) leads to 
minimal detectable phase sensitivity scales as & q, 
= 0( liN). It can be shown that a two-input-port matter
wave interferometer can be l 06 more sensitive than a single
input-port matter-wave interferometer, a two-input-port opti
cal interferometer can be 1 08 times more sensitive than a 
single-port optical interferometer, and a two-input-port 
matter-wave interferometer can be an impressive 1010 times 
more sensitive than a single-input port optical interferometer. 

Clearly there are considerable technical challenges to 
overcome in bringing such devices to fruition. Decolzerence, 
the intrinsic quantum decay that ensues when a quantum 
system is coupled to undesired states, can degrade the per
formance of matter-wave or entangled quantum detectors 
and reduce the phase sensitivity back down to &q, 
=0(11./N) [33]. This result can sometimes occur since al
though the phase sensitivity increases with the numbe~ of 
particles N used in the interferometer~ the decoherence rate 
grows commensurately. However, even with decoherence is
sues considered, current experiments are already making sig
nificant strides towards realizations of matter-wave and en
tangled quantum state interferometers useful for measuring 
the Sagnac effect [32]. With such promise, we may someday 
soon be able to experimentally detect the higher-order gen
eral relativistic corrections to the Sagnac effect and be able 
to place tighter bounds on the BD parameters. 

IX. GEODETIC AND LENSE-THIRRING PRECESSION 

We can also investigate the effects of the KB metric on 
the precession of a spherical gyroscope in a circular polar 
orbit around the Earth as a means to experimentally measure 
or bound the values of the parameters 1J, g, o- or just w. The 
Stanford Gravity Probe-B experiment [34] is just such an 
experiment which will use a superconducting niobium
coated quartz spherical gyroscope (machined to a precision 
greater than 10-6 em) to detect gravitational precession ef
fects arising from the geodetic motion of the satellite and due 
to the rotation of the Earth (the Lense-Thirring effect). In the 
foJJowing, we follow the calculation of Ohanian and Ruffini 
[35] by writing the KB metric to first order in e=r0 /r and 
~=air, converting to isotropic coordinates, and then com-
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puting the parnllel transport equation for the spin SP- of the 
gyroscope as it is carried about the polar circular orbit Iso
tropic coordinates (x.y,z) are used since a change in the rect
angular components of the spin vector can be immediately 
attributed to the curvature of space time, whereas a change in 
curvilinear components contains contributions both from the 
curvature of the coordinates and the curvature of space time. 

We begin with the KB metric in the Jordan frame, Eq. (9), 
and expand it to first order in e, !: to obtain 

ds2==(1-21Je)dt2 -[1-2(E-1)e]dr2 

-(I-2Ee)(r2dtf+r2 sin2 Odf/J2) 

+4(7J-o-)e!;sin2 Ordf/Jdt. (104) 

The change to a radial isotropic coordinate is the same as in 
the Schwat7SChild case (see [36]~ p. 196ff and p. 256ft) and 
is given by r=p(l +rol2p)2=p(l +r0 /p), where pis the 
radial isotropic marker. To lowest order e->e'=r0 /p, l 
->l' =a/ p, and from now on we drop the primes on e, !;. 
Carrying out the change to a radial isotropic coordinate and 
using .coordinates x = p sin Ocos t/1, y = p sin Osin t/J, z 
=pcos(J, ldiJI 2 =dx2+dy2 +dz2 :fixed to the center of the 
Earth and nonrotating with respect to the distant stars, and 
noting p2 sin2 Odf/J=xdy-ydx, we arrive at 

ds2==( 1-
2

;r
0
)dP-( 1+2(1-2~) ;)ldpjZ 

r0a 
+4(n-o)-3 (xdy-ydx)dt. (105) 

p 

Comparison with the Kerr metric [35,36] allows us to iden
tify the last tenn ofEq. (105) \vith the rotation of the massM 
(where ro= GM /c2).1n going from the Kerr to the KB met
ric we have the identification aKB=(1-o-I1J)OKern where 
a= -JIM c is the angular momentum per unit mass of the 
rotating body (for a body rotating in the positive sense J 
>0, a is negative, see [36], p. 258). 

We are now interested in computing the change in the 
spatial components of the spin SP. of a gyroscope in a circu
lar polar orbit, as depicted in Fig. 2. We will first evaluate 
the parallel transport equations for the spin at a single point 
p=(O,p,O) of the orbit where the four-velocity is given by 
;iP.adxP-fd-r=(l,O,O,u) and where the velocity u of the sat
ellite has a value on the order of ,JGMI p. The equation for 
the parallel transport of the spin is given by 

. dS~' 
SP-= d-r =-r:pS":i.a. (106) 

A lengthy, though straightforward, calculation yields the 
Christoffel symbols evaluated at the point p=(O,p,O) to be 

rg2= 1]rofp2
, r~2=- 3( 1]-o-)roalpl, 

r~2= - ( 1]- o-)roal p3' r~z= - (1 - 2fJroal p2' 

r~= 7JTo I p2
, r~1 = ( n- o-)r0al p3

, 
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z = p{O,cos w..(,sin w..(), where w5 is the angular velocity of the 
---"""~1--~ satellite. Inserting v=dpldt=v(O,-sin bJ.,J,cos wst), where 

y 

FIG. 2. A spherical gyroscope in a circular polar orbit about the 
Earth. At one· instant, the gyroscope is at the position x = 0, y = p, 
z=O with instantaneous spatial velocity u along the£ direction. 

r~J=-r~=r~3=(1-2g)ro/p2, 

rt= -(l-2~)ro/p2 • - (107} 

We note that in the comoving reference frame of the satellite 
the spin is purely spatial S'0 =0, and. the four-velocity is 
purely temporal. .i'u=(l,O,O,O) _so that the relationship 
g~pS'crx•ll=O holds. Since this is a tensor equation. it must 
also bold in the reference frame centered on the Earth, 
gapScrifJ=O. This constraint allows us to solve for SO= 
-ll(goo+vgoJ)~i=l,3(g;o+vg;3)S;=vS3 +0(e). Substi-

. tuting· this and the Christoffel symbols into Eq. (I 06} yields 
the equations 

•2 rov 3 roa 1 s =-2-,...s ---..-s 
p.t. p" ' 

n3 rov ? _.) =-.,-s-. 
p-

(108) 

The terms proportional to v give rise to the geodetic preces
sion while those proportional to a give rise to the Lense
Thirring precession. Although Eq. (108) was derived for a 
specific point on the orbit, we can generalize to any point. on 
the otbit as follows. For a=O we can write Eq. (108) as 

where S, refers to the geodetic contribution to the spin and 
«P = - dM I p is the Newtonian gravitational potential. We 
are interested in the long-tenn secular change in the spin. As 
such we express the otbit of the sateilite as p 

v=pws and V~=r0/p2(0,cosw..t,sinw_.t) into Eq. (109) and 
averaging over one period yields 

-KB ro 2 -
fig =(1 + 1]/2-2~) p 3 pXii= J(3/2-2~/7J)fig, 

- (110) 

where a:a is the geodetic precession which reduces to the 

Schwat7Scbild and Kerr fonn flg=3M/2p3pxv [35] in the 
limit {'If-'> l~=u-+0}. The geodetic precession of the spin 

flg is in the plane of the otbit and in the direction of the 
orbital motion of the satellite. 

A similar calculation can be perfonned for the "gravito
magnetic" tenns proportional to a in Eq. (108). These 
Lense-Thirring terms lead to the precession of the spin in the 
direction perpendicular to the otbit and in the same sense as 
the rotation of the Earth ( .. frame dragging .. ), 

where Se is a unit vector in the direction of the spin of the 

Earth (here Se = z). As we observed earlier from the metric 
Eq. (I 05), this is just the usual Kerr Lense-Thirring preces-

sion .dLT [35] with aKB= ( 1-ui7J)akerr· Performing the 
time average as above one obtains 

For a 650-km circular polar otbit, as depicted in Fig. 2, with 
the spin of the satellite in the plane of the otbit, v 

=JGM/p and {1J-d,~=u-+0} we obtain the values lfigl 
= 6.6"/yr, l.dLTI = 0.042" /yr [35]. Thus, for the KB metric in 
both the frames, these values would be muhiplied by 
2/3(3/2-2g/1J) and (1-u/7J), respectively [obtained by 
using r0 =MI1J or r0 =MI(1J-u)]. Since the Gravity 
Probe-B experiment is capable of measuring the bare { 1J 
-+ 1 .~= u-+0} values of these precessions, any possible de
viations due to the Kerr-like BD scalar field should be de
tectable. 

X. SUMMARY 

ln the foregoing, our aim was to examine how the pres
ence of a BD scalar field modifies the gravitational correc
tion tenns to the Sagnac effect. To our knowledge, such an 
analysis has not been undertaken heretofore. A first-onler 
effect on the geodetic and Lense-Thirring precession was 
also computed. It was found that the presence of the scalar 
field introduces a combination of different BD factoxs 1J, u, ~ 
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into the correction tenns. The obtained results are of both 
theoretical and practical importance: The values of 1J and u 
away from the Kerr values would indicate the presence of the 
BD scalar field. 

The paper derives exact expressions for the scalar field 
modified Sagnac delay. The unknown BD factors can be de
termined in terms of 'tl7 by using an input from the PPN 
analysis, viz., y={l +'tl7)/(2+'tl7), as a boundary condition. 
From the expansion of the exact expressions, it is possible to 
directly find out corrections to all orders, visualize the physi
cal characters of these tenns, and assess how the scalar field 
modifies each of them. Thus, the present fonnulation offers 
two distinct theoretical advantages: (I) It is applicable also in 
the strong field where the usual PPN analysis fails. (2) 1t has 
a flexibility in the sense that any functional choice of '}('tl7) is 
admissible leading to forms of 1}{'tl7) and u{'tl7) different from 
those in Eqs. (98). The possibility of a non-PPN y and its 
physical implications are discussed in Ref. [39], but are not 
pursued in this paper. 

From a practical standpoint, a first-order fringe shift of 
-10- 1(1-2E/7J) is predicted for the Sagnac delay for 
Earth-bound equational orbits ( R = 7 X I 06 m), which should 
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be measurable given the accuracy being attained by the cur
rent technology. The most exciting promise is offered by the 
Stanford Gtavity Probe-B experiment which is attempting to 
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Abstract 

In an effort to investigate string effects in physical observations, we have analyzed the rotating Kerr-Sen metric in a Sagnac 
type experiment and have deduced exact expressions for the delay. For an Earth bound configuration, it turns out that a correction 
to the basic Sagnac delay by an order of ~ w- 14 s leads to a terrestrial dilatonic charge of amount ~ 1024 esu, a value nearly 
200 times larger than the electronic charge of the Earth's magnetosphere.© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 

1. Introduction 

Low energy effective field theory describing het
erotic string theory has now become an indispens
able part of the frontiers of theoretical physics [ l ]. 
An interesting result is that black hole solutions ex
ist also in the string theory and that they exhibit qual
itatively different properties than those of Einstein's 
general relativity [2]. A rotating black hole solution, 
that reduces to the KeiT solution for a constant dilaton 
field, has been constructed and analyzed by Horne and 
Horowitz [3]. 

_ A more general classical exact solution has been 
found by Sen [4) which we refer to here as the KelT
Sen metric. The action underlying tl_le theory has a 
U (I) gauge symmetry and contains antisymmetric 

·· Corresponding author. 
£-mail addresses: aru_bhadra@yahoo.com (A. Bhadra). 

kamalnandi@hotmail.com (K.K. Nandi). 

tensor gauge field. Also, 6 of the I 0 dimensions are 
compactified to a suitable manifold, but the resulting 
massless fields are not included in the action. The ab
sence of these fields enhances the possibility of the 
black hole nature of the solution; otherwise, naked sin
gularities could arise. KeiT-Sen solution describes a 
rotating black hole carrying finite amount of charge 
and angular momentum and it differs from the Ho
rowitz-Horne black hole even in the limit of small 
angular momentum. This difference arises due to the 
couplin~ of the antisymmetric tensor gauge field to 
the Chern-Simons term in the action considered by 
Sen [4]. These, and other developments taken together, 
indicate that there have been tremendous theoretical 
advances in the understanding and utility of the string 
theory. However, relatively much less is discussed in 
the literature as to how a black hole in the string theory 
could possibly affect physical observations in practice. 
It has been shown by Gegenberg [5] that static spheri-. 
cally symmetric solutions do not lead to string effects 
in the PPN approximation of the solar system scenario 

0375-9601/02/$- see front matter © 2002 Elsevier Science B.Y. All rights reserved. 
PI!: S 0 3 7 5-9 6 0 I ( 0 2) 0 0 I 3 2-9 
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but that, he conjectured, rotating solutions might lead 
to observable string effects, however tiny. 

· The present Letter aims to undertake an investiga
tion precisely in this direction. For this purpose, we 
consider the Kerr-Sen metric and examine how the 
black hole parameters appear in the correction terms in 
a Sagnac-type experiment. We shall find exact expres
sions for the time delay by following the procedure of 
Tartaglia [6] which we had also adopted in our recent 
investigation of the Brans-Dicke correction factors for 
different types of orbits [7]. An estimate of the possi
ble terrestrial dilatonic charge and some remarks are 
alsb added. 

We have chosen the Sagnac effect because of its 
simplicity and its easy adaptability to rotating sources. 
The effect stems from the basic physical fact that the 
round trip time of light around a closed contour, when 
the source is fixed on a turntable, depends on the 
angular velocity, say Q, of the turntable. Using special 
theory of relativity, and assuming Qr « c, one obtains 
the proper time difference 8r_, when the two beams 
meet again at the starting point as [6] 

4Q 
8r_,.~ - 0 S. 

c-
(1) 

where c is the vacuum speed of light, S (= nr2) is 
· the projected area of the contour perpendicular to the 
axis of rotation. It is a real physical effect in the sense 
that it does not involve any arbitrary synchronization 
convention that is required between two distant clocks 
[8]. The effect is also universal as it manifests not only 
for light rays but also for all kinds of waves includ
ing matter waves [9]. Formula ( l) has been tested to a 
g_ood accuracy and the remarkable degree of precision 
attained -lately by the advent of ring laser interferome
try raises the hope that measurements of higher-order 
corrections to this effect might be possible in near fu
ture [6,10]. 

The string theory effective action in 4 dimensions, 
considered by Sen [4], is 

S =-J (t'x He-<P 

( R 
1 

H H''''f' ''''a ..na ..n X - + 12 fll'f' - g I'"' ''"' 

l F F 1
'") (?.) + 8 ,,, . -

where g1"' is the metric that arises naturally in the 
u-model, R is the Ricci scalar, Fll" = a11 A"- avA11 

is the field strength of the Maxwell field All, cp is the 
dilaton field, and 

where B1111 is the antisymmetric tensor gauge field and 

is the gauge Chern-Simons term. The Einstein frame 
metric is obtained from the relation 

For our purposes, we recast the Einstein frame Kerr
Sen metric into a form that closely resembles the 
familiar Kerr solution in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates. 
The result is (G = c = 1) 

4Mpa sin2 8 
+ E · dtdrp, (5) 

[ 
E ] cp =-In " " , . 

p- +a- cos- e 
2hapQ sin2 e 

Acp =- E. , 

ap Q2 sin2 e 
8'"' = __ A_1_E __ E = p(p + ~) + a2 cos1 e. 

Q2 
~=-. 

M 
(6) 

The metric describes a black hole with mass M, dila
tonic charge Q, angular momentum aM, and magnetic 
dipole moment a Q. For Q = 0, the metric reduces to 
the Kerr solution of GR and for a = 0, it reduces to the 
Gibbons-Garfinkle-Horowitz-Strominger black hole 
solution [2] with the redefinition: p ~ r - ~. Using 
metric (5), we proceed to calculate the proper Sagnac 
delay for three types of source/receiver orbits: equato
rial. polar and geodesic circular orbits. 
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2. Equatorial orbit 

Suppose that the source/receiver of two oppositely 
directed light beams is moving around an uncollapsed 
normal gravitating body, along a circumference at a ra
dius p = R = const, on the equatorial plane e = rr /2. 
Suitably placed mirrors send back to their origin both 
beams after a circular trip about the central rotating 
body. Let us further assume that the source/receiver is 
moving with uniform orbital angular speed wo with re
spect to distant stars such that the rotation angle is 

<po = wot. (7) 

Under these circumstances, metric (5) reduces to 

dr 2 = [ (1 _ 2;) + 4M;wo 

{ 
2 2Ma

2
} "] , - X(X- ~)+a + x- w0 dr-, (8) 

where X = R + ~. The trajectory of a light ray is given 
by dr 2 = 0 which gives 

1-- +--( 
2M) 4Maw 
X X 

{ 
, 2Ma 2

} , 
- X(X-~)+a-+x- w-=0, (9) 

where w is the angular speed of photons. The two roots 
Q± of the quadratic equation (9) provide the rotation 
angles for the light rays: 

Q± 
<fJ± = f2±t = -<po. ( 10) 

W() 

The first intersection of the world lines of the two light 
rays with the world line of the orbiting observer after 
emission at time 1 = 0 occurs when 

<fJ+ = cp0 + 2rr. 
f2+ 
____:::_<po = <po ± 2rr, 
wo 

<fJ- = <po- 2rr. or. 

(11) 

where + and - refer to co-rotating and counter-rotat
ing beams. Solving for <po, one finds from Eqs. (II) 
for the two ± beams: 

2rrwo 
<fJO± = ± n 

"t±- W() 

( 12) 

The proper time as measured the orbiting observer is 
found from Eq. (8) by using dt = d<po/wo, and inte
grating between <fJO+ and <po-. The final result, which 

is the Sagnac delay, is given by 

4rr 
01"£=-x 

\ ") , .., 
X <vo(X·+a-X+"Ma--X-1;>-"Ma 

)I I-2M/ X>+4MawofX -{XIX-I;>+a2+2Ma2j X}w~ji/2. 

(13) 

This is an exact expression for the delay and it is zero 
if the angular speed wo o~ the orbiting observer is such 
that the numerator in Eq. (13) is zero. On the other 
hand, if the pbserver keeps fixed positions with respect 
to distant stars so that wo = 0, then· the Sagnac delay 
becomes 

8rraM 
8r0 = 

X(l-2M/X)lf2" 
(14) 

The effect of the dilatonic charge Q is evident in 
Eqs. (13) and (14) through the appearance of the fac
tor~ and the values of OT£, 8ro are different from the 
Kerr case if ~ =I= 0. 

Assuming c = M / R « 1 and f3 = woR «·I, the 
correction terms to the basic Sagnac delay 8rs (= 4 x 
rr f3 R) to first order in c and f3 are obtained from 
Eq. (13): 

orE~ 8rs- 8rras + 4rrf3R(31]- 2~), (15) 

where 

M 
1]=--, 

R+~ 

2M-~ 
~= 

2R 
( 16) 

The second term in Eq. ( 15) is a contribution purely 
due to the angular momentum J while the last term 
displays the contribution from~ (= Q 2 I M). 

3. Polar orbit 

We shall now investigate the effect when the light 
rays move along a circular trajectory passing over the 
poles. In this case, too, we may take p = R = const 
and <p = const. Assuming uniform motion again, we 
take e = wot. Then, we have, using dp = 0, dcp = 0. 
de= w0 dt and dr 2 = 0, from metric (5): 

de (R2 - 2M R + a 2 cos2 e) 112 
-=± ") ? 
dt R(R+~)+a-cos-e 

( 17) 

Assuming that a2 I R2 « I. t = 0 when e = 0, we 
hav!'!, on integration, 
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--v R+~ 
t- e 

- (l-2MIR)If2 

a2 1- (4M +~)IR . 
+ 4R (l-2MIR)3f2 (cos8sme+8). (18) 

During this time t, the rotating observer describes an 
angle eo (say) while light travels an angle 2:rr ± eo 
(once again, + for co-rotating beam and - for the 
counter-rotating beam) so that one obtains, after some 
manipulations [7], 

eo q 
- = (p + q )(2:rr ± eo) ± - sin 2eo' 
wo . 2 

where 

p= (1-2MIR)If2' 

a2 1-(4M+OIR 
q=-

4R (1-2MIR)3f2. 

(19) 

(20) 

Assuming a low speed observer and that the angle 
2eo be so small as to justify sin 2eo ~ 2eo, we get, on 
solving for 8o, from Eq. (19): 

Bo± = 2:rr P + q (21) 
I I wo =f (p + q) =f q 

Finally, the difference between two round trip "co
ordinate" times (recalling the approximations already 
used) comes to 

eo+- eo_ 
f+-f-=---

W() 

~:rrwo(R+~) 2 {4+8t:+ 3
a

2 

}· (22) 
R(R +~) 

where we have retained terms of the order of wo and t: 
only. 

It is now necessary to express the above time 
difference in terms of the proper time r of the rotating 
observer. This is done using in metric (5), e = wot, 
d8=wodt: 

(23) 

Under the assumption of small wot such that cos(wot) 
~I, sin(wot) ~ 0 and a 21 R(R + ~) « 1, we get 

( 
2M ., . ) 1/2 

r~ I----w0R(R+~) t. 
R+~ 

(24) 

Therefore, the time delay in the polar case, denoted by 
orp, is given by 

( 
2M )1/2 

8rp~ 1- -w6R(R+~) (t+-'-) 
R(R +~) . 

Using the result in Eq. (23), we get 

orp ~ :rrwo(R + ~) 2 

x [ 4 + (::
2

~) +4M { :CR+:!)}]. 

~4:rrwoR2 +:rrwo(3a2 +4MR) 

+ :rrwo ( 8R~ + 4~ 2 + 
3~~ +12M~ 

8M~ 2 ) +--. 
R 

(25) 

(26) 

The first term is the basic Sagnac delay 8rs, the second 
term is the Kerr contribution and the third term is the 
string correction. 

The absolute difference between equatorial and 
polar Sagnac delay is 

Jor£- orp I~ 8:rrat: + 3:rrwoa2 + 4:rrwo~(R + 6M). 

(27) 

4. Geodesic orbit 

Consider the geodesic motion of the source/receiver 
having a 4-velocity u'1 (= dx'1 I dr) so that the equa
tions are 

aufl I' {l I' Ci 

ax'' !I + r,,o:u [/ = o. (28) 

where r,~~ are the Christoffel symbols formed from 
metric(5). The problem can be simplified by choosing 
8 = :rr 12, so that u11 = 0. The geodesic equations 
this case, do allow such a solution [ 11]. Then, for a 
circular geodesic orbit with a constant radius p = R, 
the condition is uP = 0. Then the radial equation turns 
out to be 

(29) 

Defining the angular speed of rotation of the source/ 
receiver as w = u'P lu 1 , we get, after a simplification, 
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the two roots W± from Eq. (29): 

I 
W±=---

ag'P'Piap 

x [. - agr<p ± 
ap (

a8r<p)
1 

_ agn agrp<p ]· <30) 
ap ap ap 

Using the metric tensor from (5), we get 

W± = [2Ma2 - (R: ~) 2 (2R + ~)] 
x[2Ma±{2M(R+~)2 (2R+~)} 112]. (31) 

We can-put this W± in place of wo in Eq. (13) to get 
the exact expression for the Sagnac delay. The ap
proximation follows from Eq. (15): 

8naM ? 
8rc ~ --R- + 4nw±R-(l + 31]- 2~). (32) 

The leading terms are 

8naM · ~ 5nQ2 

8rc ~ --- =f4nv M R ± --
R - .JRM 

8naM 4naM2 I* =:::r::8r.---- ±5n" -
' ·' R R2 5 R' 

(33) 

where 8r_,. (= 4n../1ViR) is the basic Sagnac delay in 
the polar case [6]. In the above approximation, we 
have neglected terms of the order (~I R) 1, a2 I R3, etc. 
because of their smallness. · 

5. An estimate of the dilatonic charge 

In the above, we provided exact formulations of 
the Sagnac delay for three types of orbits. These lead 
to coiTection terms embodied in Eqs. ( 15), (26) and 
(33), which reveal, especially, the role of the dilaton 
parameter~. The terms involving only a and M are the 
Ken conections which could be easily evaluated for a 

. given configuration. However, this aside, we could try 
to have an idea of the possible estimate of the dilatonic 
charge Q from its contribution to the delay. 

One possibility is the following: The existence of 
a hmizon in the KeiT-Sen metric requires that M 2 > 
J + (li2)Q2. Thus, if J,;::: 0, one has Q < M, that 
is, the mass of the black hole itself provides the upper 
limit on Q. But this need not be the case when one 
considers orbits not around a black hole but around an 

ordinary uncollapsed object like the Earth. Therefore, 
the other possibility is to look for values of Q in Earth 
bound experiments. 

Consider, for instance, a polar orbit around the 
Earth, say at a radius R = 7 x 106 m. We also restore 
G and c in the expressions that follow and recall the 
relevant Earth values, designated by the subscript$: 

REB= 6.37 X 106 m, .Qffi = 7.27 X 10-S mls, 

GMEBic2 =4.4 X 10-3 m, 

affi = 9.81 x 108 m2 Is, 

c = 3 x lOs mls. (34) 

For the angular velocity wo = (cl R))GMEBI Rc2 , 

the main Sagnac term becomes 8rs = 4nw0 R2 lc2 ~ 
7.35 X w-6 s, while the Kerr contribution, designated 
by DTK, is DTK = (nwolc1 )(3a2 + 4MG R). The first 
term is ~ 1.39 X 10- 18 S, while the Second term is 
~ 4.84 X w-IS s, respectively. The dilatonic contri
bution, designated by 8r~, is 

nwo ( 12MEBG 3a~) 
8r~ = -?- 8R + 2 + - 2 ~ 

c- c Rc 
} 

nwo ( 4 8MEBG) 2 +-? +-R? ~· c- c-
(35) 

Nate that ~ has the dimension of length, and so has Q. 
For the above expansion to be meaningful, we have 
assumed ~ < 1 m. 

For the values cited in (34), the leading term in 
Eq. (35) is 

8nwoR 10 , , 
OTt; = --7 -~ ~ 4. 75 X 10- Q- sjm-. (36) 

c-

Since~= Q2c2/GMEB = 2.27 x 102 Q2 m- 1 and~< 
I m, we can, in general, take Q2 ~ 10-fl m2, f3 > 2 
so that Q ~ 1026-tl/2 esu noting that 1 m ~ 1026 esu. 
Then, 8r~; ~ 4.75 x 10-( IO+{Jl s. This implies that 
Q ~ 1026-tJ/2 esu. Obviously, the value of f3 depends 
on the accuracy of observation of 8rp. Suppose, we 
are able to measure 8rp up to an accuracy of 10- 14 s, 
which might be technologically possible in the near 
future. Then, if we wish to ascribe this conection to 
the dilatonic charge, we must have f3 = 4 and it leads 
to Q ~ I 024 esu. In this unit, the value of the tenestrial 
dilatonic charge looks huge, in fact exceeding the 
electronic charge of the Earth's magnetosphere (2 x 
1022 esu) by 200 times! A large value of f3 » 4 
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would certainly reduce the dilatonic charge, but then 
the corrections to 8rp would be extremely small and 
would go far beyond the Kerr conections. 

6. Some remarks 

Corrections to the Sagnac delay beyond the basic 
value 8rs could also come from the non-Einsteinian 
theories such as the Brans-Dicke or other nonmini
mally coupled scalar tensor theories [7] but, unfor
tunately, these theories produce only naked singular
ities instead of black holes. This situation leaves us 
only with a very few physically viable options in the 
form of either Kerr-Newman or dilaton gravity. The 
best Ken corrections to the Earth bound experiments 
is of the order of ~ w- 15 s and beyond, as we saw 
above. Therefore, a good ~andidate for the interpreta
tion of conections within the intermediate range (be
tween 10-6 and 10- 15 s) could be the terrestrial dila
tonic charge which, however, seems rather huge in 
electrostatic units. On the other hand, we still do not 
know of a basic unit of the dilatonic charge given by 
an independent theory. Consequently, it is really not 
known what the actual magnitude would be in that ba
sic unit. 

It has come to our attention that in a recent pa
per, Bini, Jantzen and Mashhoon [12] have elabo
rately studied, from the relative observer point of view, 
the gravitomagnetic clock effect and the Sagnac ef
fect for circularly rotating orbits in a general class 
of axisymmetric spacetiines. Although not specifically 
mentioned therein, the Kerr-Sen spacetime is auto
matically a member of this class due to its symmetries 
and much of the calculations in the present Letter fol
low directly from Ref. [ 12]. For instance. consider the 
metric of the circular orbit cylinder in the threading 
and slicing notation: 

dr1~-1Pl ~ N 2 dt 2
- g'P'P(dcp + N<P dt)

2
, 

with 

I 
., ..., ., ., ) 

N'P=-2Ma (X''+a-X+2Ma--x-~. 

(37) 

Eq. (8) turns out to be exactly the same as Eq. (3.5) of 
Ref. [I 2]. Also. note that Eq. (I 2) gives the coordinate 
time difference as 

· 'Po+-'PO-
Llt =t+- (_ = ---

WI) 

(38) 

which is precisely the same as Eq. (6.2) of Ref. [12] 
under the identifications r;; = wo, r;;± = il±. Several 
other similarities could also be cited but the point is 
that we only considered here what Bini et a!. [I 2] 
called the observer-dependent "single-clock clock ef
fect". That is, we calculated the proper time 8r as 
measured by a single clock and examined specifically 
the role of the dilaton charge Q in the conection terms. 
On the other hand, the work in Ref. [I 2] contains, in 
addition, a comprehensive analysis of two -other dis
tinct gravitomagnetic clock effects and their relation 
to the Sagnac effect in a general class of spacetimes. It 
would indeed be interesting to work out, for example; 
the "two-clock clock effects" in the Ken-Sen space
time for various observers. This we plan to do in a fu
ture communication. 

It has also beeri pointed out [ 13] to us that, by 
defining 

? (R + ~) 2 (2R + ~) 
z- = 

2
M , (39) 

one could rewrite Eq. (31) as 

1 
W±=--. 

a =r=Z . 
In terms or coordinate periods, one then has 

t+ -f_ =4na. 

(40) 

(41) 

Remarkably, the difference is proportional only to the 
angular momentum of the source, exactly as in the 
Kerr-Newman spacetime. The (single clock) proper 
time he (Eq. (33)) however reveals the effect of Q. 
The difference (r+- r_) between the proper periods 
gathered by two clocks ('"two-clock clock effect") 
in the Ken-Newman spacetime has been calculated 
by Mashhoon et a!. [14]. The equivalence of this 
gravitomagnetic effect with NASA's gravity probe-8 
concept is also elucidated there. 
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